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Psychology

Intersubj active Relatedness and Internal Working Models: Developing an Observational
Measure o f Interactive Attunement and Assessing its RelationsMp with Attachment in
School-Aged Children
Chairs: Christine Fiore, Ph.D., Paul Silverman, Ph.D.

Intersubj ective relatedness, or affective attunement, is theorized to be the basis for
attachment - the foundation for self-concept, future relationships, and overall worldviewc
Little empirical investigation has been carried out regarding affective attunement,
however, especially beyond infancy, and even less so incorporating it as an interactive
process. This study was designed to develop an observational measure o f interactive
attunement, and to assess the relationship between attunement and attachment.
Participants were 39 dyads including school-aged children and their primary caretakers.
Parents were recruited from the community and an introductory psychology class
research pool. Each dyad completed a cooperative task that was designed to provoke a
range o f emotions without triggering the attachment system. Dyads then discussed their
experience outside the presence o f the researchers. Both task and discussion were
videotaped and later coded for various behavioral indices. Parents and children also
completed a number o f pencil and paper measures. Building from the framework first
described by Holigrocki et al. (1999), nine possible behavioral indices o f affective
attunement were generated, seven o f which were coded individually for parent and child.
To determine which variables to include in the final measure, regression analyses were
calculated using these indices and a general rating o f attunement established for each
dyad. Seven o f the original indices were retained, creating a measure including 12 total
variables (two rated for match within the dyad, the other five rated separately for parent
and child). Sound empirical support for the final measure was shown. Individual
variables were reliably coded, and derived scores accounted for significant variance in
general ratings o f attunement (75% o f the variance in the Task, 69% in the Discussion).
Further, consistent with expectation, significant negative association was found between
attunement and several factors known to encumber emotional connectivity (e.g.,
increasing levels o f problematic behaviors in the child, parental medical/psychological
difficulty since the child’s birth). Parent ratings o f emotional connection also supported
the validity o f the measure. Once the final measure was established, correlational
analyses were carried out investigating the relationship between attunement and
attachment. Some support for theory was found, in particular, using the parent-report
measures of attachment.
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INTRODUCTION
As we go about our days meeting various people, interacting within new
associations and old, w'e may be struck by the myriad o f differences and similarities
among the persons in our path. In addition to overt physical characteristics, we might
notice such things as mood and temperament, or general disposition. We may gain
awareness that there are some people with whom we experience a certain connection,
feeling that they truly understand where we are coming from and that they somehow
share our inner experience with us. We might also notice that some people approach their
interactions with others in a seemingly positive expectant state. They appear to anticipate
a mutually satisfying interchange, one wherein they are treated with respect. In accord
with these expectations, such people will approach others in a positive and respectful
way, likely engendering similar behavior in return, and thus, serving to reinforce their
notions regarding others and the world in general.
In comparison, we may notice in our interactions that there are other individuals
with whom we are unable to establish a sense o f connection. During conversation we
perceive that these people do not share our feelings and do not understand our
experience. We may also note that there are some individuals who appear to expect the
worst in their interactions with others. Such people may have an underlying sense that
others are purposefully hurtful or mean, or that they themselves are not worthy o f others’
regard. As such, they are likely to approach others in a defensive, self-protecting manner
whereby they either adopt a ‘first offensive’ tactic o f hostility or one o f impotent
resignation or avoidance. This behavior then engenders returned hostility, apathy or pity,
none o f which result in the creation o f a mutually satisfying exchange. Further, these

1
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consequent interchanges serve a destractive role as they function to reinforce a continued
negative expectancy and belief regarding others and the world in general.
In each o f the above cases, a recursive cycle is evidenced. In one example, the
individual’s style serves to contribute toward greater and greater positive interactions and
expectancies. In the other example, it contributes toward greater and greater interpersonal
failures and negative interactions. In either case, the ramifications o f the recursive pattern
will likely be felt not only in interpersonal, but also in educational/vocational and
intrapersonal domains.
But from where do these expectancies and interactional patterns arise? The field
of psychology has long theorized the importance o f early experiences on current
functioning and behavior. Initially, the focus was primarily on maladaptive or
problematic outcomes. For instance, in the late 1800’s Sigmund Freud espoused the
notion that unresolved conflict around key developmental areas serves as the genesis for
adult neurotic and psychotic disorders. In his psychoanalytic theory such conflict
generally revolved around the child’s relationship with his mother, and it was to the
mother that much responsibility was subsequently awarded for the individual’s
maladaptive development. W ith the advent o f neo-analytic, behavioral and social learning
theories, however, there appears to have been a broadening o f focus toward a more sociodevelopmental perspective where both positive and negative outcomes are highlighted. In
this vein, too, earlier experiences are recognized as contributing to later functioning and
response.
While differing broadly in approach, both psychoanalytic and learning theories
have in common their reliance on secondary drive explanatory mechanisms. In both
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instances, the infant’s strong relationship with his mother is explained through the
m other’s provision o f food. In this manner, the mother’s presence comes to be associated
with the positive satisfaction o f the infant’s hunger drives. And, as a result o f this
association, the strong infant-mother tie emerges.
Although these secondary drive theories were a strong and long-pervading
explanation for the special relationship between mother and infant, in the mid 20*
century a revolutionary named John Bowlby began to seriously challenge their veracity.
While his training was based in psychoanalytic thought, Bowlby was compelled by
evidence from animal studies that seriously called into question the underlying basis of
sustenance for the infant-mother relationship. He then drew on information gleaned in the
areas o f ethology, evolutionary biology, developmental psychology, cognitive science,
and control systems in his development o f attachment theory to explain the mechanisms
underlying the infant’s tie to the mother (see Cassidy, 1999 for review). Although his
theory was initially ill received within the psychological community, it has since gained
credibility with attachment now viewed not only as a paramount component o f infantcaretaker relations, but also as something that influences our interactions and perceptions
throughout the lifespan. Rutter (1996) makes this point well as he acknowledges both the
roots o f attachment theory, as well as their encumbrance:
Although it is important not to throw out the baby with the bathwater, there is an
awful lot o f psychoanalytic water that needs to go down the plughole and we also
need to appreciate that psychoanalysis is only one o f the parents o f the baby
[attachment theory] and that the growing infant differs in very important ways
from its progenitors, (pp. 142-143)
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ATTACHMENT
Attachment theory is predicated on the tenet that the relationships children have
with their primary caregivers provide the basis for their expectations regarding their o w
capabilities as well as those regarding the nature o f the social world. Accordingly, with
positive and emotionally available caregivers children develop models o f self as worthy
and competent in regulating behavior, and models o f the world as a just and rewarding
place. On the other hand, in the face o f inaccessible, unpredictable and/or rejecting
caregivers, self-assurance is grossly compromised and children develop models o f self as
unworthy and incapable o f behavioral regulation, and a worldview that is epitomized by
unfairness, hostility and interpersonal peril (see Easterbrooks, Davidson & Chazan,
1993). Within this framework then, there are far-reaching implications. One’s attachment
history and subsequent pattern o f behavior greatly influence the view o f self, view o f
others and the world, as well as expectations and interactions within that world.
This occurs through the early attachment process, wherein the child builds
complementary representations o f both self and the attachment figure. Bowlby (1973)
termed these representations ‘internal working models’ and posited that they reflect the
child’s appraisal of, and confidence in: (1) the self as worthy o f protection and care, and
(2) the attachment figure’s ability, desire, and availability to provide care and protection.
In the presence o f an available, sensitive and responsive caregiver the infant will come to
see himself as lovable and worthy o f care and will come to see others as trustworthy,
available, and safe. At the other extreme, however, an infant who is ignored or physically
or emotionally rejected vdll develop a representation o f the self as unlovable and
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unworthy o f care and a representation o f others as untrustworthy, unavailable, and
dangerous.
Internal wwhing models evolve during the child’s early development and are
considered to have developed by the first four years o f life; their influence, then, is
pervasive, as they become the basis for all future relationships (Hughes, 1997). However,
this does not mean that interna! working models are immutable or that one’s social fate is
determined before the age o f 5. As Rutter states, the attraction o f the concept o f internal
working models “lies in its explicit recognition o f the role o f active thought processes in
the mediation o f the effects o f experiences and in it providing a mechanism for both
continuity and change” (1996, p. 134).
While the basic template may have been created in those earliest years, there is
evidence that significant experiences can influence and alter one’s basic attachment style.
Such experiences may include things that occur in the individual’s natural environment
such as loss o f an attachment figure through death or decompensation o f some kind, or
the finding o f an available and trustworthy attachment figure where before there was
none. It may also include active intervention o f a nature that either influences the
availability of an attachment figure or modifies internal working models through some
form o f cognitive restructuring process (i.e., a therapeutic intervention). Thus, attachment
patterns are most influenced before the age o f 5 while their repercussions are felt in an
multiplicity o f areas throughout the lifespan.
Attachment, however, is not a reified construct existing within the person.
Although significant in its influence, it is but one o f many behavioral systems acting
within the individual. Perhaps forgotten by others at times, Bowlby recognized the
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presence o f additional behavioral systems including those influencing play/exploration,
sociability or affiliation, reproduction, and feeding. He emphasized that these behavioral
systems also influence behavior, at times, competing with or overriding the influence of
the attachment system, in other cases being overridden by it. Although these other
systems are not a focus o f the current work, their presence and impact on human
development and behavior are nevertheless consistently acknowledged.
The Attachment System
John Bowlby viewed the attachment system as an internal goal-corrected system
that allows for the flexible organization o f attachment-seeking behaviors around a
particular figure, the primary caretaker. Under conditions o f heightened stress or threat
the attachment system is strongly activated and the child seeks close proximity/physical
contact with the attachment figure. In the absence o f such interna! or external stressors
the attachment system is not activated and the child is free to explore her environment by
necessitating less proximity to the attachment figure.
As mentioned earlier, Bowlby was influenced by numerous fields o f thought in
his development o f attachment theor}^, including an evolutionary perspective. From this
context he identified many advantages to the attachment behavioral system: heightened
protection from predators and other potentially dangerous situations, access to food,
acquisition o f knowledge/skills, as well as basic physiological regulation (Bowlby, 1988).
Clearly, these advantages are conducive to higher rates o f survival and, thus, Bowlby saw
the attachment system as something that would be selected for from an evolutionary
perspective. Indeed, Bowlby noted proximity to an older individual as being the infant’s
only means o f protection, and, hence, initially the infant’s sole adaptive behavioral
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strategy for responding to fear. Hence, it is activation o f the attachment behavioral
system that increases the infant’s likelihood o f receiving protection at the time o f greatest
vulnerability'(Bowlby, 1973).
’^Tiile Bowlby (1969) emphasized that the primary' mechanism activating
attachm ent behaviors involves situational cues and perceptual processes, he recognized
that affective states and emotional appraisals are also involved. These vary in accord with
the activation o f the attachment system: The absence o f internal or external
threats/stressors and the availability o f the attachment figure result in low activation of
the attachment system, as well as positive affect and a sense o f personal safety. In
contrast, the presence o f internal stress or external threat activates the attachment system
resulting in progressively increasing negative affect and feelings o f anxiety, alarm, and
fear, even terror. In addition, when the attachment figure is unreliable or inaccessible, the
child’s affective state likely includes anger and sadness as well. For Bowlby, this latter
notion touches upon something that has proven at the crux o f attachment theory: the
influence of the nature o f the early caregiving environment.

Classification o f Attachment Patterns
As Bowlby continued his study o f the attachment behavioral system, he observed
several standard variations among the quality o f infant attachment behaviors and posited
that individual differences in attachment strategies are greatly influenced by the quality o f
the infant’s experiences with her attachment figures. Through repeated daily interactions
with the caregiver the infant gains a fairly accurate internal representation o f how this
attachment figure is likely to respond to her attachment behavior. This internal
representation then provides the basis for strategies employed by the infant to maintain or
7
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achieve proximity to her attachment figure. Different caregiving environments require
different approaches to attain this goal, suggesting that infants begin to demonstrate
discrete patterns o f attachment behaviors in their quest for safety and protection.
Main (1990) further describes infants as tailoring their strategy to the caregiving
environm ent in order to achieve their goal o f maintaining proximity to their attachment

figure. The infant’s developed strategy is then that which is implemented in situations o f
fear or heightened stress. W ith a history o f prompt and sensitive caregiving, infants leam
they must only express their distress when faced with a problem to ensure their
protection. On the other hand, infants who have experienced a caregiver who is
uncomfortable with closeness have learned to suppress the expression o f attachment
behaviors as a means o f maintaining protective access to their attachment figure. And
finally, other infants have teamed to hyperactivate their attachment behaviors, even in the
absence o f overt threats to their well-being, in order to maximize the chance that an
inconsistently responsive caregiver will be available when help is actually needed. In
each o f the above cases, the organization o f the attachment figure’s behavior has led to
the development o f an organized and effective strategy by the infant, serving to maximize
her chances for safety and survival.
Not only do these effective strategies serve an immediate survival function, there
is also evidence o f their necessity for later coping as well. In each o f the above cases, the
infant is presented with a problem, fear, and has developed a solution in her
implementation o f attachment behaviors. As such, the infant has found a means to resolve
her fear in an organized and effective manner and develops a representation o f self as
competent in dealing with threatening situations. Siegel (1999) reports findings from

8
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neuroscience and animal studies that suggest that humans require experiences in which
fears are solvable in order to develop those brain structures involved in the regulation of
mxiQty and to develop an organized response system in the face o f threat or other
frightening situations.
Comparatively, children who experience unsolvable fear do not develop internal
representations o f self as competent in dealing with threatening situations. Without the
presence of a caregiver’s help to solve their fearful situation, they do not receive
assistance with the regulation o f that fear. This has adverse eonsequences on the ability to
self-soothe or regulate difficult emotions later on (Cassidy & Mohr, 2001). Further,
without experience with solvable fear. Main & Hesse (as cited in Cassidy & Mohr, 2001)
caution that children may develop incompatible parallel cognitive processes for
negotiating threat. An example o f this phenomenon can be seen in the approach-avoid
impulses that characterize some children’s experience in the presence o f a frightening or
abusive caregiver. Such children observe the attachment figure as both an inherent haven
o f safety and protection, as well as a source o f threat. There is no reconciliation o f these
two experiences and, hence, their associated cognitive processes develop distinct from
each other. W ith both processes influencing behavior, the child experiences a disjointed
and contradictory influence on her response, the result o f which is ambiguous and often
ineffectual behavior in the face o f threat. In the most extreme case, the attachment style
developed leads to behavior that directly compromises the integrity o f the individual.
As we describe the various scenarios leading to different attachment styles, we
begin a process o f classification that has enabled the very foundation from which our
knowledge has broadened from theory to empiricism. Although Bowlby had identified
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several patterns o f attachment within the infants he studied, it was not until Mar>' Salter
Ainsworth developed a method o f assessment that these patterns became operationalized.
Together with Sylvia Bell, Ainsworth implemented the “Strange Situation” as a
standardized assessment o f attachment behaviors. This experimental method involves
presenting the child with various situations in a laboratory setting. The situations were
devised to “observe the extent to which the infant could use Ms mother as a secure base
from which he could explore a strange environment, with fear o f the stranger kept in
abeyance by her presence” (Ainsworth & Beil, 1970, p. 53), thus examining the process
by which attachment and exploratory behavioral systems shift in influence under the
various conditions presented. The child’s pattern o f attachment is determined by
examining his reunion behaviors relative to his demonstrated level o f distress during the
abandonment phase. Through this pioneering work, three classic typologies o f attachment
style were identified: avoidant, secure, and ambivalent.
The Strange Situation procedure became the standardized manner o f assessing a
young child’s attachment style. However, as Ainsworth’s methodology increased in use
throughout the developmental community, researchers began to identify a significant
subset o f infants who were not classifiable within the established categories. While many
o f these infants were from maltreated samples, this was not always the case. Main and
Weston (1981) found 13% o f their large, nonclinical sample did not fit into the existing
classification system. As researchers focused their attention on this unclassifiable
subgroup o f infants, they documented a commonality o f behaviors suggesting the absence
o f an identifiable attachment strategy with respect to the primary caregiver, and a
breakdown in the normally smooth coordination o f attachment-seeking behaviors (Main
10
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& Solomon, 1990). As mentioned, indicative o f incompatible parallel cognitive
processes, these infants demonstrated what has been termed conflict behaviors during
times o f stress. Whereas other infants turn to their attachment figure as a haven o f safety
during periods o f threat, these infants appeared conflicted, disoriented, disorganized in
their approach. This is manifested by the child through bizarre approach-avoid conflict
behavior; misdirection or interruption o f ongoing behavioral patterns by seemingly
contradictory, stereotyped, incompatible, or irrelevant behaviors; confusion and
disorientation; and fearfulness toward the primary caregiver. In addition then to the
attachment categories initially described, one further category o f attachment,
disorganized/disoriented, was identified by Main and Solomon and added to the original
Ainsworth system in 1986. Since that time, four classifications o f attachment have been
widely recognized: avoidant, secure, ambivalent and disorganized/disoriented.
The Avoidant (A) Pattern o f Attachment
In this style o f attachment, the individual not only lacks confidence that care will
be provided him when sought, but also actually expects to be rebuffed when seeking
comfort or security (Bowlby, 1988). This stems from the primary attachment figure
repeatedly rejecting the child when he seeks comfort or protection, or from the parent
being so over stimulating and out o f sync with the infant that her behavior is deemed
intrusive.
In adulthood, such a pattern has been classified as dismissing. When reflecting on
early attachment relationships such individuals manifest a general level o f discomfort.
They are apt to deny the influence o f early attachment relationships on their development.
They also demonstrate difficulty recalling specific events relative to the attachment
11
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relationship and have a tendency to idealize their experiences (Crowell, Fraley, & Shaver,
1999). Kazan and Shaver (1987) characterize these adults as having an overall experience
o f discomfort in close relationships.
The Secure (B) Pattern o f Attachment
Resulting from available, sensitive, and loving responses by the primary
attachment figure, secure attachment has been viewed the most common and healthy
pattern o f attachment. In this classification, the infant is confident that his primary
attachment figure will be accessible, responsive, and helpful when presented with an
adverse or frightening situation.
When an individual is feeling secure he is likely to explore away from his
attachment figure. W hen alarmed, anxious, tired, or unwell he feels an urge
toward proxim ity.. .Provided the parent is known to be accessible and will be
responsive when called upon, a healthy child feels secure enough to explore.
(Bowlby, 1988, pp. 121-122)
In adulthood, this pattern o f attachment is suggestive o f someone who becomes
involved in close relationships easily, does not experience problems with mutual
dependency, and is not afraid o f becoming too close or o f being abandoned (Kazan &
Shaver, 1987). Within the adult classification system, individuals manifesting secure
patterns o f attachment are designated as autonomous. Their reflections on early
attachment relationships contain a balanced view; they articulate value in attachment
relationships and see such experiences as having been influential in their development
(Crowell et al., 1999).

12
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The Anxious/Ambivalent (C) Pattern o f Attachment
The anxious/ambivaient attachment style stems from inconsistent parenting
wherein the infant is uncertain whether the primary attachment figure will be responsive,
available, or helpful when called upon (Bowlby, 1988). At times, the parent is helpfiil and
available, at others the parent is not. This may occur as a consequence o f behavioral
inconsistency, physical separations, or threats o f abandonment utilized as a means o f
control. Resultant behavioral manifestations o f this anxious attachment pattern include
separation anxiety, clinginess, and a reluctance to engage in, or anxiety over, exploratoiy
behaviors.
The anxious/ambivalent pattern o f attachment in childhood corresponds to what
has subsequently been labeled by Main and her colleagues as preoccupied in adulthood
(see Crowell et ah, 1999). When interviewed regarding past attachment relationships,
such individuals manifest confusion or vacillation, with descriptions marked by either
passivity or active anger. This classification “is associated with memories o f nonloving
but involving, even role-reversing parenting, in which a child needed to be alert to
parental needs in preference to his or her own” (p. 440). According to Hazan and Shaver
(1987), an adult who manifests an attachment style o f anxious ambivalence is likely to
cling to his partner in fear o f losing the relationship.
The Disorganized/Disoriented (D) Pattern o f Attachment
Each o f the three previously mentioned attachment strategies are classified as
‘organized’ in that they are considered to be functional within the child’s (or individual’s)
environments. While different patterns o f behavior are characteristic o f each
classification, in all cases, the child’s behavior is adaptive to allow for maximal
13
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proximity to the attachment figure in question. This is not the case, however, in the final
attachment style. In the disorganized/disoriented pattern o f attachment, the child’s
behavior is just that - disorganized. As van IJzendoom, Schuengel and BakermansKranenburg (1999) assert, “disorganized attachment can be described as the breakdown
o f an otherwise consistent and organized strategy o f emotion regulation” (p. 226).
To describe what this disorganized pattern looks like, Main and Solomon (1990)
have identified several behavioral indices o f disorganized attachment in infants. Although
not exhaustive, seven common themes have emerged; (1) sequential displays o f
contradictory behaviors, (2) simultaneous displays o f contradictory behaviors, (3)
expressions and movements that are misdirected, undirected, incomplete or interrupted,
(4) asymmetrical or mistimed movements, stereotypies, and anomalous postures, (5)
freezing, stilling, or slowing o f movements and expressions, (6) overt indications of
apprehension regarding the attachment figure, and (7) overt indications of
disorganization, confusion, and disorientation to the environment. Further, such behavior
is especially indicative o f the disorganized attachment classification when demonstrated
during periods o f heightened stress in the presence o f the parent, and when they are
displayed with a sufficient degree o f intensity, as is congruent with the design o f the
Strange Situation procedure.
The behaviors demonstrated by disorganized/disoriented infants appear bizarre
and incoherent to the observer, and are espoused to occur as a result o f stress and anxiety
that are not resolvable because the attachment figure is concurrently a source o f fright, as
well as the only potential haven o f safety available to the infant. As Hesse and Main
(2000) describe:
14
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An infant frightened by its attachment figure has no inherent (i.e., instinctively
organized) means for separating the location o f its attacker from the location o f its
haven o f safety. Thus, confronted with circumstances unanticipated w ithin its
evolutionary history, it should experience strong propensities to approach the
place o f threat, (p. 1104)
Many factors have been posited to account for this pattern o f attachment,
including some inherent within the child and others characteristic o f the attachment figure
(see van IJzendoom et al., 1999; Hesse & Main, 2000). Those infant qualities found to be
associated with a disorganized/disoriented attachment pattem include: neurological
impairment, pharmacologic intervention, and extended periods o f isolation. No such
association has been found, on the other hand, regarding the child’s sex or the presence o f
severe physical problems o f a nonneurological nature (e.g., chronic illness, hearing
impairment, cleft lip/palate, or prematurity). In examination o f parental factors, van
IJzendoom et al. (1999) conclude that “within the normal, nonclinical range o f parenting,
insensitive parental behavior does not seem to be sufficient to evoke disorganized
attachment behaviors in the child” (p. 243), nor does parental depression.
Disorganized attachment patterns in children have, however, been linked with
maltreating parents and to mothers with insecure attachment representations who have
histories involving unresolved loss or trauma (Schuengel, Bakermans-Kranenburg & van
IJzendoom, 1999). The rationale presented for these associations revolve around fear. In
the case o f child maltreatment, there is a pervasive paradox presented by maltreating
parents to their children: they serve as both potentially the sole source o f comfort and
safety for their children, at the same time being a primary and frequent source o f fright
15
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via their unpredictable abusive behavior. Parents with unresolved loss issues may also
show frightening behavior to their children, albeit perhaps unintentionally. It is
speculated that such parents inadvertently frighten their children when they display their
own fright associated with the, often unbidden, remembrance o f their own loss o f an
important attachment figure.
Overall, it is now generally viewed that all experiences in infancy that strongly
activate the child’s attachment behavioral system without resolving it, result in
disorganization o f that system (Solomon & George, 1999). Main termed this experience
‘fright without solution’ and emphasized the resultant development o f defensive
strategies, including a disconnection between attachment behavior and thoughts and
feelings (see Hopkins, 2000). As mentioned previously, the experience o f unresolvable
and unregulated fear results in an inability to regulate emotion and self-soothe, and also
contributes to the development o f incompatible parallel cognitive processes for
negotiating threat. In combination, the above characteristics may be viewed as the
epitome o f disorganization itself.
Some o f the experiences that can contribute to disorganization in the child include
illness, neglect, separation and loss, in addition to exposure to frightened or frightening
caregivers. In all o f these circumstances, there is “the violation o f the attachment
system’s inherent expectation o f protection and security. All threaten the child’s survival.
All evoke unremitting fear accompanied by unrequited longing for protection, and
unremitting pain and anger at frustration by the parent” (Hopkins, 2000). In adulthood,
such individuals are termed unresolved and have been noted to endorse having
experienced attachment-related traumas in childhood including loss and/or abuse;
16
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disorganization and confusion become apparent during their recollections o f early
attachment relationships (see Crowell et al., 1999).
As depicted in Figure 1, the four different patterns o f attachment represent
differing approaches (three organized, one not) and differing levels o f security (one
secure, three insecure). The greater utility o f attachment theory, however, lies with each
classification’s meaning for individual functioning. Progressing beyond a descriptive
level, researchers have now begun to examine the influence o f attachment style on a
number of individual, interpersonal, and behavioral dimensions across the lifespan. In
addition to increasing our understanding o f its influence, this line o f investigation has
also created new avenues for intervention as well.

Insert Figure 1

Before discussing the psychosocial findings associated with attachment, it is
important to provide the reader with a few cautions. First, an awareness o f the limitations
of attachm ent theory should be noted. As Sroufe (1988) reminds us, attachment theory is
limited to the individual’s developing sense o f self-confidence, efficacy and self-worth.
While it includes an interpersonal aspect, the theory addresses those aspects o f personal
relationships such as the capacity to seek and receive care, to give care to others, and to
be emotionally close. Subsequently, these factors may serve as intervening variables for
other correlates or sequelae found related to attachment, or coincident concomitants of
them. In either case, attachment has, at best, an indirect effect on these associated
constructs. One o f the ways in which this effect may be realized is through the limitation
17
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o f possibilities associated with various attachment patterns. As Harwood, Miller and
Irizarry (1995) state:
These foundations [of attachment] are not regarded as deterministic o f future
behavior. However, they are considered to initiate developmental trends that
make the achievement o f later optimal fimctioning more or less difficult; in this
way, early attachment patterns are viewed as either developmental assets or
developmental liabilities, which interact with later life circumstances in complex
but coherent ways. (p. 10)
One final point in relation to the evidence reported in this area: As one examines
the literature concerning outcomes and indices associated with various patterns o f
attachment, particular discrepancies between sample divisions become apparent. Certain
researchers have divided their sample according to secure and insecure classifications,
others have divided their sample along the lines o f organized and disorganized, and still
others, by the four major categories corresponding to the A, B, C and D classifications.
The necessity for this may lie with limitations o f sample size or factors specific to the
construct of inquiry. [For instance, there is some suggestion that the protective
component associated with a secure attachment may have its influence only, or mostly,
with high-risk populations (see Easterbrooks et al., 1993).] In any event, this artifact o f
the data may limit the reader’s ability to derive clear qualitative distinctions across the
different attachment styles. W ith these caveats in mind, then, it remains important and
informative to discuss what has been found in this burgeoning field o f inquiry to date.

18
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Correlates o f Attaciiment Classification
Researchers have at this jimcture identified a number o f behavioral, intrapersonal
and interpersonal sequelae associated with attachment style. First, although significant
speculation has occurred regarding the overlap between attachment and temperament, at
this time evidence suggests that attachment is not associated with temperament in
general. Nevertheless, there does appear to be support for the presence o f a
temperamental dimension o f negative emotionality within the domain o f insecure
attachment (see van IJzendoom et aL, 1999; Thompson, Connell & Bridges, 1988).
Generally speaking, it may be concluded that the more positive correlates have
been associated with the secure and organized classifications. Easterbrooks et al. (1993)
undertook a study o f the effects o f psychosocial risk, attachment classification, and
problem behaviors in a sample o f 7-year-old children coming from lower socioeconomic
households. Examining reunion behavior after a one-hour separation, these researchers
found that children who evidenced greater attachment security and less avoidance
manifested fewer internalizing, externalizing, and total problematic behaviors as rated by
both parents and teachers.
Taking the opposite investigative direction, Clarke, Ungerer, Chahoud, Johnson,
and Stiefel (2002) studied the role o f attachment in disorders o f attention. These
researchers found significantly higher levels o f attachment insecurity within their
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) group when compared to non-ADHD
controls. Upon examination, several o f the manifestations o f this group’s difficulties were
noted to be consistent with an anxious-ambivalent or disorganized style o f attachment.
The ADHD group: (1) demonstrated strong affects that were out o f control; (2) provided
19
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predominately negative descriptions o f the parent-cMld relationships, portraying parental
responses as unreliable or unresponsive; (3) manifested a less coherent, less developed
sense o f self; (4) demonstrated evidence o f role reversal in the parent-child relationship;
(5) had higher levels of vulnerability, tension, and anger; and (6) provided greater
evidence o f overall pathology. The authors suggest that many o f the symptoms o f ADHD
demonstrated by this group could actually be viewed as strategies in which the child
engages to gain the attention o f a caregiver who is not optimally available. They conclude
that, in a certain subset o f cases, the treatment o f symptoms o f ADHD with
pharmacologic or behavioral interventions may only serve to mask an underlying
relational problem. When this is the case, they assert that the problematic attachment
style must be addressed before maintenance and generalization o f treatment gains may be
realized.
Although conclusions regarding sequelae associated with attachment insecurity
may only be inferred from the Clarke et at. (2002) study, their investigation suggests a
number o f behavioral and intrapersonal correlates worthy o f further examination. Related
to sense of self, support may be found in a study reported by Peter Fonagy and his
colleagues (Fonagy, Redfem, & Charman, 1997). These researchers looked at the
association between attachment security and theory o f mind. Theory o f mind is a
construct defined as the awareness o f and appreciation for the mental state o f oneself and
others. It has been noted to contribute greatly to social and intellectual maturity, and
generally comes into development some time during the fourth year o f life.
Fonagy et al. (1997) reasoned that the “flexibility and maturity o f the reflective
s e lf’ (p. 52) necessary for a secure attachment later plays a direct role in the development
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o f a theory o f mind. Using a sample comprised o f 3- to 6-year-oid children, they found a
significant association between attachment security and theory o f mind, assessed through
a belief-desire reasoning task. Further, the association remained even after controlling for
chronological age, verbal mental age and social maturityc Although a directional
influence cannot be concluded through this correlational design, the authors suggest that
sufficient support has been garnered for attachment’s influence on theory o f mind rather
than the reverse (due to attachment having an earlier developmental onset than the latter
construct). Be this the case, attachment then may be said to have an indirect effect on
both intellectual and social maturity via theory o f mind.
But more direct examinations o f the relationship between attachment and
intellectual and social factors have also been carried out. Comparing secure and insecure
infants, studies have found that those meeting criteria for avoidant or ambivalent
attachment style have a higher risk for numerous difficulties in childhood including:
poorer peer relations, lower self-esteem, diminished tolerance to frustration, lower ego
resilience, and heightened negative emotionality (see Colin, 1996; Thompson, 1999).
Ambivalent infant attachment style has also been linked with anxiety disorders in older
adolescents (Warren, Huston, Egeland, & Sroufe, 1997). Further, in adolescent
disagreement with parents, secure attachment has been associated with a style of
productive problem solving that maintains a balance between striving for autonomy and
maintaining relationship with parents. Insecure adolescent-parent dyads, on the other

hand, are characterized by avoidance o f problem solving, lower confidence in
interactions, and higher levels o f dysfunctional anger, disengagement, and use o f
pressuring tactics that tend to undermine authority (see Allen & Land, 1999).
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Finally, looking at adult relationships, Hazan and Shaver (1994) identify several
qualities as reflective o f insecure attachment. These include both seif-disciosure that is
indiscriminaiit or overly intimate, as well as a lack o f self-disclosure. There is often
undue jealousy, and feelings o f loneliness even when involved in an intimate relationship.
Frequently, individuals with insecure attachments will be reluctant to make a
commitment in their relationships. They also demonstrate difficulty in establishing
relationships in a new setting and have a tendency to see their partners as not
appropriately attentive.
Overall, those studies examining attachment security have found the most
advantageous outcomes associated with security and the least advantageous associated
with insecurity. (Please refer to Table 1 for a review o f attachment correlates.) However,
as Greenberg (1999) cautions, an organized insecure attachment pattern is not necessarily
psychopathological. While it may serve as a risk factor contributing to heightened
possibility for future psychopathology, such an attachment style is actually quite common
and has been estimated to occur in approximately one-fourth o f the population (see van
IJzendoom et al., 1999), not all o f whom demonstrate associated difficulties.
Instead, the worst outcomes and greatest risk have been identified for those
individuals demonstrating a disorganized pattem o f attachment. In fact, this attachment
style is considered to be one o f the m ajor risk factors to the development o f child
psychopathology (Boris, Fueyo, & Zeanah, 1997; Lyons-Ruth, 1996; Zeanah, Boris, &
Larrieu, 1997; Zeanah, Boris, & Scheeringa, 1997). It has also been correlated with
violence, criminal behavior, and psychological disorders (e.g., borderline personality
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disorder) in adult populations (see Hesse & Main, 2000). Evidence for these difficulties
has been found physiologically, observationally, and through self-report.
Disorganized attachment has been associated with higher susceptibility to stress in
infancy. Spangler and Grossmann (1993) report finding elevated salivary cortisol levels
in disorganized infants following exposure to the Strange Situation procedure. Rationale
for these findings include a deficit in consistent strategy for dealing with negative
emotions and a subsequent deficit in the infant’s ability to cope with the stress o f the
separations and reunions.
Controlling behavior in preschoolers and school-aged children has been theorized
to be an expression o f attachment disorganization, and can take the form o f hostile,
punitive control or solicitous, caregiving control (Main & Cassidy, 1988). As Hesse and
Main (2000) discuss, it is common for infants receiving a D classification to later be
identified as role-inverting with the parent. One example o f this role inversion found
between a disorganized child and his unresolved/disorganized parent involves the verbal
scaffolding commonly undertaken by the parent. Instead o f the attachment figure making
the child’s conversation more complete and understandable, the child is noted to do this
for the parent. Although this behavior provides the impression that the earlier
disorganization o f the infant has disappeared. Main, Kaplan and Cassidy (1985) caution
that disorientation, disorganization and fright are clearly still evidenced at the level o f
mental representation. Despite their overt presentation, the narratives and drawings
produced by these children clearly demonstrate underlying states o f fear and
disorganization.
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As this suggests, indications o f disorganization become less overt commensurate
with development. Nevertheless, although the child presents as controlling and organized,
he continues to experience the disorganization and disorientation characteristic o f this
attachment style. Perhaps this accounts for the finding that higher levels o f physical
aggression in school-aged children have been associated with disorganized attachment
patterns (Lyons-Ruth, 1996). This style has also been associated with dissociative
tendencies in early adulthood (Carlson, 1998; Liotti, 1992). Liotti posits this connection
through review o f evidence indicating mothers o f dissociative individuals report greater
incidence o f loss through death o f a significant other within two years o f their child’s
birth. As unresolved/disorganized parental attachment has been associated with infant
disorganized/disoriented attachment, he asserts an etiologic component o f the D
classification to the manifestation o f dissociative disorders in adulthood. With Liotti’s
work comes questions regarding the transference o f attachment style from caregiver to
child.
Intergenerational Influence on Attachment Patterns
As touched on earlier, maternal attachment style has been shown to be associated
with infant attachment. Although behavioral correlates o f parental behavior leading to
various attachment styles in the infant have long been identified, the examination o f the
influence of specific parental attachment styles/characteristics is a more recent
occurrence. Peter Fonagy and his colleagues found evidence for an intergenerational
influence o f maternal attachment. These researchers assessed the attachment security o f
expectant mothers and then assessed that o f their child at one year o f age. Results indicate
significant predictive utility o f the mother’s classification for that o f the child: 76% o f
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autonomous mothers had securely attached children while 73% o f dismissing or
preoccupied mothers had insecurely attached children (Fonagy, Steele & Steele, 1991).
Additionally, meta-analytic analyses o f parental trauma or loss experiences and
infant attachment have shown a small (ES=.31), but significant effect linking parental
lack o f resolution with infant disorganization (van IJzendoom et a!., 1999). Other
parental correlates o f infant disorganization have also been identified: Griffin (1998)
found parents o f disorganized infants were more likely to altemate withdrawal from their
infants with periods o f hostile intrusiveness; Lyons-Ruth, Bronfman and Parsons (1999)
report elevated rates o f affective communication errors, hostile or intrusive behavior, and
role confusion in the home for those insecure mothers with disorganized infants
compared to insecure mothers with organized infants.
In recognition o f this intergenerational association, Van den Boom (1990)
undertook an experimental investigation involving matemal sensitivity. Using a group of
high-risk mothers, he implemented an intervention designed to increase matemal
sensitivity. W ith the child’s attachment assessed both pre- and post- intervention, results
indicate that gains in sensitivity were associated with a reduction in pattems o f infant
insecurity. Murray and Cooper (cited in Holmes, 1993) report similar results in their
study o f brief psychotherapy for mothers o f insecure children. Quality o f infant
attachment security was noted to increase pari passu with improvements in the mother.
While the above studies support the influence o f matemal characteristics and
behavior on infant attachment, inherent in them is a confounding factor: biology. Clearly,
one cannot separate out genetic influences in samples derived from biological motherchild dyads. Within such a design it is impossible to parse out any genetic influence
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occurrieg between matemal attachment, assessed as matemal state o f mind, and that o f
the child. This difficulty was addressed in a study reported by Dozier, Stovall, Aibus and
Bates (2001). They examined 50 foster-infant dyads, assessing matemal attachment style
and infant attachment using the Strange Situation procedure. Alt o f the infants were
between the ages o f 12 and 24 months and had been placed in the foster home for a
minimum o f three months before assessment. Results indicate a similar proportion o f
secure infants compared to that reported for biological samples. However, Dozier and
colleagues report a greater proportion o f disorganized infants than would otherwise be
expected. This occurred in most cases with infants whose foster mothers were assessed as
having nonautonomous states o f mind (i.e., were insecure). Although not the case with
biological mother-infant dyads, it appears that “children who have experienced
relationship disruption are likely to develop disorganized attachment strategies unless
they are in the care o f nurturing surrogate caregivers” (p. 1475). Age o f placement within
the infant sample did not appear to influence the association between infant and foster
mother attachment styles.
The researchers conclude that infants placed in foster care within their first 20
months o f life are capable o f organizing their attachment behaviors around the response
pattems o f their new caregivers (although those in the later end o f this range may, at first,
characteristically push their caregivers away). Overall, this investigation provides
evidence for the primary determination o f matemal characteristics on infant attachment,
rather than variables such as shared temperament or other genetically-linked
characteristics. Not only does this research support that attachment is primarily
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environmentally determined, it also suggests the potential for modification through
environment as well.
After reviewing the literature, it might be reasoned that secure attachment is the
preferred and healthy outcome to be espoused for all. While some evidence for
malleability o f attachment has been found, this does not suggest that we should set about
‘rectifying’ everyone’s attachment styles to secure. One should not consider secure forms
o f attachment as normal and desirable, while other forms are deemed abnormal or
pathogenic by virtue o f categorization. At this time there are certainly instances when
specific pattems o f attachment do result in higher risk for maladaptive outcomes or when
they are the predominant characteristics o f psychopathologic disorder. Nevertheless, all
forms o f organized attachments have been found adaptive within certain environments.
Further, as Hinde (1982) cautions us, there is a certain adaptivity in the
availability o f differing attachment strategies overall. Invoking an evolutionary
perspective, he reminds us that natural selection tends to favor individuals possessing a
range o f styles. In such case, an assortment o f behavioral strategies or repertoires is likely
to engender greater flexibility at a population level, thereby ensuring higher probability
that an effective adjustment to any change in environment or social milieu may be
achieved. Thus, although there may be greater likelihood for subsequent difficulties
associated with certain attachment styles, one may argue that as long as there is some
organization to the attachment, active intervention is not advisable. At this time, it may
be informative to discuss the variability found in attachment styles.
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Distribution o f Attachment Pattems
Among nonclinical samples, the frequency of secure attachment has been
assessed to be around 60% (Campos, Barrett, Lamb, Goldsmith, & Stenberg, 1983).
Using a sample deemed to be at greater psychosocial risk, Easterbrooks et at. (1993)
found 44% o f their 7-year-old lower socioeconomic sample demonstrated insecure
mother-child attachments. While they did not employ a iow-risk comparison group, these
researchers emphasize their finding higher rates o f insecurity (and correlation with higher
rates o f behavior problems) than would be expected in low-risk samples o f infants and
toddlers. Although less examined in this age group, such distribution does not appear
unexpectedly high compared to other studies, however. Using a middle-class, low-risk
sample o f 6-year-olds, Cassidy (1988) assessed attachment security using a nine-point
security versus insecurity rating scale and an observational classification system. Based
on reunion behavior occurring after a one-hour separation between mother and child,
58% o f the sample was rated as insecure while 42% was rated as secure.
To reconcile the various data available, van IJzendoom et al. (1999) undertook a
meta-anal>tic review o f the literature in order to establish expected distributions for the
various attachment classifications. From their analysis, they found 52% securely
attached, 21% avoidant, 5% resistant/ambivalent, and 21% disorganized. Specific to the
disorganized classification, they report differential distribution based on the population in
question. Their analysis finds the frequency o f infants and children receiving this D
classification to be approximately 15% in low risk or nonclinical middle-class samples,
although some studies report over 30% (e.g., Ainsworth and Eichberg, 1991). Overall,
however, greater frequency was found in families o f lower socioeconomic status, with an
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average o f 25% o f such infants determined disorganized. Ftirther, the incidence of
disorganized attachment rises even higher when examining clinical populations: 35%
among infants with neurological abnormalities, 43% o f children with drug- or alcoholabusing mothers, and 48%-80% o f children with maltreating parents. In addition, studies
have shown that “the long-term stability o f disorganization was remarkably strong” (van
IJzendoom et al., 1999, p. 234), albeit somewhat more so for middle-class samples than
those o f lower socioeconomic status.
Using the Adult Attachment Interview, de Haas, Bakemians-Kranenburg and van
IJzendoom (1994) assessed attachment classification in a nonclinical sample o f 83
mothers. Results indicate that 55% were classified as autonomous (secure), 24% were
classified as dismissing (avoidant), and 20% were classified as preoccupied (ambivalent).
As we can see, the distribution o f various pattems o f attachment remains similar whether
examining children or adults. Thus, although we have previously discussed the
malleability o f attachment pattems, there is suggestion for a high degree o f continuity in
attachment across the lifespan. Save for the influence o f highly significant events like
trauma or loss (which, with age, are likely to require an ever-increasing magnitude or
intensity), our attachment styles are apt to remain stable.
But what o f the mechanism underlying the development o f attachment pattems?
As discussed earlier, Bowlby viewed attachment as an innate, goal-corrected system.
Styles emerge through generalization o f the infant’s expectations and experiences with
his prim ary caretakers; however, the progression whereby this develops was not a focus
o f original attachment theory. Bowlby did not emphasize processes influencing the
attachment style outside o f the physical response/availability o f the caretaker and an
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innate drive for protection. Subsequent developments in the field, however, have further
delineated characteristics o f the parent-infant interaction underlying the development of
attachment security (see Holmes, 1993). In addition to parental responsiveness,
attunement and modulation o f affect have both been noted as particularly important in
this regard. As the latter concept is posited to arise from the former, this suggests that
affective attunement is a particularly salient mechanism in the development of
attachment.
ATTUNEMENT
“Affect attunement is a special kind o f intersubjective relatedness in which there
is a match o f internal states and a sense o f emotional connectedness between two
individuals” (Poulsen & Touts, 2001, p. 185). It is espoused as essential for emotional
growth, with attunement resulting in the knowledge that one’s feeling states are shareable
and valid (Stem, 1985), and further better enables one to foresee the actions o f others
(Jonsson, et al., 2001). In addition to emotional maturity, attunement has been linked with
improved academic and psychotherapeutic gains (Poulsen & Touts, 2001; McCluskey,
Roger, & Nash, 1997), as well as security o f attachment (e.g.. Holmes, 1997).
The Relationship between Attunement and Attachment
As noted above, affective attunement is espoused to be a foundation for the
development o f attachment. Support for this tenet can be found in their common
physiological base. Both attunement and attachment have been associated with the limbic
system, the area o f the brain most noted to be involved in the control o f emotions (for
detail, see Schore, 1994). In and o f itself, this overlap in neurobiological substrates is
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compelling, however, many researchers have also iiiustrated the behavioral components
suggesting and contribiiting to the association between these two constructs.
Daniel Stem (1985) and others (e.g., Schore, 1994; Goleman, 1995) have argued
that attunement is the key process underlying attachment and the construction of close
relationships. Stem maintains that the affective exchange between parent and infant is the
child’s primary mechanism for learning about his own feelings and about social
interaction:
It is clear that interpersonal communion, as created by attunement, will play an
important role in the infant’s coming to recognize that internal feeling states are
forms o f human experience that are shareable with other humans. The converse is
also true: feeling states that are never attuned to will be experienced only alone,
isolated from the interpersonal context o f shareable experience. (1985, pp. 151152)
Haft and Slade (1989) reiterate Stem ’s position. They assert that caretakers convey their
feelings regarding different types o f affective experience “by sharing in certain o f them
and not in others.... [As a result,] the infant will come to perceive that those affective
experiences that are misattuned to fall outside the realm o f shareable experience” (p.
169).
Holmes (1997) specifically emphasizes the role o f attunement within the
attachment relationship, and the influence it has on the exploratory behavioral system. He
asserts that with an available, consistent and attuned parent, the child is able to forget
about the parent and to concentrate on the self. In the absence o f such caretaker
dynamics, however, the child is forced to think about the parent, likely forgetting self in
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the process. Thus, attunement by the parent is one o f the vqtj necessary components of
attachment, without which the child’s security needs are not met and a secure base from
w ttc h to explore is not available.
While evidence has been presented that parental attunement influences infant
attachment pattems/attachment behaviors, many researchers suggest that this is but one
manner o f influence between the two. Haft and Slade (1989) suggest a transverse
influence, citing evidence that parents’ attachment influences their own ability to attune
with their children. These researchers found securely attached mothers more attuned to
their babies, especially during free play situations, with response demonstrated to a wider
range o f infant affect compared to mothers assessed as insecurely attached. Further,
within their insecurely attached group o f mothers, differences were also noted
commensurate with attachment classification. While dismissing mothers consistently
failed to recognize the presence o f infant negative affect, preoccupied mothers displayed
an unpredictable pattem: For these mothers, a heightened attentiveness was most present
when their infants displayed expressions o f fear, whereas expressions o f other forms o f
negativity or o f initiative were most often misattuned. Consistent with theory then,
children o f dismissing mothers would come to believe that all negative affect is
unshareable and they would come to avoid such affective expressions. For children o f
preoccupied mothers, fear is shareable while other forms o f negative emotion or a sense
o f agency/initiative are not. As such, this child would come to demonstrate inconsistency
in his expression o f negative emotional experiences and a lack o f efficacy in general. In
each o f these cases, significant extrapolation is unnecessary in order to see the similarities
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between the child’s consequent behavioral responses and those behaviors indicative of
avoidant and anxious/ambivalent pattems o f attachment.
Another way in which researchers have suggested a relationship between
attunement and attachment includes a pervasive, lifespan approach. Field (1985) espouses
a model o f attachment designed to accommodate multiple attachments to a variety of
individuals at different stages throughout the lifespan. This psychobiologicai approach
emphasizes the relationship between tw^o individuals, what they share together, and what
is lost should they be separated. According to this model, “attachment is viewed as a
relationship that develops between two or more organisms as they become attuned to
each other, each providing the other meaningful stimulation and arousal modulation”
(Field, 1996, p. 545). In her model then, attunement remains an integral part o f
attachment relationships throughout the lifespan.
Nevertheless, it is likely that early attunement experiences, much as with
attachment, present the foundation on which all future attunements may be based. As
such, early attuning experiences serve to create the basic template for attunement style or
capacity for attunement that is brought to all future interactions. Therefore, when a parent
is able to attune to a breadth o f infant affective expression, the child ieams that he can
communicate and share a wide range o f his emotional experience with others. He learns
that there is similarity in his experience, and that he is capable o f managing both his
experience and expression o f emotion. However, when there is consistent misattunement
or lack of acknowledgment regarding a range o f emotions, the child either leam s to split
these off from his experience o f self, or otherwise deny them in some manner. Further, he
leams that he is incapable o f regulating such emotions. As a result, their expression is
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feared and often ineffectual efforts are made toward suppression. The consequence o f this
may be flattened or restricted emotional experience or emotional lability, both o f which
are m anifest in a number o f psychological disorders, and both o f which negatively impact
the individual’s ability to relate to others and share their experience. Hence, the
development o f attunement through the experience o f early parental attunement
experiences has far reaching implications for effective interpersonal relations, as well as
overall functioning and mental health.
The Development o f Attunement
Daniel Stem describes attunement as “the most pervasive and clinically germane
feature o f intersubjective reiatedness” (1985, p. 138). Stem examined the interactions
between mothers and infants, seeking to understand how attunement is communicated
between the two and, subsequently, how the infant acquires this ability through the
developmental process. As numerous developmentalists have described, im itation forms
a very large and important component o f the infant’s earliest social interactions (see
Brazelton, Koslowski, & Main, 1974; Trevarthen, 1979). Indeed, the work o f Hanu© and
Mechthild Papou©ek (1981) clearly describes a musical quality to the vocal leadings,
followings, elaborations, and highlightings occurring between infants and their mothers
early on. Such interactions are mutually created between infant and caretaker, with the
caretaker most often working within the same modality (e.g., vocal, facial, motoric) as
the infant. Although the caretaker may introduce certain modifications at this stage, the
primary social interactions remain imitative in nature.
Imitation communicates to the infant an interest in and understanding o f the
infant’s behavior, what she is doing. Imitation alone, however, merely conveys to the
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infant that the caretaker understood or obsen^ed the action performed by the infant, but
not necessarily that the caretaker shares in it. As such, this behavior serves as a precursor
to attunement, but does not include the true intersubjective reiatedness characteristic o f
attunement. With attunement, the caretaker’s task is to communicate a shared feeling
state. For such to occur, Stem (1985) delineates several processes that must necessarily
take place: (1) The caretaker must interpret the infant’s feeling state from her behavior,
(2) the caretaker must perform some behavior that corresponds to, but does not strictly
imitate, the infant’s behavior, and (3) the infant must be able to associate the caretaker’s
response with her own original feeling state, not merely ascribe it as an imitation o f her
behavior. In the presence o f these three preconditions, the feeling states o f one individual
may be known to another and both are able to sense, without the use o f words, that this
sharing has occurred.
Stem (1985) first identified the discemable shift that occurs in caretaker-infant
interaction when moving beyond imitation into the realm o f attunement behaviors.
Through interview and observation, he concluded that this shift is intuitive in parents, and
prompted by developmental changes in the infant. In addition to the necessary precursors
mentioned above. Stem describes characteristics o f these attunements that make them
ideal for achieving this intersubjective sharing o f affect. The first is that attunements give
the impression o f a kind o f imitation. This occurs through a matching o f the infant’s
behavior, rather than a strict rendering o f the overt behavior itself. The second
characteristic making attunements ideal for intersubjective sharing involves their being
largely cross-modal in nature. The caretaker typically elects a different channel or
modality whereby to mirror the infant’s expressed affect. This can be demonstrated when
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an infant communicates excitement vocally and a mother responds in kind through body
movements and gestures, for instance. Third, the matching is not o f the other’s behavior
itself, but of some aspect o f the behavior that is reflective o f that person’s feeling state.
Attunement requires a referencing o f the inner state o f the other person, and occurs
through the use o f metaphorical or analogic language to communicate the sharing o f that
state. Thus, true affective understanding and sharing is communicated by one individual
when she understands the experience o f the other and effectively communicates not only
an observance o f that experience but also an understanding o f its underlying significance.
This can only occur at the deeper level o f metaphoric and analogic expression.
While Stem (1985) identifies this shift as occurring around 9 months o f age,
criticism has been forwarded that this determination arose from an examination that was
limited to infants no younger than 8 months. Employing a cross-cultural sample between
2 and 12 months o f age, Jonsson et al. (2001) found this shift away from imitation and
into attunement to occur significantly earlier. Instances o f affect attunement were noted
as early as 2 to 3 months o f age, and occurred more frequently than instances o f imitation
by 6 months. Frequencies were similar across Swedish and Yugoslavian samples, with
both samples manifesting fewer instances o f affect attunement (and greater instances o f
imitation) among the youngest female infants in the sample. This tendency remained until
the infants were 5 months old, in which case, equal distribution o f imitation and
attunement were noted across genders.
Whether occurring around 9 months o f age or 5 or 2, with affective attunement,
the focus of attention becomes the quality o f the feeling being shared. Attunements occur
almost automatically and largely outside o f the individuals’ awareness. Nevertheless,
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attunements play a significant role in the infant’s development. x\s various clinicians
have emphasized, this reflecting back o f the inner feeling state o f the infant plays a
crucial role in the infant’s developing knowledge o f Ms own affective states and an
overall sense o f self (see Kohut, 1977; Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 1975). Without
attunement, significant deficiencies in self and interpersonal relations are likely to be
experienced.
Barriers to Attunement
One factor that impedes attunement is a person’s inability to experience the same
affective state as the other person. This might occur when an infant or child expresses
happiness and her caretaker, clinically depressed, is unable to experience a similar feeling
state. In this case, symptoms o f lethargy and psychomotor retardation will likely serve as
an impediment to the cross-modal matching o f affective expression in the other person. A
similar condition might be found as generated by apathy or disinterest. In circumstances
o f emotional neglect a child is unlikely to elicit attunements from his caretaker. There
will be no sharing o f affective expressions; instead, such displays will not be reinforced
or addressed at all. Finally, “when a child is abused by a caregiver, the caregiver-child
relationship is severely disrupted, and the child experiences an extreme rupture in the
parent’s affective attunement with the child” (Reckling & Buirski, 1996, p. 83).
In addition to these parental factors, Stem (1985) acknowledges the presence o f
certain “entanglements with contingency” o f behaviors occurring between two people
that make attunement an impossibility. For example, attunement will not occur between
two people when one o f the individuals is experiencing anger directed toward the other.
The object o f the anger will not be able to “share in” or “participate in” the other’s anger
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at Mm, although the level o f intensity and quality o f the original feeling may be shared.
The inability to achieve attunement in this case is due to the reaction that is inherent in
the individual toward whom the anger is directed. As a result o f the anger directed at him,
this individual becomes involved in Ms own responsive anger (or other responsive feeling
state). As Stem asserts, “the entangling contingency o f threat and harm places a barrier
between the two separate experiences such that the notion o f communion is no longer
applicable” (p. 160).
This condition can be exemplified as what occurs in physically abusive
households. A parent who is directing anger at her child will not elicit or provide
attunement experiences for Mm. Instead o f a shared feeling state, one emerges wherein
issues o f isolation and self-protection become paramount. Initially, parental abuse and
anger are met with fear in the child. The experienced fear is negated, however, and is not
attuned to as a shared feeling state in this instance. Further, it will be recognized by the
child as an experience that cannot be shared with others, and will possibly engender
shame as a result. As the child develops, tMs may also occur when he experiences
increasing anger at Ms caretaker. This anger will again be communicated and attunement
will be obviated as a result o f the caretaker’s reactive emotional state. Consequently,
neither fear nor anger will be experienced as feeling states that can be knowable,
shareable, or communicated to others.
While attunement is important throughout the lifespan, it is clearly a necessary
developmental precursor to positive intersubjective experiences. WMle it generally
occurs intuitively and out o f a caretaker’s awareness early on, there are certainly
circumstances that impede its development. TMs would be the case in certain instances of
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early childhood trauma. Such things as physical separation through illness or death, or
psychological separation occurring as a result o f caregiver mental illness, abuse or
neglect are apt to hinder attunement. Likely not coincidence, these things have also been
shown to negatively impact the attachment system.
Interestingly, however, while attunement is posited to be a foundation for
attachment, and overlapping encumbrances have been identified for both, no research
could be found specifically examining the relationship between attachment and
attunement beyond infancy. As such, we have not determined whether there exists a
continued relationship between attunement and attachment throughout development and,
if such a relationship does exist, what the nature o f it could be. Attunement may serve as
a catalyst for the development o f attachment and cease its influence once an attachment
style has developed, regardless the attachment pattem. Should this be the case, we would
expect to find a decreased correspondence between attachment and attunement post
infancy, and changes in one would not necessarily yield concomitant changes in the
other. Given this scenario, remediative experiences in attunement would not bring about
greater attachment security.
Another possibility is that attunement and attachment advance to a mutually
influential status. In this case, there would be a bi-directional influence between the two
constructs and improvement in either one would also evidence improvement in the other.
Thus, increasing security in attachment could be brought about through enhancing one’s
ability to achieve affective attunement or through efforts directly focused on altering
internal working models o f self and other. W hether via direct or indirect means, in this
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case either approach would bring about improvements in both attachment and affective
attunement.
Finally, attunement may continually be the very basis for attachment, and without
this capacity, internal working models and interpersonal relatedness/relationship will be
grossly compromised as well. In this case, improvement in attachment security would
only occur through the development/enhancement o f attunement. Therapeutic endeavors
directed toward modification o f attachment style/security would need to focus, at least
initially, on improving the individual’s ability to relate intersubjectively with others.
Once this foundation had then been fortified, growth in attachment security would follow
or at least become enabled.
Clearly, the role o f attunement vis-a-vis attachment beyond infancy has
significant clinical implication. Given its hypothesized integral role in the development o f
attachment, it should inform the course o f therapeutic work with both children and adults
manifesting difficulties in attachment style. Before this research can be done, however,
objective measures o f attunement are essential.
Assessing Attunement
Although attunement behaviors are generally not consciously constructed, there is
some evidence that affective attunement is easily perceived. Using pictures o f dyads in
various degrees o f attunement, Hrynchak and Fonts (1998) asked adolescents to rate the
degree o f attunement between the subjects in each o f the pictures. Although adolescents’
abilities were not as developed as those o f adults, teens between the ages o f 15 and 18
demonstrated the capacity to reliably discriminate between pictures depicting high levels
o f attunement from those depicting low levels, and from pictures depicting medium
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levels o f attunemeat from those depicting low levels. Compared to males, these
researchers also report a greater incidence o f attunement reporting by females, although
reasons for this result were only speculated upon.
It thus appears that one obtains a sense o f attunement fairly easily, although the
concept itself is more difficult to operationalize. Focusing on mother-infant interactions,
Stem (1985) undertook such a task by first reasoning what aspects o f behavior could be
matched without imitation. He identified intensity, timing and shape as general features
o f a behavior that could then form the basis o f an attunement. Beginning from these three
characteristics, he further delineated six specific types o f matching that would signify
attunement. The first o f these is Absolute Intensity as demonstrated by similar magnitudes
o f strength or force o f response, irrespective o f the mode or form o f behavior in which it
is demonstrated. Thus, a highly abrupt and forceful physical movement might be matched
by loud and rapid speech. The second o f Stem ’s features is Intensity Contour, which is
characterized by the mirroring o f accelerations and decelerations in intensity o f
expressive behavior between the two parties. As the pace or intensity o f one person’s
gestures increases, so does the vocal response communicated by the other; when the pace
or intensity o f the gestures subsides, the vocal responses diminish in kind. The third
feature is delineated as Temporal Beat, indicating the matching o f pulsations o f
expressive behavior in time, as may be evidenced by head nodding in sync with another’s
verbalizations. The fourth quality that indicates attunement is Rhythm. This is
demonstrated when a pattem o f pulsations o f unequal stress or intensity in one’s
behavioral expression is matched by the other. Thus, two loud screams o f delight
followed by a gentle coo or sigh might be met with two grand arm gestures and a gentle
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wave. Fifth, Stem identifies Duration as a feature indicative o f attunement. By this, he
expiains that the time span taken for elicitation o f one person’s behavioral expression is
the same as that o f the other. (This type o f matching, however, is not sufficient in and of
itself to establish attunement, as Stem suggests that many other non-attuning motherinfant interactions occur in like duration.) Finally, there is Shape. This occurs when a
spatial feature o f one person’s behavior is abstracted and depicted in a different form by
the other. Stem provides the example o f a mother abstracting the vertical shape o f her
baby’s up-down arm motions and rendering it in her own vertical head movements.
Using videotape examination and interviews with mothers, Stem, Hofer, Haft, and
Dore (1985) found maternal attunements were the most common response to infant
displays o f affect (48%). Second most common were comments (33%), and third were
imitations (19%). On average, attunements occurred once every 65 seconds, with 87
percent o f all attunements at least partially cross-modal to the infant’s initial expression.
Examining the type o f attunement characteristic expressed, these researchers found
Intensity Contour occurred 81% o f the time, matches in Duration occurred with 69%
frequency, Shape was matched 47%, Beat 13%, and Rhythm 11%. Rationale for their
attunement behavior provided by the mothers largely included “being with” or “joining”
their infant.
Stem et al. (1985) also identify three different types o f attunements. Communing
attunements are those trae attunements wherein the mother attempts to match exactly the
infant’s intemal state for the purposes o f being with her baby. Misattunements occur

under two conditions: Purposeful misattunement, or tuning, includes instances wherein
the mother under- or over-matches the intensity, behavioral shape, or timing o f the
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infant’s affective expression, generally in order to decrease or increase the infant’s level
o f affect or activity. Although in this case there is some mismatch o f expression, it is not
to sufficient degree to break the sense o f attunement experienced. The third type, true
misattunements, however, are nonpurposeful and occur either through the mother
incorrectly identifying the quality/quantity o f the infant’s feeling state or being unable to
find within herself the same intemal state.
Both discrete affective states (e.g., joy, sadness) and vitality affects such as fading
and explosions are attuned to. However, most attunements appear to occur in conjunction
with vitality affects, or the emotional energy associated with the affective state. As Stem
(1985) asserts:
Tracking and attuning with vitality affects permit one human to ‘be w ith’ another
in the sense o f sharing likely inner experiences on an almost continuous basis.
This is exactly our experience o f feeling-connectedness, o f being in attunement
with another. It feels like an unbroken line. It seeks out the activation contour that
is momentarily going on in any and every behavior and uses that contour to keep
the thread o f communion unbroken, (p. 157)
Although there is evidence that infants benefit greatly from attunement
experiences, their having the emotional awareness necessary to initiate or behaviorally
reciprocate attunements is likely not present. For this reason, when examining infantcaretaker attunements, researchers generally look at the mother’s responses rather than at
an interactive exchange between the two. As discussed above, comparisons are then made
regarding different types o f responses generated by the parent, as well as the quality and
degree o f match between parental response and the infant’s perceived affective state.
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More fully taking into account the bi-directional nature o f attunement between
two individuals, however, Fouts and his colleagues (see Hrynchak & Pouts, 1998) have
undertaken the task o f operationalizing attunement for use with school-aged and older
populations. These researchers identify attunement as instances wherein two individuals
have a mutual focus, behaviorally exhibit the same internal state, and conjointly
experience a “sense o f oneness.” As implied here, attunements may occur between a
number o f different individuals in various situations, not just within significant
interpersonal relationships. What is necessary, however, is that between the two people
there must be emotional awareness and a sense o f psychological safety, readiness, and
receptivity toward being attuned (Poulsen & Fouts, 2001).
As suggested, investigators have taken very different tacks when assessing
attunement. For instance, working with mother-infant dyads. Stem takes a micro-analytic
approach in his identification o f certain qualities o f the infant’s behavior that could be
matched, without imitation, by the mother. Other researchers, working with older dyads,
have taken a more generalized approach in focusing on the participant’s overall
impressions, and observing for more genera! patterns o f interaction occurring between
individuals.
Although arguably quite important to address, there remains difficulty in
assessing the quality o f attunement occurring bi-directionally between two parties.
Further, studies examining attunement in school-aged children are especially small in
number. This parallels what has been observed in the attachment literature, where
information is generally less available involving the measurement o f attachment in
middle childhood. Such a circumstance is likely a result o f specific challenges that exist
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with this age group, namely, their lack o f abstract reasoning abilities and the increasing
difficulty in triggering the attachment system. Nevertheless, given the multiple and
important efforts currently being undertaken to intervene in the attachment relationship
for the benefit o f both the caretaker and the school-aged child, the ability to assess these
constructs accurately is critical. W ith this caveat then, some promising work has been
carried out in this area and this study will draw upon the resources thus far available.
CURRENT STUDY
The theoretical association between attachment and attunement, along with the
paucity o f research assessing either construct in school-aged children, both serve as the
impetus for the present investigation. We have recently seen an increase in the influence
o f attachment theory on the field o f clinical psychology, with attachment-based therapies
growing significantly in number and use over the past several years. At this juncture,
however, the empirical evidence supporting or informing these treatments is minimal at
best. The purpose o f this research project was twofold: to develop a method to assess
interactive affective attunement, and to examine the relationship between attunement and
attachment.
Although the themes addressed here may be pertinent across the lifespan, middle
childhood was chosen as the focus for this study. Because so little o f the attachment
research occurs with school-aged children, this project contributed to a general increase
in our knowledge concerning attachment and its measurement within this age range.
Additionally, however, because a number o f highly intensive attachment therapies are
designed for use with school-aged children, efforts toward increased information that will
inform this type o f treatment are best directed toward this age group as well.
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Hypotheses
This study sought to develop a means to assess interactive attunement in schoolaged children and their parents. It was hypothesized that theorized behavioral indices of
attunement would correlate significantly with subjective feelings o f attunement endorsed
by both the caretaker as well as the trained observer. It was also espoused that these
behavioral indices would correlate significantly with each other, and that child-parent
dyads assessed as manifesting a high degree o f attunement would have a greater
likelihood o f evidencing any single identified behavioral index than those manifesting a
low degree o f attunement.
Investigation also took place regarding the association between attunement and
attachment in this age group. It was posited that affective attunement continues to be the
foundation for attachment beyond infancy. Hence, it was hypothesized that a significant
positive relationship would be demonstrated between these constructs: Children assessed
with a greater level o f attachment security would also be assessed as having a greater
level o f affective attunement. Conversely, those children demonstrating lower levels o f
attachment security would also demonstrate lower levels o f affective attunement.
Although the design o f this research endeavor was not such that definitive conclusions
could be drawn concerning the existence o f a one-way or bi-directional influence o f
attunement on attachment, results, nevertheless, would serve to potentially identify an
area worth focus in treatment o f children demonstrating attachment-related difficulties.
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Method
Participants
Both mothers and fathers were eligible for participation with their children, the
criteria being that they identified themselves as the primary^ caretaker o f the subject child.
Parental designation, however, was not a focus o f comparison within this initial
investigation. Child-primary caretaker dyads were recruited from the community as well
as the introductory psychology course research pool for participation. Advertisements
were placed in the psychology research recruitment area on campus, and in various
locations throughout the community. Neighborhood locations included schools,
laundromats, recreational programs serving children, grocery stores, and pediatrician
offices. Word o f mouth was also a significant factor in recruitment, as parents who had
participated assisted in recruiting fellow parents with children in the requisite age group.
Those eligible for participation included children from 7 through 10 years o f age.
Parent participants were offered compensation for their time including a small monetary
reimbursement or credit for partial fulfillment o f the introductory psychology course’s
research requirement. An initial reimbursement o f $10 was provided; however, due to
limited participation, reimbursement was subsequently increased to $20. All children
were thanked for their assistance with their choice o f a toy or fast food gift certificate.
To determine the appropriate sample size for this investigation, a power analysis
was undertaken. Given that attunement is theorized to be the basis for attachment, a high
correlation was expected between the two constructs. However, due to the lack o f
previous research available with this age group, a more conservative estimate of
association was implemented. Therefore, using an estimated correlation o f .50 and an
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alpha value o f .05, it was determined that a sample size o f 29 would be required to
achieve a .80 level o f powder.
A total o f 39 dyads participated in the current study. However, techiiical
difficulties resulted in the loss o f audio for the videotaped data o f 6 o f the dyads, such
that observational data were available for 33. Once data were collected, the actual power
o f the current investigation was determined. Regarding analyses that examined the
relationship between attunement and attachment, power ranged from .00 to .92 (using
alpha o f .05, one sided). (Refer to Table 2 for detailed results.) Generally speaking, in
most instances the ability to discover a true relationship between attunement and
attachment was severely hampered by inadequate sample size, given the unexpectedly
small degree o f correlation among measures. The one exception to this was M arcus’
Parent/Child Reunion Inventory (1990). Although power was calculated at .17 with
regard to Task Attunement, it ranged from .69 to .92 for the other measures o f
intersubjective relatedness.

Insert Table 2

Demographic information for all participants is presented in Table 3. The majority
o f parent participants were biological mothers (94.9%), with more child participants
being boys (61.5%). Most o f the children were being raised with both biological parents
(61.5%), with the majority being only or eldest children (64.1%). Racial/ethnic identity o f
the participants was primarily identified as Caucasian (89.7% parents, 71.8% children).
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Most parents had at least some college education (84.6%), while a broad range o f annual
income was reported (median $30,001-40,000).

Insert Table 3

Comparisons were made for attunement across various demographic categories.
No differences were found for the child’s sex, whether there had been disruptions in the
child’s primary caretaking environment, or if the child had been diagnosed with a chronic
medical or psychological condition. The age and education o f the parent also did not bear
significant influence on assessed attunement. However, significant differences were
found in degree o f attunement if the parent had experienced a medical or psychological
problem that had required intervention since the birth o f the child and if the child was
currently in therapy. In both cases, an affirmative response was associated with lower
levels o f interactive attunement. Finally, the child’s age was a significant factor in degree
of attunement (as assessed by the Discussion and Total Attunement Scores), with the
youngest group generally demonstrating lower levels throughout. Given the purpose o f
the current investigation, however, none o f these factors was controlled for in the
development o f the measure or in final comparisons o f attunement and attachment.
Attunement Task
Following the operationalization efforts o f Gregory Fouts and his colleagues (e.g.,
Hrynchak & Fouts, 1998), an attunement task that provided for mutual focus and the
demonstration o f intemal states was chosen for this study. The cooperative task was
devised to provide opportunity for open and spontaneous emotional involvement within
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the dyad. It was espoused that this would enhance the likelihood o f obsendng emotional
engagement as well as disconnect, given the inherent potential for both fun and
frastration in the task. Special care was also taken, however, to ensure that the task
demands were not such that they would be likely to invoke fear, and thus to activate the
attachment system. In this manner, efforts were made so that confounding factors
between the two constructs o f interest not occur.
As introduction to the task, each pair was provided instruction regarding the
mutual Etch-A-Sketch assignment. The Etch-A-Sketch is a magnetic drawing device
marketed for children’s enjoyment beginning in the early 1960’s. Using a right and a left
knob, the individual creates lines on a screen; one o f the knobs is used to draw
horizontally, the other to draw vertically. Through coordination between the two knobs,
intricate designs may be created. To erase, the device is turned upside down and shaken.
After ensuring that both members o f the dyad were familiar with the device, they
were informed that each person would only be controlling the knob closest to him for the
task. W ith this information, the child was then allowed to choose the side he wished to sit
on, dictating whether he controlled the horizontal or vertical line. Rearrangement o f
seating was then made as necessary. Together, the dyad was then given the task o f
‘following’ a two-dimensional design path that had been overlaid onto the Etch-A-Sketch
screen. The pair was informed that they would be rated according to both speed and
accuracy. This was done in order to introduce an element o f challenge and frustration,
while at the same time maintaining the task within the general rubric o f play.
After the dyad completed the task, they were informed that they would be
provided an opportunity to discuss their experience, including what it was like and how
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the}^ felt they did. Further, they were told that the researchers were going to leave the
room for a short period in order to make it easier for them to do so. The dyad was
instructed to remain in their seats and talk until the researchers returned, which occurred
approximately 214 minutes after the discussion period was initiated.
Each dyad was videotaped throughout the task and discussion periods. Coding of
the videotaped procedure was subsequently carried out by the author to assess for degree
o f attunement occurring between the parent and child. The coding scheme was built on
criteria set forth by Holigrocki, Frieswyk, et al. (1999) in their Parental Attunement Scale
(PAS). The PAS uses a 7-point Likert scale to assess the caretaker in five areas espoused
as components o f attunement: (1) Understanding, or the parent’s attempts to listen to the
child, anticipate the child’s needs, and to ask about the child’s thoughts and feelings; (2)
Promoting Initiatives, or the parent’s attempts to praise or otherwise encourage the
child’s engaging in an activity that is based on his own agenda; (3) Collaboration, or the
ability o f the parent to share the space with the child and work alongside the child in a
manner that is facilitative; (4) Flexibility, or the parent’s capacity to use a variety o f
strategies to engage the child; and (5) Synchrony or the parent’s ability to relate to the
child emotionally, in a manner that complements the child’s cognitive and affective state.
Distinct from previous studies, however, the current investigation highlighted the
interactional process o f attunement. As such, in addition to coding parental behaviors, the
child’s behaviors were also coded along the same dimensions. This provided for
information regarding both parent and child attuning behaviors. In addition, to assess
effectiveness o f attuning efforts, the Response o f the other dyad member was coded, as
well as the Quality o f that Response. Finally, given that there is suggestion that vitality
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affects comprise a large portion o f attunement (Stem, 1985), affective information was
gathered for the interaction. This included rating the congraence o f emotional energy
displayed (i.e., Vitality), as well as the Emotional Tone (positive, neutral or negative) of
each dyad member. It was espoused that this total approach allowed for assessment o f the
trae interaction between parent and child, as well as comparison o f parent and child
efforts and responses in relation to attachment classification.
In all, nine behavioral variables/characteristics were coded to assess interactive
attunement: Vitality, Emotional Tone, Synchrony, Understanding, Promotes Initiatives,
Collaboration, Flexibility, Response, and Quality o f Response. These nine variables were
theorized to tap the various components comprising interactive attunement. Vitality was
used to examine the match in magnitude o f affective energy between the dyad members,
be it very subdued or highly dynamic, regardless o f quality. Emotional Tone captured the
nature o f the affect, whether it was positive (e.g., happy, gleeful), neutral (e.g., calm), or
negative (e.g., frustrated, angry). Synchrony assessed whether the dyad demonstrated the
same affect (e.g., both happy and smiling, both engaged and concentrating), regardless o f
strength in its display. Understanding captured active efforts to communicate
comprehension o f the other’s experience. Promotes Initiatives assessed the degree o f
encouragement provided for contributions, ideas or suggestions, serving to provide a
sense o f validation and agency. Collaboration involved efforts to join or work together
with the other. Flexibility was included to assess the ability to adapt efforts o f
engagement to the demands o f the other within the specific situation. Response reflected
the degree o f affective match demonstrated by one dyad member toward the other, while
Quality of Response denoted the level o f adaptation in the response. For instance, a
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pareat who did not attune to a child’s demonstration o f apathy/disengagement would
receive a negative rating for Response, meaning that the parent did not match the child’s
affect, but a positive rating for Quality o f Response, reflecting the adaptive component of
that response.
O f the nine total variables/characteristics, two o f them. Vitality and Synchrony,
were rated according to the degree o f match between parent and child participant. The
other seven variables were rated separately for the parent and the child. This enabled
examination o f both the interaction between parent and child, as well as differences
between them.
Ratings on each o f these characteristics were made for parent and child in 10second intervals for a total duration o f 2 minutes for the task component and 2 minutes
for the discussion component o f the study. The middle 2 minutes were coded for the task
component, while the last 2 minutes were coded for the discussion component. The
rationale for this distinction was that the task involved a certain period o f orientation
typically followed by the potential for heightened cooperation/sync between parent and
child. Both o f these are important for assessing attunement, while either might be missed
if one were to code only the first or final 2-minute segment. This is especially so when
one considers the range in task completion time occurring within the sample (i.e., 2
minutes, 9 seconds to 7 minutes, 47 seconds).
For the discussion portion o f the study, there was typically an awkward beginning
as the dyad readied themselves for the task and adjusted to the fact that the camera
remained mnning. Further, there was less variability in the duration o f this period, as the
researchers controlled when they reentered the room. Therefore, for this portion o f the
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study, the final 2-minute segment o f the discussion period was coded. (See Appendix A
for Coding Key, Appendix B for Coding Helper Sheet including behavioral examples
specific to the current assignment, and Appendix C for Videotape Coding record sheet.)
Interview
Similar to the method put forth by Holigrocki, Kaminski, and Friesv^k (1999),
both participants were questioned regarding their experiences during the task. Holigrocki
and his colleagues examined parental attunement with 4- to 10-year-oId children using
play figures to have dyads act out various scenarios occurring during an imaginary
outing. Although they used a video replay paradigm, this method was not included within
the scope o f this study. Nevertheless, their queries were modeled as participants were
asked to reflect on what the other person was thinking, feeling and doing during the task
while also answering the same questions for themselves. (See Appendices D and E.)
During the piloting process, the interview was carried out similar to the method
used by Holigrocki, Kaminski, et al. (1999; i.e., alternating questions to each member of
the dyad to enable greater opportunity for further observation o f attunement behaviors).
However, this was determined to yield a highly contingent response, rather than
providing independent information pertinent to emotional attunement occurring during
the task itself. Further, due to the influential role o f the interviewer during this
interchange, it did not appear to provide substantive information regarding the attunement
relationship between the parent and child. For these reasons, in this investigation the
interview was administered individually once the dyad members were placed in separate
rooms. One researcher completed the interview with the parent while another completed
it with the child. Responses were subsequently scored for: (1) the degree o f match
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between the endorsed experience (i.e., thought, feeling) o f one dyad member and the
other’s estimate o f same, (2) the focus o f thoughts and feelings attributed to the other and
endorsed for self (e.g., internally generated, “caused” by other, positive, negative), (3) the
focus when asked to describe the other’s actions during the task (i.e., intemal processes,
external behaviors, lack o f awareness), and (4) the theme underlying what they wanted
from the other during the task (i.e., focused on achievement, control, other’s enjoyment).
Measures
Both child and caretaker participants were asked to complete a number o f pencil
and paper instruments. For the child measures, a researcher assisted in completion to
ensure adequate comprehension and facilitate validity o f response. A description o f each
o f the instruments follows;
Completed by the Parent
General Information Form. This questionnaire was created for the present
investigation. It requests information concerning such demographic information as age
and ethnic background o f each participant, caretaker marital status, and family
composition. It inquires about household economic status and disruptions in
caretaker/household, and covers such topics as the child’s general health, medications,
and any ongoing services provided (refer to Appendix F).
Connection Questionnaire. This measure was devised for use in this investigation
specifically to gain information regarding the parent’s sense o f connection/attunement
with the child. (Refer to Appendix G.) It is a brief questionnaire addressing sense o f
attunement in various scenarios occurring w ithin the family structure, as well as that
occurring during the attunement task. In the present sample, good intemal consistency
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was demonstrated among all items, with Cronbach’s alpha calculated at .84. This
suggests that there is a high degree o f uniformity in parents’ felt connection between
themselves and their chiidren across times o f day and demands o f task.
Parent/Child Reunion Inventory. This questionnaire was created by Marcus
(1990), and based on the research o f Ainsworth and Main and Cassidy (see Appendix H).
Parents are asked to think o f the most recent times within the last week that the child was
separated from the parent for at least one hour. Using a Likert-type scoring procedure,
they are then asked to make ratings o f items reflecting various child behaviors. The
inventory takes approximately 10 minutes to complete, with items based on analysis o f
reunion behaviors associated with various attachment classifications. The first 6 items o f
the inventory comprise the Secure Attachment Scale', the latter 14 items comprise the
Insecure Attachment Scale.
Parents were also asked to complete a second Parent/Child Reunion Inventory,
this time with directions to respond in accord with their child’s general reunion behavior
(see Appendix I). This was done to gain information regarding possible influence o f
perceptual bias and temporal anchoring, as well as information pertinent to the stability of
attachment behaviors. Intemal consistency reliability o f this measure with the current
sample was slightly greater for the Secure Attachment Scale using the revised general
rating o f behavior rather than the most recent (i.e., alpha values o f .69 and .54,
respectively), while the Insecure Attachment Scale yielded similar consistency levels for
both administrations (i.e., alpha values o f .79 and .81, respectively). These results suggest
that, generally speaking, temporal anchoring provides little advantage for discriminant
responding regarding children’s reunion behavior. It also suggests that items reflecting
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insecure reunion behavior cohere slightly better than those identified as indicative of
secure reunion behavior.
C hild Behavior Checklist fo r Ages 4-18 (CBCL). The CBCL was first designed by
Achenbach in the 1960s to tap compstencies and behaviorai/emotional problems that
various children experience. It was originally designed to be used with 4 to 16 year olds,
however, in 1991 a new version was published with norms extended to age 18. For
purposes o f this investigation, the 113 problematic behavior items were administered,
with parents given the instruction to mark as true those items that describe their child
currently or within the past six months.
Scoring o f the measure generates eight Syndrome Scale scores, three o f which
contribute to an Internalizing score (i.e., Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn/Depressed, and
Somatic Complaints) and two o f which comprise the Externalizing score (i.e., RuleBreaking Behavior and Aggressive Behavior). Other Syndrome Scales include: Social
Problems, Thought Problems and Attention Problems. The measure also provides a Total
Problems score, and yields six DSM-Oriented Scale scores (i.e.. Affective Problems,
Anxiety Problems, Somatic Problems, Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Problems,
Oppositional Defiant Problems, and Conduct Problems). As the current sample was not a
clinical one, the DSM-Oriented Scale scores were not used in the analyses. Intemal
consistency among the eight Syndrome Scales was .87, while coefficient alpha for the
Intemalizing and Extemalizing scores was .71 for this sample.
Completed by/with the Child
Security Scale. This 15-item measure was designed by Kems, Klepac, and Cole
(1996) to assess felt security in individuals from middle childhood to early adolescence
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(see Appendix J). The measure is not, however, designed to discriminate among forms of
insecure attachments (ambivalent/avoidant/disorganized). Content focuses on the
perceptions o f security felt within the parent-child relationship, rather than a generalized
conception o f parents. Items are presented in a “Some kids... But Other kids..

format.

Once children have identified which o f the two types of children they are most like, they
are asked to assess the degree to which this is true for them (really true or sort o f trae).
Responses are then used to tabulate a full scale score with two subscale scores o f
Dependency and Availability. The authors suggest that the Dependency Subscale
assesses the child’s reliance upon, or tendency to seek help from the parent in times of
stress. The Availability Subscaie is intended to assess the degree to which the child
believes that the parent is open to communication and responds when help is needed.
The authors report internal consistency reliabilities between .81 and .93, while a
test-retest interval averaging 14 days resulted in a correlation o f .75. Good discriminant
and convergent validity are also endorsed by the authors in relation to indices o f self
esteem, peer acceptance, behavioral conduct, physical appearance, and academic
competence. For this investigation, internal consistency was lower than the authors’
reports: .65 for the Full Scale, and .77 for the Dependency Subscale and .39 for the
Availability Subscale.
Coping Strategies Questionnaire. Finnegan, Hodges, & Perry (1996) devised this
30-item questionnaire to assess coping styles associated with insecure patterns o f
attachment in school-aged children (refer to Appendix K). Together with a measure of
felt security, the authors indicate that it may be used for purposes o f attachment
classification. Items are presented with a hypothetical situation followed by two different
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types o f responses. One o f the responses describes a preoccupied (or avoidant/dismissing)
reaction, the other a nonpreoccupied (or nonavoidant/nondismissing) one. Simiiar to the
Securitj-" Scale, situations are presented in a “Some kids w ould... B U T ... Other kids
would..

format. Children are first asked to determine which type o f response they

would more likely make, then to identify the degree to which it is true for them.
Individual scores for both preoccupied and dismissing coping styles are then calculated.
Although limited in use thus far, this measure has shown initial indication o f
adequate validity and reliability. The Preoccupied and Dismissing scales were reported
by the authors to have internal consistencies o f .86 and .84, respectively in a study o f 229
middle class, predominantly white children in the 3'''^ through 7*" grades. Two-week testretest correlations for the scales using this same sample were reported at .83 and .76.
With the current sample, intemal consistency for the Preoccupied Scale was calculated at
.81 while the Dismissing Scale had an alpha value o f .74.
Procedure
At the time of the initial telephone contact, the nature, expectations, and
compensation for the study were explained to the prospective participant parent. Parents
who were in the Introductory Psychology course and seeking experimental credit were
informed that they would eam 6 credits for the participation o f them self and their child,
all other parents were informed that they would receive $20 remuneration (increased
from $10 initially). Parents were encouraged to ask questions about the study and, once
these were answered, they were asked whether they wished to participate with their child.
Once an affirmative response was given, the parent-child dyad was scheduled for an
individual appointment lasting approximately one hour. At the time o f the appointment,
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the expectations for the study were explained to both the parent and child, the Informed
Consent Form was reviewed with the parent/caretaker and all questions answered. The
Child Assent Form was reviewed with the child and any questions answered at this time
as well. Adult participants were asked to sign a copy o f the Informed Consent Form, and
were provided a copy for their records (see Appendices L and M). Child participants
were asked to sign a copy o f the Child Assent Form and were given a copy for
themselves if requested (see Appendix N).
Once consent for participation and videotaping was obtained, the researcher
explained the attunement task to the dyad and the videocamera was turned on. After the
dyad completed the Etch-A-Sketch task, the researchers removed the task material and
instructed the dyad in the discussion task. The researchers then exited the room for

approximately 214 minutes, after which time they reentered the room and the
videocamera was turned off.
The child then remained in the room with one researcher to complete his
interview and questionnaires. (In an effort to assist the child in remaining on task and
engaged, a small snack was offered midway through this portion o f the study.)
Meanwhile, the parent accompanied the other researcher to another room to complete her
interview and questionnaires. The researcher remained available to answer any questions;
once the General Information Form was complete, the researcher followed up regarding
any endorsement o f potential disturbances in the child’s caretaking environment (e.g.,
divorce or separation, parent or child illness/psychological disturbance).
After both parties completed the measures assigned them, the participants were
reunited. At that time, the dyad was provided verbal information and a debriefing sheet,
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which included the goals and rationale for the study (refer to Appendix O), and they were
encouraged to present any questions they had. Each participant was thanked for her/his
participation. Reimbursement was provided to the parent in the form o f $20 or 6
experimental credits, and the child was provided the opportunity to select a token of
appreciation from an array o f toys and fast food gift certificates.
Results
Development o f the Attunement Measure
This research sought to develop a reliable and valid measure o f interactive
attunement for use with school-aged children and their primary caretakers. As there are
no “gold standard” measures with which to make comparison, validation techniques were
limited. However, what was available for use was consideration o f the reliability o f the
identification o f those variables espoused to comprise attunement, examination o f face
validity and inter-item correlation, and the use o f an existing measure o f parental
attunement as a building block. Additionally, given that research indicates a general
ability in adults to sense connection or attunement, consideration o f the correspondence
between the behavioral measure o f attunement and parent and trained observer general
ratings was deemed most appropriate and beneficial.
Identification o f Behavioral Indices
A s mentioned earlier, coding o f nine potential indicators o f attunement was
carried out for 2 minutes each o f the task and discussion portions o f the study, in 10second intervals, rating both parent and child. Observational data were available for a
total o f 33 o f the dyads. To assess for reliability o f the coding itself, 8 dyads (24.2%)
were randomly chosen for recoding by the author. In order to determine the variables to
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be iEcliided ia the final attunement measure, a systematic analysis o f the data was carried
out. (See Figure 2 for a description o f the overall process.)

Insert Figure 2

First, information regarding the reliability o f measurement o f the individual
variables was considered. Overall consistency o f all variable ratings combined, as well as
consistency o f ratings o f all variables for parent, parent task, parent discussion, child,
child task, child discussion, task, and discussion was calculated. Generally speaking,
results indicated that acceptable consistency in measurement o f individual variables
transpired. For all variables combined, reliability was assessed at .79, whereas reliability
coefficients ranged from a low o f .76 for the Parent Discussion component to a high of
.83 for the Parent Task component. Refer to Table 4 for full results o f categorical
analyses of reliability.

Insert Table 4

The next step in developing the attunement measure was to determine if there
were individual variables with unacceptably low levels o f consistency in measurement.
Separate analyses were conducted for the reliability o f each o f the nine variables (see
Table 5). Overall, most variables were assessed within the .70 and .80 range, and
therefore, using Nunnally’s (1978) guidelines, deemed to reflect acceptable and good
reliability in measurement. However, one variable. Flexibility had a reliability coefficient
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o f .64. As this was lower than statistically recommended, this variable was removed and
new overall reliability analyses were calculated. Elimination o f Flexibility, however, did
not improve the overall reliability coefficient and so the decision was made to retain this
variable in further analyses.

Insert Table 5

W ith all variables considered sufficiently consistent, the next step was to identify
those variables that significantly contributed to attimement. Similar to those ratings o f
genera! attunement made by the parent and researcher, a trained observer who had no
prior exposure to the dyads rated each for attunement. The observer had a background in
clinical psychology, but was naive to the specific behavioral indices that had been coded
for analysis. She was provided the general instructions used with the parents on the
Connection Measure; piloting data were used to establish consensus and orient for range
o f attunement across dyads. The observer then rated each dyad using the same 7-point
Likert scale employed earlier, rating only those 2 minutes that had been coded. The
observer was provided information regarding the exact 2 minutes coded, and was
instructed not to view any prior or subsequent interactions. Based only on those intervals
comprising the coded data, she awarded a general rating o f attunement for each dyad’s
task and discussion portions. This score then became the “gold standard” used for
comparison and generation of the attunement measure.
To determine the individual variables to include in the final measure, regression
analyses were used. Initially, hierarchical regression was implemented to determine
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which variables contributed significantiy to variance in the attimement score. Several
analyses were ran for both Task and Discussion (see Tables 6 and 7). In one case, all
parent and child variables were included together; in another, parent and child variables
were run separately. Additionally, given that four o f the variables in question were
considered “tools” that one individual might employ to engage the other (i.e..
Understanding, Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration, and Flexibility), additional
regressions were ran that condensed all o f these into one combined variable. The
variables entered in these cases included the other five variables and the new “Tools”
variable.

Insert Table 6

Insert Table 7

The following behavioral indices accounted for significant variance in attunement
in at least one of the regression analyses: Parent Vitality, Parent Emotional Tone, Parent
Promotes Initiatives, Parent Collaboration, Parent Tools, Parent Response (rating the
actions o f the child), Parent Quality o f Response (rating the actions o f the child). Child
Synchrony, Child Response (rating the actions o f the parent), and Child Quality o f
Response (rating the actions o f the parent). Thus, 10 variables were identified, whereas
significant factors for the parent and those for the child did not directly correspond.
Additionally, some overlap existed among the separately identified variables, in that the
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Tools variable was calculated as a summation o f variables, including Promotes Initiatives
and Collaboration.
Keeping this information in mind, several additional regression analyses were run,
this time w ith the simultaneous entry method. Using this method, ail variables are entered
and utilized in the regression equation. One may then obtain information concerning the
amount o f variance in the dependent variable that is accounted for by al! of the identified
independent variables.
Although different variables had been significant for the Task and Discussion
periods using the hierarchical regressions, the same variables were used in each o f the
simultaneous analyses. This was done for both ease o f measurement and theoretical
reasons: While activity demands may have some bearing on the techniques used by one
individual in order to gain attunement with another, the underlying characteristics
comprising attunement should be universal. [For the current study, this prompted the
creation o f both the Coding Key and the Coding Helper Sheet (see Appendices A and B);
the former addresses the genera! theorized components o f attunement while the latter
addresses their theorized situation-specific manifestations.]
While the same variables were used for Task and Discussion then, separate
regressions were run due to their distinct ratings o f general attunement and the behavioral
indices correspondingly contributing to each. One series o f regressions included the same
indices for parent and child to comprise the independent variables; the other utilized only
those parent indices and those child indices that had been significant in the hierarchical
regressions. In the former case. Vitality and Synchrony were only included once,
however, to eliminate what would in essence be entering the same variable twice. (These
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variables rate the concurrence between parent and child and therefore were the same
whether rating the parent or the child.) Finally, regressions were run both rvith the Tools
variable and with the individuaiiy significant component variables (Promotes Initiatives
and Collaboration) for comparison. (See Table 8 for summary o f regressions and results.)

Insert Table 8

Results o f these regressions indicated that the same combination of variables
accounted for the greatest variance in attunement for both the Task and Discussion
activities. In each circumstance it was also the most detailed and inclusive of
combinations that yielded greatest predictive utility. The greatest degree o f variance was
accounted for by the following variables: Vitality, Synchrony, and Parent and Child
Emotional Tone, Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration, Response, and Quality o f Response.
Hence, these 12 variables were delineated as comprising the attunement measure.
Entering them simultaneously as the independent variables accounted for 74.9% o f the
variance in Task Attunement and 68.9% o f the variance in Discussion Attunement.
Construct Validity
The variables comprising the measure were also examined for interrelatedness per
theorized correlation between behavioral indicators o f attunement. (Refer to Table 9 and
Table 10 for a listing o f variables and their intercorrelations). Significant concordance
between variables was generally demonstrated both for Task and Discussion. While each
task variable significantly correlated with from 3 to 7 other variables, the discussion
variables demonstrated even greater correspondence. In all but two cases, each variable
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significantly correlated with from 9 to 10 other variables. The exception in this case
being Child Emotional Tone, which significantly correlated with 7 other variables, and
Child Promotes Initiatives, which only correlated with 1 other variable - Parent Quality
o f Response. Overall ietema! consistency ratings for indices comprising the attunement
measure suggested good concordance as well. Alpha was calculated at .91 for the Total
scale, and .84 and .93 for the Task and Discussion subscales respectively.

Insert Table 9

Insert Table 10

Examination also took place regarding the frequency o f individual behavioral
indicators o f attunement and their relationship to general attunement ratings (refer to
Table 11). Consistent with the hypothesized positive relationship between level o f
attunement and manifestation o f individual behavioral indicators, significant positive
correlations were found for each o f the identified indicators, save for one. For both Task
and Discussion, children’s Promotes Initiatives failed to show significant positive
relationship with overall degree o f attunement (r = -.14 and .19, respectively). While a
positive correlation was still found for the discussion activity, children’s promoting o f
their parents’ initiatives actually had an inverse relationship with degree o f attunement
assessed during the task. Despite this finding, however, strong support was found overall
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for the premise o f an increasing manifestation o f any single behavioral index
commensurate with an increasing level o f attunement.

Insert Table 11

Finally, in order to calculate attunement scores for each o f the dyads, the 12
variables were summed. This created three scores: one for Task Attunement and one for
Discussion Attunement, while adding the two scores created the Total Attunement Score.
Using these derived scores, comparisons were made between assessed attunement and
subjective reports o f emotional connection made by the parent and trained observers.
Comparing General Ratings and Assessed Levels o f Attunement
While the above analysis supports the efficacy o f the established measure in
assessing attunement, it is also beneficial to gain some understanding o f the extent to
which the derived attunement score is reflective o f characteristics inherent to the dyad the measure’s external validity. Data available for this comparison included the parent’s
ratings o f emotional connection in general, at various times in the daily routine, and
during the task itself via the Connection Questionnaire. Also available were researcher
ratings o f general dyad attunement throughout the Task and Discussion periods, not
limited to the 2-minute coded segments.
Correlational analyses were carried out between the three attunement scores and
the various ratings o f affective attunement (refer to Table 12). Given that a positive
association was expected between the two, correlations were calculated one-tailed for
significance. As would likely be expected, results demonstrated a strong correlation
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between researcher ratings o f attunement and derived attunement scores. Not on!y did
this relationship exist specific to the activity in question (e.g., task rating with Task
Score), but also across activities (i.e., task rating with Discussion Score, discussion rating
with Task Score), suggesting a certain continuity in behavioral manifestations of
attunement. Interestingly, parent rating o f task attunement did not correlate significantly
with Task, or other derived Attunement Scores, nor did it correlate significantly with
researcher rating o f task attunement.

Insert Table 12

Certain parent ratings o f attunement did, however, significantly correlate with
assessed scores. Connection during mealtime was related to the Discussion Attunement
Score (r = .409, p<.01) and connection during family time was related to Task (r = .299,
p<.05). Discussion (r = .475, p<.OI) and Total (r =.453, p<.01) Attunement Scores.
Finally, connection during evening routine was related to Task, Discussion and Total
Attunement Scores (r = .296, .340, .371, respectively, p<.05).
It should also be noted that parental rating o f connection during chore time was
significantly related to Total Attunement Score (r =-.306, p<.05); however, these
variables were negatively correlated. As a positive directional relationship was theorized
between the ratings o f attunement, one-tailed levels o f significance were used for this
analysis. For this reason, although a statistically significant relationship was found
between decreased felt connection during chores and increased assessed attunement, it is
not included as significant for the current investigation.
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Overall, results indicated support for the external constract validity o f the
attimement measure. Having identified and assessed indices o f affective attunement that
account for significant variance in overall attunement, and examined their
intrarelationship and their interrelationship w ith other indices o f emotional connection,
the next step was to test the relationship between this intersubjective connectivity and the
internal working models which it is posited to generate.
Comparing Attunement and Attachment
This study also investigated the relationship between attunement and attachment.
To test for significant association between the two constructs, a series o f analyses was
carried out. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated using the derived Task,
Discussion, and Total Attunement Scores, parental rating o f general emotional
connection assessed via the Connection Questionnaire, and child- and parent-report
measures o f attachment (i.e., Parent/Child Reunion Inventory, Security Scale, and Coping
Strategies Questionnaire). (Please refer to Table 13).

Insert Table 13

Results lend some support for a relationship between attunement and attachment.
Security o f attachment, as measured by M arcus’ Parent/Child Reunion Inventory (1990),
was significantly related to attunement assessed through parental rating o f general
emotional connection (r - .417, p<.01), as well as the Total and Discussion Attunement
Scores (r = .367, p<.05 and r = .497, p<.01, respectively). Furthermore, negative
associations were found between attunement and two measures o f attachment insecurity.
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Parent rating o f general emotional connection and the Discussion and Total Attimement
Scores were significantly negatively correlated with the Pareiit-Child Reunion Inventory
Insecurity Scale (r = ",355, p<.05; r = -.424, p<.01; and r = -.307, p<.05, respectively),
while the Discussion and Total Attunement Scores negatively correlated with the
Avoidant Coping Subscale o f the Coping Strategies Questionnaire (Finnegan, Hodges, &
Ferry, 1996; r - -.452 and r = -.412, respectively, p<.01). W orth note, no significant
relationship was found comparing attunement and attachment security assessed via childreport measures.
To assist in making sense o f the differing results found across measures when
assessing the relationship between attunement and attachment, further analyses were
carried out. Comparisons were made between the Parent/Child Reunion Inventory (PCRI)
and the Security Scale (SS) and Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ) in order to
evaluate the degree o f correspondence among the attachment measures (see Table 14).
Here again, mixed results were found. As should be expected, significant positive
correlations were found between the overall Security Scale and its associated subscales (r
= .852, p<.01 for the Dependency Subscale, r - .596, p<.01 for the Availability
Subscale). Further, significant negative correlations were found between the two scales o f
the CSQ {r = -311, p<.01); between the PCRI Insecure Attachment Scale and the PCRI
Secure Attachment Scale (r = -.398, p<.01), SS overall Security Score (r = -.446, p<.01),
and SS Availability Subscale (r = -.469, p<.01); and between the SS Dependency
Subscale and the CSQ Avoidant Coping Scale (r = -.377, p<.01).
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Insert Table 14

However, while the above results are consistent with theoretical expectations and
lend general support to the constract validity o f the attachment measures, other
comparisons presented dissimilarly. Although not always statistically significant, the
direction o f the relationship in several comparisons was the reverse o f that expected.
Negative correlations were found between the Secure Attachment Scale of the PCRI and
the SS overall score and its two subscale scores (r = -.099, -.053, -.109, respectively,
p>.05), while the PCRI Secure Attachment Scale correlated positively with the
Preoccupied Coping Scale o f the CSQ (r = .069, p>.05). The Preoccupied Coping Scale
also correlated positively with the SS overall score and its Dependency Subscale (r =
.137, p>.05; r = .360, p<.05, respectively), the latter association being the only one
showing statistical significance. Finally, the CSQ Avoidant Coping Scale showed
positive correlation with the Availability Subscale o f the SS and negative correlation with
the PCRI Insecurity Scale (r = .277, p<.05 and r = -.166, p>.05, respectively), the former
o f these comparisons also statistically significant.
Thus, parent report of the child’s security showed a negative association with the
child’s self-report o f attachment security. The child’s endorsement o f Preoccupied
Coping was positively associated with parent- and self-report o f child’s security,
including Dependency. Further, the child’s endorsement o f Avoidant Coping was
positively associated with the child’s report o f security in Availability and negatively
related to insecurity as rated by the parent.
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These results assist in understanding the lack o f consistency in association found
between attunement and attachment, as assessed through the various measures.
Nevertheless, while this examination was a principal component o f the current
investigation, additional analyses were also o f interest. This study explored the
relationship between factors inherent in the child and attunement and attachment. While
the latter has been studied previously, this investigation represents the first known
systematic examination o f the relationship between children’s problematic behaviors and
their capacity for intersubjective relatedness.
Comparing Child Behavior with Attunement and Attachment
Correlational analyses were carried out using the Child Behavior Checklist for
Ages 4-18 (Achenbach, 1991) Syndrome Scale Scores and Internalizing, Externalizing
and Total Problem Scales. These were compared to Task, Discussion and Total
Attunement Scores, as well as attachment as assessed by the Parent/Child Reunion
Inventoiy, Security Scale, and Coping Strategies Questionnaire (refer to Table 15).
Overall, results supported an association between problematic child behaviors and the
constructs o f attunement and attachment.

Insert Table 15

Correlational analyses showed significant negative correlations between
externalizing problems, and more specifically aggressive behavior, and attunement as
assessed in general by the parent (r = -.446, p<.01; r = -.385, p>.05, respectively), as well
as by Discussion {r = -.411, p<.05 and r = -.484, p<.01) and Total Attunement Scores
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(r = -.369 and r = -.457, p<.05). The Total problems scale showed an inverse relationship
with the parental genera! coimection rating (r = -.375, p<.05) and the Discussion
Attunement Score (r = -.425, p<.05), while Internalizing had an inverse relationship with
the Discussion score (r = -.377, p<.05). The Somatic subscale was associated with
Discussion Attunement (r = -.372, p<.05), and Rule-Breaking Behavior was associated
with parental rating o f emotional connection (r = -.368, p<.05). Ratings o f Task
Attunement did not correlate significantly with child behavior. All correlations,
significant and not significant, between child behavior and parental rating of coimection.
Discussion Attimement and Total Attunement, however, were negative and in the
expected direction.
Interestingly, none o f the comparisons made with the child-report measures o f
attachment were significant. Results o f comparisons made with the parent-report
measures, on the other hand, were significant and generally consistent with prior
research. Negative correlations were found between the Parent/Child Reunion Inventory
Secure Attachment Scale and: Internalizing (r = -.452, p<.01), Externalizing (r = -.594,
p<-01), and Total Problem {r = -.553, p<.01) Scales, and the Somatic (r = -.468, p<.01),
Attention Problems (r = -.468, p<.01), Rule-Breaking Behavior (r = -.626, p<.01) and
Aggressive Behavior (r = -.556, p<.01) Subscales. Positive correlations were found, on
the other hand, between the Parent/Child Reunion Inventory Insecure Attachment Scale
and: Internalizing (r = .456, p<.01). Externalizing (r = .354, p<.05), and Total Problem (r
- .513, p<.01) Scales, and the Withdrawn (r = .434, p<.05). Somatic (r = .551, p<.01).
Attention Problems (r = .427, p<.05), and Rule-Breaking Behavior (r = .375, p<.05)
Subscales.
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DISCUSSION
Intersubjective relatedness, or affective attunement, is part o f the human
experience. While it is influenced by temporal factors including mood, circumstance, and
the individual with whom one is interacting, it is also likely bound by the subject’s
capacity for such relatedness overall. Similar to attachment, where there is both
generalization and the recognition that differences may manifest across relationships
(e.g., a child’s attachment to his mother may be different than his attachment to his
father), an individual’s level of attunement is apt to demonstrate both consistency and
variability. Thus, there are liable to be some individuals that have a tendency to
experience generally high levels o f attunement across situations and some that have a
tendency to experience generally low levels. Each group, nevertheless, likely encounters
circumstances when the connection is greater than at others.
Overall, however, the greater the connection, the greater the sense o f
intersubjective relatedness; the greater the sense o f intersubjective relatedness, the greater
the feeling that one’s inner experience is genuine and shareable; and, with this, the
greater the substantiation o f self within the social world. Affective attunement has farreaching consequences for an individual’s sense o f self-efficacy and self-worth, his
ability to understand others and predict their behavior, and his capacity to benefit from
and provide empathic joining. Limitations in this capacity have been linked with a range
o f intrapsychic and interpersonal difficulties. As such, affective attunement is being
addressed directly or indirectly in many psychotherapeutic interventions.
Without the ability to measure attunement, however, we cannot test postulations
forwarded regarding this construct and its influence, nor can we objectively assess gains
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made by an individual in this area - the need for ^diich being even more compounded
within a Zeitgeist o f evidenced-based practice. Hence, with strong rationale and little
empirical foundation from which to build, this study set out to create an observational
measure o f interactive attunement. Due to the very direct association between attunement
and specific strategies implemented within the attachment therapies, school-aged children
were chosen for use in this initial development.
Assessing Attunement
The first task was to determine if it was even possible to develop a coding system
that could effectively measure attunement. To this end, very good empirical and
conceptual support for the measure developed was demonstrated. The selection o f initial
variables for consideration begins with the work o f Holigrocki, Frieswyk, et ai. (1999).
While they put forward five components o f attunement (i.e., Understanding, Promotes
Initiatives, Collaboration, Flexibility, and Synchrony), these researchers direct their
attention only to what the parent does to affectively connect with the child - assessing
attunement as a unidirectional construct. One o f the bases for the current investigation,
however, is that affective attunement is an interaction between two individuals and, as
such, the actions and reactions o f both need to be taken into consideration. Hence, in
addition to the variables first identified by Richard Holigrocki and his colleagues, several
others are also included (i.e.. Vitality, Emotional Tone, Response and Quality o f
Response), while the behaviors o f both parent and child are examined within the
exchange.
In order to begin investigation o f the variables, it is first necessary to objectively
understand them and to operationalize them. Each variable or characteristic is defined
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within the Coding Key. In addition, in order to facilitate the creation o f a reliably coded
observational measure of attunement, specific examples o f each variable are delineated.
This includes behaviors indicative o f the positive enactment o f the attuning characteristic,
as well as its antithesis. Hence, in addition to positively rating the enactment o f various
components o f attunement, the dyad is also rated for behaviors that directly quell each
component as well.
Behavioral examples were generated through careful examination o f dyads
engaged in the activities presented during the current investigation. Specific observable
descriptors are listed accordingly on the Coding Helper Sheet. Although some o f these
descriptors would generalize to other activities (e.g., not responding to the other’s
laughter, initiating positive physical interaction), others would not (e.g., leaning over the
Etch-A-Sketch to the exclusion o f the other, asking the other how to proceed). Thus, the
Coding Key is more generalizable across settings and represents the theorized behavioral
components o f attunement whereas the Coding Helper Sheet represents their specific
m anifestations within the current protocol. Once all o f the dyads were coded for each o f
the nine variables initially identified, empirical examination and refinement o f the
proposed measure took place. Overall, empirical support for the developed measure is
strong, with good reliability and validity demonstrated.
Reliability o f the Attunement Measure
Sound reliability of the final measure is demonstrated in the current investigation.
The individual variables are shown to be dependably rated with a tendency for cohesion
among them. Those variables comprising the final devised measure include the
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following: Vitality, Synchrony, Emotional Tone, Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration,
Response, and Quality o f Response.
Thus, the dyads are assessed for congruence in level o f emotional energy and
overall affective state, the valence o f the expressed emotion, attempts to encourage the
other’s self-direction, efforts to work with the other, affective reaction in relation to the
other, and vAether that reaction is adaptive or not. Both Vitality and Synchrony are rated
according to the degree o f match between members o f the dyad. All other variables are
rated individually for the parent and the child. Together, the resultant 12 indices are
added to derive objective scores o f interactive attunement.
Internal consistency ratings o f the 12 variables are shown to be high, suggesting
that the individual indices hang together in a cohesive nature. A dyad high in Vitality is
also likely to be high in Response, while a dyad low in Emotional Tone is apt to be low in
Collaboration as well, and so forth. As this suggests, and consistent with hypothesis,
individual variables correlate strongly with one another. This result is stronger during the
Discussion activity than the Task activity, a result that may be influenced by the Task
component’s well-defined parameters. W ith such a narrow range in expected behaviors
during the task portion o f the study, this may limit the free expression o f attunement
efforts. It may also be that consistent attunement is harder to achieve during a period o f
goal-directed behavior, when compared to an interval designated by free-flowing social
interchange.
Specifically, it is also interesting to note that the Child’s Promotes Initiatives
variable correlated negatively with every other single variable, save for Parent Response
and Child Quality o f Response during the task, while it correlated positively with every
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variable in the Discussion phase. Overall, this suggests that it may be that the child’s
following the parent’s lead and encouraging the parent’s initiatives does not contribute to
greater emotional connectivity during a structured activity. Instead, it may contribute to
the encouragement o f a unidirectional teaching dynamic where the parent provides
guidance and the child takes on a subordinate position. Nevertheless, while affective
attunement is actually obstructed during such an interchange, a different type o f
interactive understanding or joining may occur.
Although the Child Promotes Initiatives variable did not show negative
associations with the other variables in the Discussion period, it did show the least
num ber o f significant correlations with other variables. Significant correlation was found

with Parent Quality o f Response, but no other variables. These results suggest that the
child’s active or passive encouragement o f the parent’s actions does not cohere as well
conceptually with the other indices measured. In the former, a role reversal is suggested
and in the latter, there may be more compliance rather than joining. In either case, a true
sharing o f affective experience likely does not occur.
The above few exceptions aside, generally good coherence between variables is
noted, thus, supporting the overall reliability o f the devised measure. However, while
adequate reliability o f coding was achieved using these aids, two o f the original variables
were not included in the final measure: Understanding and Flexibility. Perhaps not
coincidentally, Flexibility was the least reliably measured o f the variables. Although
operationalization o f these variables was carried out, behavioral indicators o f listening
and anticipating the other’s needs and using an array o f strategies to engage the other did
not occur in large degree, nor did their antithesis. O f all the variables measured,
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Understanding and Flexibility had the smallest range in frequency across dyads and they
were the least frequently demonstrated behaviors overall.
It may be that this finding is a result o f the activity selected for this investigation.
There is a possibility that Understanding would be more likely to be elicited when one
individual is sharing an unshared/unknown experience with another, and that instances of
Flexibility may occur more frequently during activities o f greater duration or less appeal.
One would expect, however, that Understanding would have been naturally elicited
during the Discussion period. Social convention suggests that conversation between two
people is marked by an individual first affirming understanding o f what the other
individual stated, and then proceeding to make his own contribution to the dialog.
Although the age o f child participants may preclude such expectations for one member o f
the dyad, it would not obviate the expectations that parents would express Understanding
to their children. While these factors are worth consideration, it may also merely be that
Understanding and Flexibility do not, in fact, sufficiently contribute to the unique
measure o f attunement, despite their theoretical appeal.
Validity o f the Attunement Measure
Once reliability is established, attention to the measure’s validity is afforded.
Overall, good content validity is evidenced here. Using a general rating o f emotional
connection manifest during the coded portions o f the task and discussion activities,
considerable variance was accounted for with the 12 variables (i.e., 75% o f the variance
in attunement during the Discussion and 69% o f the variance in attunement during the
Task).
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Further, the measure shows some evidence for criterion validity, as derived
attunement scores correlate significantly with other indices o f affective attimement. This
occurs not only for general researcher ratings made for the entire task and discussion
periods, but also for parental ratings o f connection during family time and during evening
routine. In addition, parental rating o f coimection during mealtime correlated
significantly with the Discussion Attunement Score, although it did not show such a
relationship with the Task or Total Attunement Scores. Taking this into consideration,
along with the finding that parental rating o f connection during chores correlated
significantly in a negative direction, provides some evidence that the derived measure is
assessing what it sets out to assess.
Parent-child connection would be expected to be high during times o f relaxed
interaction and relatively low during times o f high demand. Mealtime is often a time for
family sharing and evening routine is generally a time for stories and gentle winding
down, each instance reflective o f connection and engagement. In comparison, it is
common for parents to endorse having difficulties with their children around the issue o f
chores. Such time, therefore, is likely to be marked by a certain degree o f disagreement or
contention. This being the case, it is likely not to engender intersubjective relatedness, but
rather an adversarial climate. Within such an atmosphere, an entanglement occurs
wherein irritation toward one is reacted to with defensive irritation directed at the other.
Overall then, the results o f the current study are consistent with conceptual
expectations regarding the relationship between attunement and connection during
different routines. Validation o f the derived measure can also be found in the
demographic characteristics within the sample. Significant differences in attunement are
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seen for three o f the demographic comparisons. These include the child’s age, the parent
having a medical or psychological problem that required treatment since the birth o f the
child, and the child currentiy receiving therapy.
Similar to the research o f Hrynchak and Fouts (1998), this study supports a
developmental aspect to attunement. As we mature, our ability to attune to the emotional
experience o f others would naturally improve. The egoistic focus o f early childhood
gives way to awareness o f others and their ability to have their own experience. The older
child therefore becomes more facile at making his own contributions to the interaction
while his ability to connect with the other person increases once that person is viewed as
a distin ct entity rather than a de facto extension o f the self.
O f course, a child that is currently in therapy has a greater likelihood o f having
problem behaviors (thus, the impetus for therapy). Consistent with theory suggesting that
increasing levels o f problem behaviors are associated with lower interpersonal emotional
connectivity, dyads comprised o f children receiving therapy demonstrate significantly
lower levels o f attunement. This appears reasonable: The impetus for therapy (i.e.,
problem behaviors) may be viewed as a result o f the child’s display o f primitive coping
mechanisms, at least a portion o f which involves the inability to articulate and manage
his own inner experience. This factor is directly related to a diminished capacity for
affective attunement, and in fact, defines it. This may be what is occurring for the parents
as well.
Over one-third o f parents participating in this study endorsed receiving some form
medical or psychological treatment since the birth o f the participant child. This
distinction is associated with significantly lower levels o f attunement within the dyad.
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Whereas data collected within this investigation do not distinguish between physical and
emotional difficulties, anecdotal evidence suggests that the rationales provided for the
interventions include more psychological issues and treatments than those o f a general
medical nature. Thus, it may be that problematic behaviors, including problematic
emotional experiences, adversely impact an adult’s capacity for attunement just as they
do a child’s.
W hile demonstration o f the measure’s validity is shown in many areas, support
for criterion validity is not found in the parent’s rating o f connection during the task
itself. Although researcher ratings correlate highly with derived Attunement Scores,
parent ratings do not. One explanation for this finding is that the parent’s own
concentration on achievement or completion o f task demands precludes her ability to
sense connection. In this case, the intersubjective relatedness is present, but not
recognized by the parent. This, however, seems contrary to the notion o f attunement, the
sharing o f feeling states; further, it does not coincide with highly attuned parental
responses during the interview that suggest awareness and concern for the child’s inner
experience. Such responses are reflected by one parent who, when asked what her child
was feeling during the task responded ^"probably a little anxiety, I can hear it in her
voice, a little nervous. ” This, in comparison to her child who endorsed feeling “kind o f
weird because I never did anything like this before. ”
Nevertheless, attunement is an interactive process between two individuals. While
the parent high in attunement may be aware o f and attuned to her child during the task,
perhaps she does not sense a similar feeling/interest from her child due to the child’s
attention being more directed onto the activity. Meanwhile, the parent low in attunement
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demonstrates limited insight or even interest in their child’s experience. This is
demonstrated well by the responses o f one father-son dyad. When asked about feelings,
the father responded that his experience was one o f “g-et it over and get it d a m ” while he
communicated no knowledge o f what his son was thinldng during the experience. The
son, in kind, also expressed a lack o f insight regarding his father’s feelings: ‘‘skip...!
d o n ’t know what he feels; sometimes I think he feels crazy because h e ’s always going
‘uggh, I need a beer. ’ ”
An alternative explanation for the lack o f association between parental rating o f
connection during the task and the Task Attunement Score is that the notion that being
connected with, on the same wavelength, or in sync with her child connotes a state o f
calm enjoyment to the parent. This is supported by data indicating that parent ratings o f
emotional connection are generally lower for more active parts o f the weekly routine
compared to less active components (save for connection assessed when watching
television - an activity that generally does not pull for engagement at all). In reality,
however, and as measured in this study, attunement is not contingent on serenity. As
Stem (1985) notes, certain entanglements in contingency, such as anger directed at the
other person, preclude attunement. Gleeful joy, as evidenced by many o f the dyads during
task engagement, would not, however, constitute such an entanglement. Such affective
experience does not typically engender a defensive reaction at the other. Gleeful,
energetic joy can be shared, known, and appreciated between individuals. Therefore,
although it may be that possible parental inference o f necessary calm may have
influenced the lack o f significance between parental rating and assessed attunement, there
is no theoretical or clinical evidence supporting this perception.
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Comparing Attunement and Attachment
Theoiy suggests that there is a strong relationship betv/een attunement and
attachment, with attimement being the base from wMch attachment, develops. If this is the
case, and our measures accurately reflect the constructs in question, significant positive
correlations should be found between attunement and attachment security, while
significant negative correlations should be found between attunement and indices o f
attachment insecurity.
This investigation includes several measures o f attunement and attachment. In
addition to the three derived Attunement Scores (i.e., Task, Discussion and Total), the
parental rating o f general emotional connection with the child is used for analysis.
Meanwhile, aspects o f the child’s attachment are assessed through three different
questionnaires. The parent’s rating o f the child’s security and insecurity is reflected by
the Parent/Child Reunion Inventory (Marcus, 1990), while the child’s rating o f various
aspects o f his security is reflected by his responses to the Security Scale (Kems, Klepac,
& Cole, 1996) and aspects of his insecurity are reflected through the Coping Strategies
Questionnaire (Finnegan, Hodges, & Perry, 1996). Together, this results in seven
different ratings related to attachment. While this generally increases the capacity to draw
conclusions regarding the constructs examined, in the current investigation it also
highlights discrepancies in results across reporters.
As reported by the parent, children’s attachment shows significant relationship
with attunement. This occurs for the general parent rating o f emotional connection as
well as the derived Discussion and Total Attimement Scores. Further, the direction o f the
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relationship is consistent with theory: the greater the attunement, the greater the security
o f attachment, and the greater the attunement, the lesser the insecurity o f attachment.
Results were not as consistent or clear-cut using child-report measures.
Supporting theory, a significant negative relationship is demonstrated between
attunement, as measured by Discussion and Total Attunement Scores, and insecure
avoidant coping. Incongruent with theory, no significant relationship is demonstrated
between attunement and child measures o f attachment security, as assessed by the child’s
Security Scale. Likewise, a significant association is not found between attunement and
preoccupied coping, a measure o f attachment insecurity.
In order to make sense o f these results, one must not only question the theoretical
underpinnings driving the analysis, but also examine the means used to test our
assumptions. It does not appear that the measures o f attachment used in this investigation
all reliably tap into the same construct. If that were the case, strong positive correlations
would be found for all measures o f attachment security and strong negative correlations
would be found between measures o f security and measures o f insecurity. This is not so.
The parent measure o f security actually demonstrates a negative correlation with child
ratings o f security and a positive correlation with child ratings o f preoccupied coping,
albeit the magnitudes o f these relationships are not significant. The child’s rating o f
avoidant coping demonstrates a positive relationship with his belief that the parent is
open to communication and responsive if help is needed, a measure o f attachment
security. If this were the child’s genuine experience, theory says that an avoidant pattern
o f insecure attachment would not have developed. Hence, it appears that our measures o f
attachment may not adequately assess the security or insecurity o f the child’s attachment
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style. W ith such contradictory associations between the scales and subscales measuring
attachment, one would expect inconsistent results when examining the relationship
between attunement and attachment.
Another factor impacting the veracity o f analyses carried out between attunement
and attachment also involves the empirical properties o f the measures. Regarding our
assessment o f security, both the parent- and child-report measures do not demonstrate
good reliability. Internal consistency ratings o f these scales and subscales are generally
low with alpha values o f .39 for the Availability subscale o f the Security Scale and .54
for the Security Scale o f the Parent/Child Reunion Inventory. (This is improved,
however, for the measures o f insecurity, where internal consistency ratings are assessed
in the .70 and .80 range.) Certainly, unreliable measures are unable to validly assess the
construct they are designed to measure. Results cannot then be counted upon to
accurately reflect that which they are designed to test, and this may be the case in the
current study.
Other influences may also be impacting the findings presented here. As parent
report o f attachment security does support theory regarding the relationship between
attunement and attachment, perhaps it is that the 7- to 10-year-old child is unable to
reliably or validly answer questions related to his own attachment style. Children in this
age group have not reached the formal operational stage o f cognitive development, they
are still concrete in their approach to problems. As such, it may be that their inability to
abstract impacts their ability to respond accurately to comparisons between hypothesized
others and themselves.
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Certainly, it is reasonable to conclude that our inabilit}' to adequately assess the
attachment construct, more specifically the security o f attachment, with the measures
currently available for use with this age group, hinders our ability to fiilly test the
relationship between attunement and attachment. This is not meant to suggest that the
current results should be minimized. Despite the inexistence o f a highly robust measure
of attachment for use with school-aged children, this study finds some support for the
theorized link between attunement and attachment.
Association with Maladaptive Behaviors
Also finding support, as discussed previously, is the espoused connection between
problematic behaviors and attunement. Consistent with suggestions that a child with
heightened problematic behaviors demonstrates lower interpersonal emotional
connectivity, negative correlations are demonstrated between attunement and all broadand narrow-band scores o f the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach, 1991). Significant
relationship is demonstrated primarily with factors related to externalizing behaviors (i.e.,
the overall Externalizing Scale with parent rating, Discussion and Total Attunement
scores; the Aggressive Behavior subscale with parent rating. Discussion and Total
Attunement scores; and the Rule-Breaking Behavior subscale with parent rating),
although internalizing problems did significantly negatively correlate with attunement in
specific instances (i.e., the overall Internalizing Scale and Somatic subscale with
Discussion Attunement score).
Conceptually, these results are reasonable. Externalizing behaviors are, by
definition, enacted onto the outside world. This includes people in the child’s immediate
environment. Harkening back to Stem ’s (1985) ‘entanglements with contingency’
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explanation, behavior that either commimicates anger towards the other person, or
engenders anger or frustration toward the child, creates a barrier to intersubjective
relatedness. As such, we expect that attunement has a significant and negative
relationship with externalizing behavior and this is borne out by the data.
Further, results suggest that it is not notably difficult to share affective experience
with children who manifest internalizing problems. These children do not enact or
engender anger, and consequently do not present that barrier to emotional connection.
Nevertheless, some impairment in capacity for attunement is present as evidenced by
inconsistent findings across measures o f attunement: Given that significant negative
relationship is only found for attunement assessed during diseussion, it may be that
structure and task demands relieve some o f the negative influence o f intemalizing
problems on one’s capacity to affectively join with another. Perhaps directing the child’s
attention away from his anxious, depressive or somatic experiences alleviates these
symptoms sufficiently so that they only interfere with attunement to a non-significant
degree. During the less structured, less goal-directed activity o f discussion the child is
perhaps less distracted and his anxiety, depression and somatic concerns become more
salient. With increasing prominence within the interaction, such difficulties are then more
apt to interfere with the child’s ability to attune to the parent and, perhaps, the parent’s
ability to attune to the child.
Such straightforward results are not found when examining the relationship
between problematic behaviors and attachment. In these comparisons, less consistency
with expectations is demonstrated. The association between problematic behaviors and
attachment as assessed by the parent is consistent with theory (i.e., negative relationships
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between securit>' and problem behaviors, positive relationships between insecurity and
problem behaviors). For the parent-reported assessment o f attachment, there is
considerable overlap between those problematic behaviors that show significant negative
relationship with security and those that demonstrate significant positive relationship with
insecurity. In this investigation, significant relationship is found for Externalizing,
Intemalizing and Total Problems. Specifically, Somatic Complaints, Attention Problems
and Rule-Breaking Behavior have significant and adverse impact on attachment security.
While high levels o f Withdrawn/Depressed correspond with high levels o f insecurity, a
high degree o f Aggressive Behavior corresponds with lower levels o f security.
In comparison, correlations between child-report measures o f attachment and
problematic behaviors are not consistently in the theorized direction. There are no
significant relationships evidenced between child-report measures o f security or
insecurity and problem behaviors. These results parallel the earlier findings regarding
comparisons o f child-report measures o f attachment and attimement. Here again, it is the
parent measures that lend the greatest support for posited relationships. While there is no
need to repeat those explanations previously presented for the discrepancy between
results associated with parent- and child-report measures, it remains fair to assert that
there is reason to believe that the parent measures o f attachment more validly assess the
underlying construct on which attachment theory and research has been based. This is not
to suggest that children’s report o f felt security and insecurity is necessarily inaccurate,
but that children’s cognitive limitations may impair our ability to adequately assess it
though paper and pencil measures.
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Summaty
While theory holds that attunement is the basis for attachment, and that lower
interpersonal connectivity is associated with increasing levels o f problem behaviors, little
empirical investigation in this area has been carried out. Before this can occur, however,
viable means o f assessing attunement must be created. Such need becomes even more
salient when one considers the influence and focus on attunement and its derivatives in
clinical practice today.
For example, Linehan (1993) attributes the difficulty people diagnosed with
borderline personality disorder have with emotion regulation as being a direct result o f an
emotionally invalidating environment (i.e., a lack o f attunement experiences). Her
Dialectical Behavior Therapy comprises emotional validation as a basic treatment
strategy, while it introduces skills for increasing emotion regulation that are highly
related to the attunement process. Such skills include identifying and labeling emotions,
increasing mindfulness to current emotions, and applying distress tolerance techniques.
More closely related to the current investigation are today’s attachment therapies.
Models such as that delineated by Hughes (1997) rely heavily on developing affective
attunement. His PACE (i.e.. Playfulness, Acceptance, Curiosity, and Empathy) approach
directly employs affective attunement as an agent o f therapeutic change in the child’s
ability to develop secure attachment relationships and healthy intemal working models o f
self and others. It also presupposes attunement as the basis for attachment.
This study results in the creation o f an observational measure o f interactive
attunement. Empirical evidence suggests that it is both a reliable and valid assessment
tool as used with school-aged children and their caretakers. Although the current
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investigation utilized both a task and discussion component, the Discussion Attunement
score appears to be a more empirically robust measure overall. It accounts for greater
variance in genera! ratings o f attunement, and demonstrates greater validation upon
examination o f theorized relationships between attunement and attachment, parental
ratings o f connection, and maladaptive behaviors. Therefore, for research purposes, it
appears that coding o f variables comprising attunement may best be carried out using
only a discussion phase.
It should be kept in mind, however, that the current discussion occurred within the
context o f a structured task, and the dyad given the loose instruction to discuss their
experience during the task. This provides some organization to the dyad in addition to
introducing the opportunity for disagreement among the individuals, not only in terms o f
their perception o f the task experience, but also in their opinions regarding how to stay on
their assigned topic. Thus, the same level o f empirical support for the measure might not
be achieved without these contributing dynamics. It is therefore recommended that
similar ambiguity in structure o f the discussion be included in future measures. Finally,
given the strong correlation between the trained observer’s general ratings o f attunement
and the derived attunement scores, general ratings by an experienced observer may be
sufficient to assess degree of, and changes in, attunement within clinical settings.
Conceptually, the measure developed here makes sense. Statistically, as shown, it
is supported as well. Such theoretical and empirical support suggests that the measure
created through this investigation is a reliable and valid assessment o f interactive
attunement. W ith the ability now to objectively measure intersubjective relatedness, it
becomes possible to examine the relationship between attunement and attachment.
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Within this investigation, some support for the theorized relationship between attunement
and attachment is found. As this is groundbreaking work, however, this project is not
devised to examine the direction o f the influence between the two constructs in question.
Nevertheless, it does set the stage for further research efforts. In this vein, certain bounds
to this study must be discussed.
Limitations o f the Current Study
As is the case with virtually all research endeavors, there are some factors that
limit the veracity o f the results found in this investigation. These limitations include the
fact that the Principal Investigator was involved with the running o f subjects and
performed all o f the coding. Thus, some judgment regarding the dyads may have been
present during the coding procedure and it may be argued that this could influence the
coding itself. Further, the Principal Investigator had knowledge o f the behavioral indices
to be coded when making the general rating o f attunement for each dyad.
These concerns were considered at the time o f the investigation. Given that the
coding is carried out at a fairly micro-behavioral level, this issue was considered less
concerning than if it was done on a more grand scale. Also, this study used a trained rater
who was blind to the specific indices examined and who had no other exposure to the
dyads, other than the two-minutes coded for the task and discussion activities, which
helps to alleviate any influence regarding preconceptions the Principal Investigator might
have had.
Having a single rater also presents a limitation to this study. This occurred for
both the coding as well as the general rating o f attunement. W hether it was the Principal
Investigator or the trained rater, having more than one individual in each case, using a
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consensus approach, would likely yield greater overall reliability and validity o f
measurement. To address this, care was taken to train the rater to some level o f mastery
using the pilot data. Also, time was taken between this researcher’s coding o f the dyads
and recoding the eight dyads used to assess reliability o f the behavioral observations.
Hence, making prior ratings less likely to influence subsequent ratings o f the same dyad.
Another limitation of this study involves the lack o f assessment o f the caretaker’s
attachment style. As Haft and Slade (1989) note, a parent’s own attachment influences
her ability to attune. It may be that more conclusive results would be found regarding the
relationship between attunement and attachment if one controlled for the parent’s
attachment style. This entire project is predicated on the interactive nature o f attunement,
that one cannot assess attunement as a unidirectional construct in school-aged children.
While the ideal study would take into account the parent’s attachment, this study
represents the initial work in this area and so it is premature to undertake a more complex
analysis o f all possible influences at this time. Hence, while it may be a limitation o f this
study, it appears a justified and necessary one at this time.
Sample size is also a consideration when reviewing this study. Although efforts
were made to select a sample size that provided for strong opportunity to find
relationships that truly exist, statistical power for this investigation is not as robust as
desired for some o f the analyses. Therefore, while strong correlation was theorized to
exist between attunement and attachment, this did not bear out and may have
compromised the ability to detect associations between underlying constructs.
Finally, there may be some restriction presented by the participants themselves.
The sample is primarily Caucasian with fairly well-educated parents. As such, the results
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may not generalize to other groups not as well represented. Anecdotal evidence, however,
suggests that a cross sampling o f potential participants did occur. Parents generally fell
into three groups: those who participated out o f monetary necessity, those who
participated to meet course requirements, and those who participated as a result of
intellectual or altruistic motive. Further, a wide range in annual incomes, size of
household, and child birth order was represented. Therefore, although the racial/ethnic
and educational composition o f participants is not representative o f the greater society,
there are other areas o f diversity represented overall.
Future Directions
These limitations, as well as the current findings, suggest many directions for
future investigations. First, replication o f the results is in order. This can be done using
the full procedure used here, or a simplified version rating just the discussion period. As
this is the first known attempt o f its kind, replication would increase confidence in the
derived measure if similar levels o f variance in general attunement were found using the
variables identified here. Beyond this, however, it would be highly interesting to examine
the use o f this measure with different age groups and with dyad members having different
relationships. Theoretically, one would expect the same underlying components to
comprise attunement, regardless o f developmental level o f the attuning partners. Also,
given that the opportunity for attunement occurs not just within the parent-child
relationship, but within the dynamic o f any social interaction (including the therapy
relationship), it is worthwhile to examine attunement also outside o f the primary
caretaker-child relationship. These factors are certainly worth investigating, with broad
applicability o f the measure increasing its theoretical and practical utility.
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Additionally, as mentioned above, it would be informative to examine the
relationship between attunement and parental attachment. The influence o f parent
attachment style could subsequently be controlled for in analyses. Not only would this
potentially increase the ability to detect relationships between attunement and child
attachment, in addition it would provide knowledge regarding the influence o f parent
attachment on parental attunement capacity as well.
More sophisticated statistical analyses o f these results may also benefit our
understanding o f attunement. Similar to attachment, attunement may exist not necessarily
on a continuum, but within distinct styles or classifications. While the developed measure
is an interactive one, further examination o f individual variable presentations may yield
identification o f characteristic patterns. Related to attachment style, it would be
interesting to look for differences in ratio o f parent to child attuning efforts between
dyads with members who have avoidant and those with anxious attachments.
Perhaps most important in relation to the current project, this research begins to
enable the examination o f attunement as a mechanism involved with various
psychological difficulties, as well as their remediation. Future research on the
malleability o f attunement capacity is necessary and now enabled. N ot only will this
provide information regarding whether therapeutic efforts are well spent directly
addressing this issue, but it will enable investigation o f the role o f attunement in
psychopathologica! disturbance itself. Specific to the attachment therapies, measures o f
efficacy may now include a measure o f interactive attunement.
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Table 1
Correlates Associated with Different Levels o f Attachment
Secure

compared to

Insecure

In Childhood:
Fewer internalizing, externalizing and
total problematic behaviors
Earlier development o f theory o f mind
Productive problem-solving with parents
(maintains autonomy & relationship)

Organized

1.

1..

compared to

J :_____________ !_______ ^--1-

In Childhood:
Poorer peer relations
Lower self-esteem
Diminished frustration tolerance
Lower ego resilience
Less positive affect
Avoidance o f problem-solving with
parents
Lower confidence in interactions
Higher levels o f dysfunctional anger,
disengagement, and undermining
tactics
ADHD characteristics^
In Adulthood:
Indiscriminate, overly intimate selfdisclosure
Lack o f self-disclosure
Undue jealousy
Feelings o f loneliness
Relationship difficulties

Disorganized
In Infancv;
Higher susceptibility to stress
In Childhood:
Increased risk for psychopathology
Controlling behavior/parental role
inversion
Physical aggression
In Adulthood:
Psychological disorders
Dissociative tendencies
Violence
Criminal behavior
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Table 2
Statistical Power o f Analyses Comparing Attunement and Attachment
Parent Rating
of General
Connection

Task
Attunement
Score

Discussion
Attunement
Score

Total
Attunement
Score

Parent/Child Reunion Inventory:
Secure Attachment Scale

.795

.169

.917

.690

Parent/CMid Reunion Inventor}':
Insecure Attachment Scale

<.001

.013

.000

<.001

Security Scale:
Security Score

.087

.196

.000

.114

Security Scale:
Dependency Subscale

.027

.116

.034

.067

Security Scale:
Availability Subscale

.254

.203

.088

.154

Coping Strategies Questionnaire:
Preoccupied Coping

.101

.037

.003

.008

Coping Strategies Questionnaire:
Avoidant Coping

.024

.001

.000

.000

Attachment Measure

Note. Alpha set at .05, single sided
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Table 3
Demographics

(Total n ==39 dyads)
Parent
0 35.82
SD 6.10

*AGE

INFORMANT’S RELATIONSHIP
TO CHILD

94.9% (n=37)
5.1% (n=2)

male

61.5% (n=24)

female

38.5% (n=15)

two
three - four
five or more

missing data

10.3% (n=4)
51.3% (n=20)
35.8% (n=14)
2.6% (n=l)

two biological parents
two parents with step/surrogate
one parent
other

61.5% (n=24)
7.7% (n=3)
25.6% (n=10)
5.1% (n=2)

only child
eldest
middle
youngest

23.1% (n=9)
41.0% (n=16)
12.8% (n=5)
23.1% (n=9)

Caucasian
Native American
Hispanic
other

Parent
89.7% (n=35)
7.7% (n=3)
0.0% (n=0)
2.6% (n=I)

CHILD’S SEX

NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD

FAMILY CONSTELLATION

mother
father

CHILD’S BIRTH ORDER

RACIAL / ETHNIC BACKGROUND

0-10,000
10,001-20,000
20,001-30,000
30,001-50,000
50,001-70,000
70,001 or more

ANNUAL INCOME

PARENT’S EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

17.9% (n=7)
17.9% (n=7)
10.3% (n=4)
23.1%(n=9)
17.9% (n=7)
12.9% (n=5)

high school diploma
some college
two-year college
bachelor’s degree
advanced degree

15.4% (n=6)
33.3% (n=I3)
5.1% (n=2)
25.6% (n=10)
20.5% (n=8)

no
yes

64.1% (n=25)
35.9% (n=14)

*PARENT MEDICAL /
PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENT
SINCE BIRTH OF CHILD
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♦Child
8.28
1.17

Child
71.8%
23.1%
5.1%
0.0%

Demographics, continued

CHILD DIAGNOSED WITH A
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITION

no 84.6% (n=33)
yes 15.4% (n=6)

*CHILD CURRENTLY IN
THERAPY / COUNSELING

no 71.8% (n=28)
yes 28.2% (n=ll)

♦significant differences found across characteristic for level of interactive attunement, p<.05
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Table 4
Summary o f Reliability Analyses o f Recoded Data
Reliability Coefficient
(alpha)

Consistency Component Assessed
Overall

.7872
Parent

.7951
Parent Task

.8282

Parent Discussion

.7619

Child

.7786
Child Task

.7898

Child Discussion

.7626

Task

.8103

Discussion

.7625
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Table 5
Consistency Ratings o f Individual Variables

Variable

Reliability Coefficient
(alpha)

Vitality

.7016

Emotional Tone

.8249

Synchrony

.8054

Understanding

.7240

Promotes Initiatives

.7829

Collaboration

.8073

Flexibility

.6418

Response

.7511

Quality o f Response

.7563
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Table 6
Summary o f Hierarchical Regression Analyses fo r Variables Comprising Attunement

Independent Variables
Included
All Parent & Child Variables

All Parent & Child Variables
with Combined “Tools”

All Parent Variables

Predictor
Variable

Model

.120
.0936
.0965

.026
.022
.024

.643**

1

Parent Tools
Parent Tools
Child Response’

.123
.0942
.0807

.022
.019
.021

.715**
.549**
.433**

.127
.103
.0881
.0928
.0786
.173
.132
.0896
.191
.0785

.028
.025
.025
.024
.023
.076
.029
.023
.072
.037

.626**
.510**
.442**
.459**
.395**
.266*
.651**
.449**
.293*
-.314*

2

1

4

Parent Collaboration
Parent Collaboration
Parent Response’
Parent Collaboration
Parent Response’
Parent Promotes Initiatives
Parent Collaboration
Parent Response’
Parent Promotes Initiatives

Parent Vitality

.502**
.477**

1

Parent Tools

2

Parent Tools
Parent Quality of Response’

.123
.116
.124

.022
.019
.039

.715**
.675**
.355**

1

Child Response’
Child Response’
Child Synchrony

.120
.0834
.115

.026
.028
.047

.643**
.447**
.367*

2

1

Child Response’
.120
.026
.0834
Child Response’
.028
Child Synchrony
.115
.047
Note. Probability of F to enter <=.05, probability of F to remove >=.10;
'Response & Quality of Response variables coded per non-identified dyad member’s behavior;
*p<.05, **p<01
All Child Variables with
Combined “Tools”

P

Child Response’
Child Response’
Parent Collaboration

3

Al! Child Variables

SEE

1
2

2

All Parent Variables with
Combined “Tools”

B
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.643**
.447**
.367*

Table 7
Summary o f Hierarchical Regression Analyses fo r Variables Comprising Attunement
Using General Discussion Attunement Rating as Dependent Variable
Independent Variables
Included

Model

All Parent & Child Variables

1

Child Quality of Response'

.265

.043

.741**

All Parent & Child Variables
with Combined “Tools”

1

Child Quality of Response'

.265

.043

.741**

All Parent Variables

1

Parent Emotional Tone

.350

.067

.687**

All Parent Variables with
Combined “Tools”

1

Parent Emotional Tone

.350

.067

.687**

All Child Variables

1

Child Quality of Response'

.265

.043

.741**

1
Child Quality of Response'
All Child Variables with
.265
Combined “Tools”
Note. Probability of F to enter <=.05, probability of F to remove >=.10;
'Quality of Response variable coded per non-identified dyad member’s behavior;
*p<.05, **p<Gl

.043

.741**

Predictor

Variable

B

SEE
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P

Table 8
Summary! o f Simultaneous R ecessio n Analyses fo r Variables Comprising Attunement

Deoendent Variable
Task
Attunement Rating

Predictor Variables

R

R-

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent & Child: Emotional
Tone, Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration,
Response, Quality of Response

.866

.749

.001**

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent & Child: Emotional
Tone, Tools, Response, Quality of Response

.855

.730

.000**

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent: Emotional Tone,
Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration, Response*,
Quality of Response*; Child; Response*, Quality
of Response*

.846

.716

.000**

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent: Emotional Tone,
Tools, Response’, Quality of Response’; Child:

.851

.724

.000**

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent & Child: Emotional
Tone, Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration,
Response, Quality of Response

.830

.689

.005**

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent & Child: Emotional
Tone, Tools, Response, Quality of Response

.815

.663

.002**

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent: Emotional Tone,
Promotes Initiatives, Collaboration, Response*,
Quality of Response’; Child: Response’, Quality
of Response*

.789

.623

.003**

P

Response’, Quality of Response’
Discussion
Attunement Rating

Vitality; Synchrony; Parent: Emotional Tone,
.798
.637
.001**
Tools, Response’, Quality of Response’; Child:
Response’, Quality of Response’
R esponse and Quality of Response variables coded per non-identified dyad member’s behavior
**p<.01
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Table 9
Intercorrelations Among Task Behavioral Indices o f Attunement

V

s
P-E T
P-F I
F -C o
P .R

V

s

P-E T

F -F I

F-C o

P -R

P -Q R

C -E T

C -P I

C -C o

C -R

C -Q R

-

,781»*

.237

.270

.678”

.353*

.032

.015

-.396*

.706**

.307

.276

-

.375*

.278

.694**

.562**

.174

.187

-.193

.628**

.534**

.502**

-

.484**

.294

.606**

.409*

.456«

-.192

.101

.640**

.746**

-

.238

.227

.359*

.329

-.420*

.038

.331

.314

-

.261

.028

.103

-.646“

.735**

.296

.288

-

.655*

.539“

.080

.251

.893**

.848**

~

,839«*

-.137

,065

.831**

.381*

-

-.213

.003

.734**

.299

“

-.327

-.114

.083

~

.233

.141

-

.703**

P -Q R
C -E T
C -FI
C -C o
C -R

C -Q R
N ote. V =V itaJity, S= Synchrony, P = P arent, C = C hild, E T = E m o tio n al T one, P I= P ro m o tes Initiatives, C o= C ollaboration,
R = R esponse, QR=Quality of Response
*p<.05, **p<.01, tw o -tailed
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Table 10
Intercorrelations Among Discussion Behavioral Indices o f Attunemeni
V

S

P -E T

P -P I

P -C o

F -R

P -Q R

C -E T

C -P I

C-Co

C -R

C -Q R

~

.724**

.571«

.416*

.566**

.507**

.362*

.300

.034

.533**

.552**

.459**

s

,677«

.530**

.579**

.674**

.692*®

,444»»

.154

.658*®

,698**

.653**

F -E T

“

.735**

.579**

.755**

.772**

.612"*

.099

,494**

.753®*

.820®*

-

.461**

,639**

,653**

.361*

,182

.550**

,61!**

.650**

-

.435*

.581*®

.160

.256

.452**

.434*

.512**

-

,732**

.494«

.277

.497**

.931®*

.786**

“

.538“

.357*

.596**

.783**

.641**

“

.030

.212

.550**

,444**

-

.254

.322

.068

-

.550**

.539**

-

yiy**

V

P-P I
P-C o
P -R
F -Q R
C -E T
C -P I
C -C o
C -R

C -Q R
N ote. V = V itaIity, S = S ynchrony, P= P arent, C = C hild, E T = Em otior.a] T one, P I= P ro m o tes Initiatives, C o= C ollaboration,
R=Response, Q R = Q u ality of Response
*p<.05, **p<.01, two-tailed
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Table 11
Correlations Among Individual Behavioral Indices and Overall Ratings o f Attunemeni
Task
Attunement Rating

Discussion
Attunement Rating

Vitality

.609**

.609**

Synchrony

.720**

.783**

Parent Emotional Tone

.602**

.792**

Child Emotional Tone

.464**

.503**

Parent Promotes Initiatives

.400*

.711**

Child Promotes Initiatives

-.141

.192

Parent Collaboration

.649**

.635**

Child Collaboration

.388*

.556**

Parent Response*

.800**

.827**

Child Response*

.798**

.804**

Parent Quality o f Response*

.496**

.712**

Child Quality o f Response*

.707**

.798**

Behavioral Index

Note. Overall Ratings of Attunement reflect general researcher ratings using 7-point Likert scale
^Response and Quality of Response variables coded per non-identified dyad member’s behavior
*p<.05, **p<.01, one-tailed
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Table 12
Correlations Among Assessed and General Ratings o f Attunement
Task
Attunement
Score

Discussion
Attunement
Score

Total
Attunement
Score

Researcher Rating during Task

.883**

.504**

.797**

Researcher Rating during Discussion

.520**

.898**

.830**

Parent Rating during Task

.269

.145

.238

Parent Mean Connection Score^

-.011

.186

.105

Parent Rating “In General”

.090

.183

.160

Parent Rating “Doing Chores”

-.290

-.239

-.306*^

Parent Rating “Watching T.V.”

.027

.087

.068

Parent Rating “At Mealtime”

-.060

.409**

.212

Parent Rating “During Family Time”

.299*

.475**

.453**

Parent Rating “During Moming Routine”

.029

-.053

-.015

Parent Rating “During Evening Routine”

.296*

.340*

.371*

Parent Rating “During Free Time”

-.052

.046

-.002

Parent Rating “On Weekends”

-.063

.122

.038

Parent Rating “During The W eek”

.004

.175

.107

Attunement Rating^

'ratings made using a 7-point Likert scale, higher rating indicative of greater attunement
^average of ratings of connection provided by parent for various routine activities
^significant at p<.05, however, one-tailed test with positive correlation posited
*p<.05, **p<.01, one-tailed
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Table 13
Correlations Between Attunement and Attachment
Parent Rating
of General
Connection

Task
Attunement
Score

Discussion
Attunement
Score

Total
Attunement
Score

Parent/Child Reunion
Inventory: Secure
Attachment Scale

.417**

.123

.497"!=*

.367*

Parent/Child Reunion
Inventory: Insecure
Attachment Scale

-.355*

-.102

-.424**

-.307*

Security Scale:
Security Score

.051

.141

.000

.079

Security Scale:
Dependency Subscaie

-.050

.081

-.032

.026

Security Scale:
Availability Subscaie

.175

.145

.052

.112

.066

-.026

-.204

-.137

-.059

-.252

-.452**

-.412**

Attachment Measure

Coping Strategies
Questionnaire:
Preoccupied Coping
Coping Strategies
Questionnaire:
Avoidant Coping
^p<.05, **p<.01, one-tailed
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Table 14
Intercorrelations Among Attachment Measures

i.P/CRI
Secure
Attachment
2. SS
Security
Scale
3. SS
Dependency
Subscale

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

-

-.099

-.053

-.109

-.398**

.069

-.261

-

.852**

.596**

-.446**

.137

-.206

-

.088

-.245

.360*

-.437**

-

-.469**

-.293*

.277

“

.243

-.166

-

-.377**

4. SS
Availability
Subscale
5. P/C RI
Insecure
Attachment
6. CSQ
Preoccupied
Coping Scale

7. CSQ
Avoidant
“
Coping Scale
Note. P/C RI=Parent/Chi!d Reunion Inventory; SS=Security Scale; CSQ=Coping Strategies Questionnaire
*p<.05, **p<.01, one-tailed
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Table 15
Correlations Among Child Behaviors and Attunement and Attachment
Attunem ent
CBCL

Scale/Subscale
Total

Parent
General
Connection

Task
Score

Discussion
Attunement
Score

Total
Attunement
Score

-.425*
-.377*
-.411*

-.277
-.167
-.369*

-.354
-.372*
-.161
-.146
-.193
-.349
-.253
-.484**

-.205
-.173
-.029
-.118
-.195

Attunement

In ternalizing

-.375*
-.237

E xternalizing

-.446**

-.057
.090
-.234

-.268
-.269
-.126

-.002
.075
.113

-.262
-.231

-.060
-.149

-.278
-.368*
-.385*

-.179
-.110

W ithdraw n/D epressed
Som atic
A nxious/D epressed

Social Problems
Thought Problem s
Attention Problems
Rule-Breaking Beh
A ggressive B eh

-.316

-.302
-.208
-.457*

Attachment

Total

Internalizing
E xternalizing
W ithdraw n/D epressed

Somatic
A nxious/D epressed
Social Problem s
T h ought P roblem s
A ttention Problem s
R ule-B reaking B eh

Aggressive Beh

P/C Rl
Secure
Attachment
Scale

SS
Security
Scale

SS
Dependency
Subscale

SS
Availability
Subscale

P/C RI
Insecure
Attachment
Scale

CSQ
Preoccupied
Coping

CSQ
Avoidant
Coping

-.553**

-.062

.090

-.269

.513**

.184

-.046

-.452**
-.594**

-.023
.001
-.044

.099
.188
.043
.067
.244

-.204
-.300
-.159
-.218
-.088

.456**
.354*

.291
.156
.284
.258

.068
.207

-.206
-.116
-.100

.188
.117
.427*
.375*
.309

-.137
-.072
-.123
-.191
-.127
-.132
-.068
.124
-.033
-.118

-.320
-.468**
-.275
-.222
-.225
-.468**
-.626**
-.556**

-.055
.151
-.048
.107
-.068
-.077
.121

-.023
.042
.293

-.223
-.234

.434*
.551**
.270

.279
.158
.243
.063
.016
.206

Note. P/C RI=Parent/Child Reunion Inventory; SS=Security Scale; CSQ=Coping Strategies Questionnaire;
Beh=Behavior
*p<.05, **p<,01, two-tailed
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Figure I. Depiction of the various designations of attachment patterns.

Level of
Security

Attachment
Classification

Secure

Secure
Avoidant

Insecure

Level of
Organization

Organized

Ambivalent
Disorganized/ ^ ^
Disoriented

Disorganized
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Figure 2. Process used in developing final attunement measure.

1

E l m i m f e Unreliable

Variables

Calculate overall reliability o f coded-recoded
v a rie b le s
>

Assess r e lia b ility o f incfividuai v a ria b le s

>

D e te riflirie i f any va ria b le s should be
e lim in a te d due to u n acce p ta b le co n siste n cy in
R ieasurem ent
*
«
•

ftemove least re lia b le variable ^ recalcytetc
overall re iia b ility
I f s ig n ific a n t increase in overall re lia b ility
is found, e liffiin a te variable
Csntinye w ith th is process u n til renoval o f
variables no longer yields sig n ifica n t
increase in re lia b ility o r u n til sufficient
code-recode re lia b ility is achieved

Use only t h o s e v o ria b le s re fc iitie c i (i.e ., th o s e n o t a d ve rse ly
im p a ctin g o v e ra ll r e lia b ility ) in fu r th e r analyses

2

Identify MeQniriQfyl Vqriobies
> Run Q s e rie s o f hierapchicQ l re g re ss io n
arw lyses using tra in e d o b s e rv e r general
a ttu n e m e n t ro tin g s f o r coded 2 m inutes of
ta s k and coded 2 m in u te s o f discussion as
d e p e n d e n t v a ria b le s , in d iv id u a l v a ria b le s
suffifBed a cro ss tim e p e rio d s (p a re n t

&. c h ild ,

p a re n t, c h ild ) as In d e p e n d e n t v a ria b le s
D e te rm in e ail v a ria b le s th a t c o n trib u te s ig n ific a n tly to va ria n ce in
Q ttu n e ifte n t r a t if y (ta s k o r d iscu ssio n , p a re n t 5 c h ild o r p a re n t o r

child)
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3

Establish the Measure
>

U sing th o s e p o re n t and c h ild va ria b le s
id e n tifie d in th e h ie ra rc h ic a l regression
analyses, ru n a s e rie s o f sifn u ltan e o u s
re g re s s io n analyses with tra ifie d o b s e rv e r
g e ne ra l a tfu n e tn e n t ra tin g s f o r coded 2
m inu tes o f ta s k and coded 2 m in u te s

of

discussion as d e p e n d e n t v a ria b le s
>

Com pare am ount o f va ria n ce a cco un ted f o r in
b o th t 0 Sk and d iscussion re g re s s io n s

W ith th is in fo rm a tio ri, d e te rm in e th e m o st sound c o m b ifia tio n o f

variables to Include in th e fin a l product
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Appendix A

CODING KEY

-1
D em onstrated m ism atch o f
em otional en erg y levels

VITALITY
0
* B o th m atch and
m ism atch o f
em otional energyd em onstrated

■tl
* E q u al m an ifestatio n s o f
em o tio n al energy displayed
* M a tch in tone o f voice

EMOTIONAL TONE
-1
* N egative tone to em otional
display

0

+1

* Both positive &

* Positive to n e to emotional

negative, o r neutral

disp lay

tone to em otional
display

-1
* M ism atch o f em otions /
facial expression / level of

speech

-1
♦ Actively disregards other’s
em otional state/action
♦ Communicates inaccurate
u n derstanding of other

SYNCHRONY
0
* Both match and
mismatch of
emotions / facial
expression level of
speech / v o ice tone

UNDERSTANDING
0
* N o evidence of
u nderstan d in g

demonstrated

+1

* Emotions in synchrony w ith
other’s
* Facial expressions are in
synchrony with other’s facial
expressions
* Talks at a level other can
understand

+1
* Makes statements that reflect
the other’s thoughts/emotional
state
* Asks other about his/her
thoughts/feelings
* Comments on o th e r’s internal
state without judgment
* Anticipates other’s needs
* C o m m u n icates an effort to
liste n to and understand other

PROMOTES INITIATIVES
-1

* Misses chance to respond
positively to other’s initiatives
* Injects owTi concern or
agenda to the exclusion of
other
* Criticizes other
♦ Verbally or nonverbally
expresses pessimism about
other’s ideas

0
* N one

seen

* Promotes other’s initiative
* Takes pleasure in other
* P ra ise s other’s effort
* Follows other’s lead or
in itiativ e
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CODING KEY, CONTINUED
COLLABORATION
-1

+1
* Makes efforts to coiiaborate
with other

0
* None seen

* Actively disrupts other’s
participation
* Controls the activity
* Q-wn actions seem
disconnected from other’s
actions (parallel)
* Takes over activity space
* Withdra'ws from activity
* Makes the decisions

FLEXIBILITY
-i
* Persists with single means
of approaching task
* Insists on one outcome for
the task

0
* None seen

+1

* Utilizes strategies to engage
other (e.g., humor, creativity)

* Accommodates to other’s
level of functioning

RESPONSE
Iscored ga’onllBg te beliavlor r f other fseisnliier sf dymd)
-1
i)
1

-2
®liespoisdb ‘Aith affeci
hi UYia'l

rtpp5>siti‘jn or

sU^'ersarial isv oliicr'f.

.

('urreiit ali’c-Cti\e
faaii.' reniiiins in sonw
opposiiiosi 10, <n
i licreassiS: decreas*.
in {SpposiHion io
inher’s (up- or tltoAHdysregulaii-.Mij

* No v iab le
respon.se.

* f'u rre iil aflA ’iis e
Male, muisins ch»sc

'JkierigBgt'.nie-ML «r

ti'!, OS'inweascK;
-deerei<ai-s iis same

ntfistra! response
!)oly

12
'* Responds v>ids

affeii njatirhing
oi-lier's

direction ;is o ih e r's

lup- SS! ds-!v,iii-Qgulatissn}_______

QliALITY OF RESPONSE
Ssi-ofsd ae-f«rd!iGg to beb8\l«ir a f eiher nsesiter ssf di-sd)
-I

* K*sponds in uiantitr that
indicates !iia’iadapl:i\e and-'e<r
im hailihs v-;&iv:n >»} attenspa

0
* Neuif.s'f fespiHsst;,

'Bcithesvisorb
aJapi i vcirsai adapt it'e

i-.>reguiaio.‘altiHte

!l
'* Kcspsynds isi VtianriC?'
lhai indiicates adgiTiice

■d'std 5:3 bs^iiU'rt reaclif)n U)
stteipts it) njgiilate/atssiac

Note: Task Videotape Coding carried out on middle 2 minutes of task time
Discussion Videotape Coding carried out on final 2 minutes of discussion time
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Appendix B

CODING HELPER SHEET
V IT A L IT y = match/mismatch of emotional energy (level/degree of emotionality displayed)
EMOTIONAL TO N E = overall quality of th e emotions expressed by th e individual being
coded
(i.e., negative (anger/frustration) or positive (happiness/pleasure); if mostly positive
or negative with some neutral code as +1 or -1, respectively; if positive AND
negative, code as 0)
SYNCHRONY = match/mismatch of th e actual behavioral manifestations/displays; is th e
a ffe c t th e same?

BEHAVIORAL EXAMPLES
U N& ERSTA NM N 6
-1
P does not respond to Cs laughter
C ignores P's expressions of fru stratio n
P responds as if C said/did/m eant something C did not say/do/mean
P negates/diminishes Cs emotional expression
+

1

P repeats/paraphrases Cs comments
C asks fo r clarification from P
P asks how C fe lt/fe e ls, what h e/sh e thought/thinks
C comments on how P was feeling without criticism
P infers Cs feelings without criticism
P comments on/recognizes what C is doing sans solely implicating need fo r change (“uh huh,"
"I see")
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PROMOTES m i T I A T I ¥ E S
-1
C criticizes Ps efforts/actions

C makes disparaging comments re: P's ideas
P ignores Cs suggestions re; ways to work through maze
P continues with own line of questioning regardless of Cs interests
C accuses P of purposely making mistakes, wanting to mess them up
P red irects Cs behavior/actions (e.g., places hand on Cs hand to cease knob turning)
C prompts P to return to task

+1
P praises Cs talents/ideas
P encourages C re: how C wants to proceed, what C wants to talk about
C follows P's lead, directives (not ju st working harmoniously; not ju st answering the other's
questions, but can be following through w/ conversation/commentary based on other's
comments)
P reinforces Cs efforts (not merely Cs compliance)

COLLABORATION
-1

C controls the activity, gives P directives without any input from P
P directs Cs movements (e.g., points in the direction knob needs to turn)
C appears nonresponsive to P's agenda/actions (e.g., keeps turning knob without recognizing
contribution of P to task)
P leans over Etch-A -Sketch to exclusion of C
C leans away from ? / E tch-A -Sketch
P ceases to talk with C, becomes verbally disengaged
C ignores P
+1

P asks C how they should opproach task
P consults with C what to talk about
P solicits input from C regarding course of action/topic of discussion
C initiates positive physical interaction (e.g., a hug)
€ clearly in sync/working with P on task (may be nonverbal; facilitating the other's
involvement; sharing in the activity w/the other)
P makes attempts to engage C in conversation
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-1

P maintains set agenda fo r discussion, ignoring Cs interests/com m ents
P keeps asking C same question, in same manner
C insists on one way to accomplish task (e.g., to move knobs in olternoting style)
■*■1
P uses a different approach, or more than one of the following: questions / humor /
compliments or encouragers / self-disparaging comments I apologizing (to keep C engaged)
P suggests d iffere n t way of tackling task
P changes topic in apparent effo rt to engage C

RESPONSE
-2

-1

0

+1

+2

Scored to the degree that other responds in accord with or in opposition to coded member's
attuning behaviors (disengaged = 0; -1 may be scored when one person has no
response/neutral a ffect and the respondent demonstrates an increase in affect)

QUALJTy OF RESPONSE
-1
appropriate efforts to comfort are met with increased negative a ffect, decreased positive
affect, (heightened) anxiety, increased excitement, or agitation
appropriate effo rts to encourage are met with decreased enthusiasm or disengagement
appropriate efforts to contain are met with a heightening of negative emotions or increased
excitability/activity level
appropriate efforts to redirect are met with oppositionality
unwarranted/inappropriate effo rts to contain are met with diminished enthusiasm
+1

effo rts to com fort a re met with increased cairn
e ffo rts to encourage are met with increased enthusiasm or involvement
e ffo rts to contain are met with decreased excitement/activity level
efforts to direct are met with compliance
unworranted/inappropriate efforts to contain are met with no change or heightened
enthusiasm
inappropriate effo rts to encourage (“wind up") are met with no change or decreased
excitability/activity level
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Appendix C
ID#

PARENT / CHILD (circle one)

TASK VIDEOTAPE CODING
O V E R A L L T A S K C O N N E C T IO N R A T IN G

Irsei't start i

T!

1‘2

n

" V ..
ET
S
U
PI

V
ET

V
ET
S
U
PI

c
F

c
F
R
V-

R
QR

S
u
PI

- ■■■

..

T4

..

c
F

S'

: T6

V
ET
S

V
ET
S

U
FI~^
C

PI

V
ET
S
U
PI

c

c

F

F
R

R

R

....QR . ..........

........

V

V
ET

V
ET

FI

S
U
PI

u
PI

C

c

c

c

F

F

F

R

F
R

R

R

QR

QR

QR

QR

S
u

u

F
R

ET
S
U
PI

V
ET

^

............

S

.......

.

■.
ET
S

V
ET

U
PI

u
PI

c

c

F

R

F
R

QR

QR

S

V=Vit^ity ET=Emotional Tone S=Synchrony U=Understanding PI=Promotes Initiatives C=CoOaboration F=FiexibiIity R=Other’s Response QR=Quality o f Response

DISCUSSION VIDEOTAPE CODING
OVERALL DISCUSSION CONNECTION RATING
Insert start t

T|
V
ET
S

U
PI

^ c

!

T2

IE

V
ET
S
\T
PI
c

V
ET
S
u
PI
c
F "
R

F

F

R
QR
17
V
ET

R
^ QR
TttV '
V
ET
S

S

u
PI
c
F
R
QR

-

U
PI
C
F
R
QR

......

14
V
ET
S
-jj—\

f'9

V
ET

r

s

■16

V
ET

V
ET
S
u
FI
C
F
R
QR
112
V
ET

S

u

PI
C
F
R
QR
’1 Hi
V
ET
S

QR

T.5

PI

c
F
R
QR

in
V
ET
S

u
PI

U

U

PI

c

c

F

F
R

PI
c
F

R
QR

OR

I

R
QR

S

u
PI

€
F
R
OR

V=Vitality ET=Emotional Tone S=Synchrony U-Understanding PI=Promotes Initiatives C=CoIiaboration F=Fiexibi!ity R=Other’s Response QR=Quality o f Response
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Appendix D
I D # _____
A T T U N E M E N T T A SK IN T E R V IE W - P A R E N T

What do you think

[name o f child]

was thinking while you did the Etch-A-Sketch activity?

What were you thinking while you both were doing the activity?

What do you think

fname o f child]

What were you feeling?

Describe fo r me what

was feeling during the activity?

_

_

[name o f child]

was doing while you both were doing the task.

(over)
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What did you wantfrom

[name o f child]

while you both were doing the activity?

(can add

'what w ould I w e made it more fu n ? ’ or “w hat vjould have made it easier? ’) ______________________________
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Appendix E
ID#_
ATTUNEM ENT TASK INTERVIEW - CHILD

What do you think your mom/dad was thinking while you did the Etch-A-Sketch activity?

What were you thinking?

What do you think your mom/dad was feeling?

(may provide prom pt

based on observation

o f behavior to

child i f necessary)________________________________________________________________________________________

What were you feeling?

Describe fo r me what your mom/dad was doing while you both were doing the task.

(over)
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What did you want from you mom/dad while you both were doing the task?

(can add ‘w hat w ouid

have made it more fu n ? ' or “w hat w ould have made it easier? ’) ______________________________________________
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Appendix F
ID #

General Information Form
Your relationship to the child;,

Number of people in your household;
Please list:
Age: _ _ _ _ _

Relationship to child:,

Age; _ _ _ _ _

Relationship to child:,

Age: _ _ _ _ _

Relationship to child;,

Age: ________

Relationship to child:,

Age: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Relationship to child:,

Age: ______ __

Relationship to child:

What is your annual household income (after taxes)?
$ 10-20,0 0 0 .
$40 - 50 ,0 0 0 .
$70 - 80 ,0 0 0 .

$ 0- 10,000 _
$30-40,000.
$60-70,000.

$ 20 - 30 ,0 0 0 ,
$50-60,000,
$80,0 0 0 + .

ABOUT YOU:
Aae:
Racial/Ethnic background: (please check ail th at apply)
African Amertcan
HiSDanic
Asian American

WMte/Caumslaii
Native AnierfcaB
Ottier folease spedfvl:

Marital Status;
Sinale
Separated

Married
Di¥or«d

Uvltto tooetber

Highest level of completed education:
DIdnt finish hiah school
Htah School Dioioma
2-vear colleoe
Advanced dearee

GE&
'
Some college _______
Bachelor's degree ______

:

S in « the birth of your phld, have you experlen«d any physical or emotional
ilffim ltles th a t requiied' in ^ ic a i or psfcholopcal intervention?
No

Yes
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ABOUT YOUR CHILD:
Grade:

Age:

List any special education services provided: _ _ _ _ _ _
Radal/Ethnic backgrounds (please d ie A all th at apply)
African American.
Hispanic
Asian American:

W hite/Caucasian.
Native American
Other (please speciff):,

Has this child ever experienced any disruptions in ttie- prtm arf carelaking
environmenl lasting one week or more?
No
Yes

(may ifsdu^e su ^ ffpgngsas CMieade^hmpsiaiiatsmSf surmgate cam^ aiworm

etc.)
If yes, please list age a t occurrence, length of separation, and reason:

Describe fo u r child^s overall general health:
.

i )

Verf: §€soi (almost never gets sick, whert: h e/sh e does. It generallf lasts
a short time and child recoveis guickiy) .

_ _ _ Good {may g e t sick periodicaliy, but generally recovers quickly)
Poor (oitclies 'everything th a t goes around/ reooverf o « u rs within
normal lifnits)
_ _ _ Very poor (seem s t® be sick far greater than ottier children, does not
s ^ i n to 'shake It' as quickly as others)
Listany d la f nosed chronic medical »nclltlons:

.

List any diagnosed psychoiogicaf/emotional conditions;
List any medications currenliy prescribed: _ _ _ _ _
Is your child currently in therapy/counseling? N o.
If yes, please describe lenfth: and focus of tre a tm e n t,
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Appendix G
Connection Questionnaire
In each ofthefoffcrwing settings, please indicate the degree, in percent (0-100%) to wft.ich.y0ufe e l ‘in
tune with, ’ ‘connected to, ’ orgenerady ‘on the same wavefength ’ with your child:

Duringfam ify time:________________

In general: _______________________________
Doing chores: __________________________

During evening routine: .

Watching t. v.: __________________________

On weekends:________

Duringfree piay: ______________________

During the weef^ ,

During ■morning routine:_____________

J it meaftime:____

do what degree did you fe e d connected to' or ‘on the same wavelength’ with your child during the
Ddch-Ji-Sfetch tasf? _____________________
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Appendix H
Parent/Child Reunion Inventory - Last 2 Weeks

caiiW’sCsKfc:;.
Motfa'sFoim

PAREKf

REUNION INVENTORY

DIRECTIONS:
TIsc fsjllcnving is aa attem pt io gain inforpi,ai!ci!3 aboat cliiidren’s bctiavior at
rettnion witls Oteir parw tF 4 ft' r Ivpecal, CT^O'day sepafationa. PfesuK think hack Io tlic most
re csa t lim es WITHIM T HE ’ A*3T W liFK in w M ct y a w child w m separsied from you for at
least i i» itr attd rate y a u r LhiUX TcJiavjrr wlicn
reiitiited w itit her/hiin.
B elow yau w ill fimi typical eluM re a n ia s bsfaaviod. ScpaialJoes and «Bnio-n$
m ight in c W e the folls'B-ing: Child is away at sclwol, ouim in the door and sees ysoii; you arrived
hom e fkjm w ork and m w die child playipg OMttatie as you catne ep the walk; chilti is out with
eiher parenS atsd le /s h e saw you o n h ls /ie r retterri.

Hesse eiwle li» &Iiewiag

ef tehtwois of y o w cftild at famlen tiinis

witis juit
Chid BelaviOf

Rating of Frequancf (cM e aae)

1. Chid swias iclased liirosglsoiit rsiwioa

Usmliy

CtemtoMslIy

Newr

UsiiaJlf

OsxasioBally

New

2. CMd Stas® sosae itesw e at te*3g witfc the
3. Cfiiid ocwie nearer to tie pawit

U»lJy

4. CIsilil iaitlatffi. pjsitive iateiBcticai wifi fee
ps«t;: e.g.. iwltes prast to ms wiitt th ^ ms
Mas, *Us
lieir iay, eta

U s w llf

^sssioaslly

Never

5. CMld ^ s ia l lf tansfaes Hi«
»
ifFEstiouate insiwr (Mss, frog, sic.)

Usijaliy

OceislMlly

Ke«f

Usually

Occisionallf

Newer

Kwer

m

6. Child roa«s pasiliwly Is pateal inifiHlions
(fS{|»esii, teaches, etc.)

fPLEASE GC) ON TO THE NEXT PAGEJ
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-27. CfciH m o w s aw ay from pireijt

Usually

Oeajiofflally

Neiw

S. C iiM steys away fiom p iK s r

Usisallf

Opcssioualiy

M w er

9. ChiM ipiTOS p i E » « w w s * o f parent

Usialy

Oscasioaally

Mmsi

10,C3sili g v e

m em iw «

esq^aaatioii isr ijdag

a n iU e to i n te s c t witis t o piB isI ( is IwfeiHg for
a toy,
w ith s toy, etc.)

Usually

C te e « i« ttJJ y

Nev-er

I I.Q iiM saajiBues to iw engaged w iA to y s, c « h «
objeste a raetiw tiea,

UsM liy

Cto«isw i4H y

Mev«r

12, CissM show s hostility (e .g ., by J a b b i ^ a l
jsareni w ith a tey, o r w is in g lurtfisi rem ark)

Ussjsliy

C3ceasionaiiy

N ever

13, CftiW « t s j«iin.alKwly (e.g., w riggling
aHsfoasIs to {w b I, lying awoffi paicBt lap,
usit® b r s a f ty . stsbtty fsjssiiig a ad bafayish voice,
etc.)

U sw lly

OscssioBalfy

Hever

14, C hiidrejecls l i e panenl by aslciBg p a ie n l to
Iw ve ifae Bsom o r a y i ^
t o t i e r m e” .

U susliy

O ecasiiH tslIf

Mever

13. CfiiM m akes liiiin iiaiin g o f en'banrasstag
nanarks to tiie paw nt, such a s " y o a ’ie r a l l y
dHBisf”, o r “ I tsk f JOB to t e a p tjijiel” , sic.

U sually

Oceasiooallj

Nsvcf

16. C hiU show® esireitae, nerveia etesrfH laess
(e.g„.Jun»p!Sg, skifjpiag, clsppiiig hands a t la r e n t
feljwa o r “ etoiwiir®” s s though to c h ee r th e paiB ii) Usittlly

Occ«ssoBaSy

>!«¥«

I?- C hild asks
to p % » # “parentsi”,
d t ow fproieetive B a s a c r (e.^, ‘‘it’s Rmi isn ’t it,
BJOMSy; "w an t l» piayw ifl! m e, tnosnw y?"),

O c c a sio ita ly

Met®r

U soslly

P L E A S E G O O N T O T H E N E X T PAGE}
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-3*
I S. Clifd » s ^ o j^ Bi9tB Mks a ipsasc, as. in a
sexiially pisyfiil jnaEner.

Osaalif

OcsiKiE«ally Ne-wr

19. C3iili ssaM vey sad w depresssd

Usiislly

Ossssiaotliy Nw«r

20. Cirild sesns feariil of As porenL

Usaatly

Occssisfflslly New

1HAI« YOO P.
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Appendix I
Parent/Chiid Reunion Inventory -In Genera!

C3jiM’s Cosle;__
Moflier’s F a n n

P A R E K T /O H L D &EUM10K IM V E m ’O flY
O m SCTIO N S;
"Use Ibilowing is an aUrnipt u» gaiii ijifoiBiatior. abo«i chiidiMJ’s behavior trt
romilosi wsfe their psircnis after Ijfpscisl, everyday sepiiratioBs. Please think about %“pas in which
your child w as scparaled from you for at least 1 hour and rate yuur child’s Gi;'N'h.-t ALbetittvior
when yois iwynite wiife
Below you w ill li'otl typical chiM reunion behaviors. SopanitkMK and rciiiricsns
might inciude the following; Child i, . i/
school, ctusw In the door and sees you; you drived
home from work and saw the child plav na ai-tside as you earns; up the walk; child is out with
fft&cr parewl asici lic/shc saw von on f ^ I .. ; s t iim.
Please a ’r ^ e tise lijHomiiug fie q a e a c y o f b e h a w ts o f y o w child a t leanioB iifn«
wifli yyau:
Cl»iid Bfiim 'kir

Riitiag ef'F»aqt«ttcy {c'irclc one)

!. CIliM sccm a w t e e d tfircwgliswf reBnioB

LJseafly

O ecasianally

N ever

2. CMid sftows- som e p l e s s r t e s tt e iB g %wat the
p sre n i

Usialiy

OcsMsioaally Never

3. Child w>me» ncaser So the fw e n t

fJgwJiy

OecasisflaUy

4. Child initiates -positive ia ts ja e tis a w i l i th e
paisat; c . g i a v i l s s parent t® se c w hst Ibs^ a re
floing; sells a b o at th eir day, elc.

iJsoaily

OscasioHslly

N'evsr

5- Child -ptgfflkaUy Idsiehcs Ihe pareftl h; an
aJIeetioiatB la a a a s r (Mss, iittg, etc. )

■tJgEsaliy

O ceasionally

Nevef

5. CIliM feacls pcsstivBly to psreisS isatisiieiis
Cssqafists, toischcs, etc.)

U siB lIf

O ccesionally

Never

K w er

p^LEASE G O OM T O T H E MEXT PA G E|
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-27. CftiH Jisewi a«ay fiaiB paieBt

Usually

Oomsiaually Mew

S, Cliki says awiy fiwa pare.it

Usually

Ckcaasiially Mewr

Usaaiy

OeasioaalJy fifever

Osuaily

Oocasittwlly Newr

11.Cfiiiti
to IwengagKl with top, etha
©bjesjts fflracli’Tsfa.,

Ususliy

Ow«ien.sHy Newer

12, CitiWslaws fwstiliiy (®.g., byjablsit^ ai
paKBl witli a toy, or tnaking lirtfiil lanaik)

UsHallf

Ckeasieoalif Never

,t3. Child .«I5 iawAtmcly (e.g., w riting
aRKaifih to paiMit, lying sew s ^ ira i lap,
leiiBf bteatty, subtly fiissing and iabyiah voice,
ac.)
U.sm!ly

OccasioDaOy N « r

14. C3iiWrejects ihe parent by asking p « n ! te
.leave the kmb .arayipg
tetter me”.

Usually

Occasionally Nwer

!.5. CfiiMmakes
or embsreassing
lEBiarks to liue
sBch as "you’re n»i !y
dsimsy”., or "i fold you to ’iosep quiet”, elc.

Ussally

CMH i^stes pm§en« m wrtds of |MMt
le .O ild t g i v » an excuse o r ^ i a i a t i o B fc r tw eig
MBSfete to infeiasjit vrttti f i e parent ( is laaM ag for

a toy,

will a toy, etc.)

OcMsio-BsUj

Nwar

16. Cisild shows estlreme, neraws chttrfaincss
jwBping, skippa®, c l^ n g hands it |went
rettim ®r “efownint” as tfcosigh to slieer ihs ^ s a t) UsuBlly

Ocsssioaalljf

Hem

.17. Child mks piaieni t» play ia a "psrcntal” “ca^i”,
&rowpfotective isisinsr (e.g., “it’s ftm isn’t it,
momniy; “wmt t®pfay ivifii me, moiunsy?”}.

Occssioaally

Nevsr

Dssally

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGEJ
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-3-

Ii . Ciald

m e re

like a ^ w b s c , as in s

sextiaiiy playiiil inaiaier,

O su aij

OcsasioBisJIy Never

19. Chilsls«fi»j.ve*5'Sid«r!fepK®e«i

lISHaly

Cteasfcu&lly Mwr

20. C M d ssejBS fM iiul o f the p a iK it

U stiaily

0 « ;asio M Jiy N ever

THANK YOU!!
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Appendix J
Security Scale

SccariJy Scate

IDII
Kaw I sM'rt K«lisg Sej sisfc 4'!Ki sam e jjufsilisiis a to w l « n i and yoar iwwi. W e a re iBterestcil irs wlsul kind s>f
ps'mjj! 3.tsi a re H te Fia-st lei me cs-pissin l» w Ihese <jijsstifij5ts ^wirk. I’srlj e]i«ej;fktn b site alwiiii p r a kinds si’
Wfis, and we w ant to kn*w whieh kids a re m ure Ifti* fuit. H ere is ss ssmipie
Really Sort o f
Really S«1 of
Trwc
Tnsc
Twc
True
for me fiw me
form e forrae
Some fiids woisld rasJiei*
Oiher kids msuU
piay Dutt!t»rs
lai, alicirBUT laiher wateh T..V,................................. ^ ___ _
spare lime.
W!«al I w ant you to dtiritfe firsl is w latilier you o re m arc like <ke kids like tills (poiist or read) w ho w oui4 ra th e r
pisry sjpltls»rs, o r fiiorc i k e ike kids fsn liac o s lu r side w ho woBltl ra llier w alds T.Y . F irst tkcJde wtiids liind. is
» » r t ' like y aa smd tlie.n
,.p> to fliat si<le o f Hit- s r a t a e e . Now, tIecMe w heliier llsal is sort e f im e f a r vau.
o r iT?flMv tru e for vcm.. and w e can cliecfe lh a i box.
_______

For jEach. Jiemcrscc yon wiii only efieelt one box, i.hc om; Ihal goes wiiit what is irue for ytfu, what you an; most like.,
!. Really Soft of
Tree
Triise
tor me for me
Some kids firstf it easy
O ther kids are nol saw tf
to trasi their
m «ii. IrtJT tiwycasHMS-ttiieirnitisii.
W lileb fe jiiore like j'tiu?

___

2. Really Sort o f
True
True
for tile for ttae

____

____

Rcsliy Sort of
True
Tnse
for rete lor jne

Sr.srs«f
True
fbr ijie

____

____

Really Sort qf
Trae
T p*
for me for me
..Sorac k itb find h easy »
Oilier kids think il is. Iiard
cowntOBtlsck
snoBi for help.
BUT
So coont on tfeeir moiB.
W hich is in o re like j=<su?

________

4. Really
True
for me

S»rl-i}f
True
for nic

Some kkls fe d like iheir
Other kids feel like tlseir
imoinliSBttsi-na
ioi when
BUT
mom. teis tliciwdo tlssng.s
slice as'C irysng to do thiogs,
o a dieir own.
W iik ii is n in re i l s t yno?

________

3. .Really
True
far me

Really
Time
for me

Sort of
TrsJC
for me

____

____

Really
1Vsio
for me

Sort of
'lYue
far me

Some kids tiia k ttteir
OiJier ktste siiliik liielr sSKStti
inom speiitls eiioisgh litoi*
BUT daei! «ei xpend etKiugh rirac
wish shtmi.
with than.
W hich is BtoFC .fiite yati'i
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____

5,
Ifu e
Fcsr nae

Sort o f
True
iW m e

Really Sort of
Trae
Tree
SBf me for nie
Sijiiie kids do a rt really
Oslsar kids do
cdiing iheir
likt;lulling their mom wBsat BUT thciT mom wha? they isrc
iljcy are thiiikiag o r fcdjTi|’.
tiilafctas. ot iscBiig.
W hids is snore like you? ~

_____

6. Really Sast tjf
True
Tnitt
For -iTic !br roe

.

Scaiiy
True
for ssie

Son o f
True
for me

Sosne kids da ri«n really
Other kids need liid r
need their nwro fewaiucli.
BUT
rm»tn fw a itit o f ihijigs._____________ ____ ________ _
Wiifcij is Eiiitre like y<«j?
7. Really
Trtse
F orrac

SoiUff
True
for me

Really Sort o f
I'ruo
Title
fos'Eise
form e
Some kids wish ihcy were
O lhcr kidis are happy with l» w
closer COdieir itiora.
BUT d o se t e y are lo their morn.
Wtiiei! is snore like J'smj?

8, Really S sm o f
True
Trae
For me fiir ore

_______

Some kids w ony sliaE ilieir
tiiota does nosre a iy love

BUT

____

Really
Trac
for ease

Sort o f
True
for me

____

____

Other teds arc i;efJ,l2 sure
tl.iat Slieii' mom iO’« s ihens.

lEicai
W llfch Is »«Msre like you?
D. faaJly
1'nse
ft>T me

__

iO, Really
Trac
for me

SoTl of
Tn*
for me

___

Rcjilly

Sort of
True
for me
for rae
¥fU*

Som e kids fe d like
their mom rcally
undcrscands tisciit.

Other fcids feel like llieir
Eiiossi dtses'notsra Ity
Bsstfcrslsist! lh«fss„
W is f c h is n w e like yon?

___

BUT

Sr»r! o f
T njc
fof asc

RcalJy
Ti«e
for me
Some kids arc real Iy sure
Oi her kids somctinies
dialllieir tWMTiwuttM
B l.T
iTOoder if their moai___________________
Eut leave, ihetaa.
ttU|M feave Ihem.
W itit’li is isaorc like y cu ?
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___

Sort of
True
for ane

____

i 1. ajfally
Tryc
!br rsie

for me

Son \»
Tine
Ibr ir*e

iSMilv
T rsc
for me

Sort of
Troc
for me

Sesslly
Tme
for tBc

S on of
True
fu! me

Ftcall.y

iiC'il of
True
for 'rn!
.Some kids worry t h a t ihwf
nKMW inijjli! n«!i tie ihere
BUT

Other kids
ni<!3« vrili!
W lic ti I I k :)' n e e d t i e r .
lliey need I
W iikii is n sa rr iikt* you?
12. Really
Ti'uc
for nis

Sort i)

Tiue
for nsc
Som e ktds •'Ifiiik ihcir
mom doss J»i Jisien io

BUT

tiiaS l.

Other kiri.t tio [bint;
thciT mom ijsicijs lo

tlK E .
Wliii’h Is sn«re ll£c ysse?

I.J, JRc'aJly

Sort of

Tmc

T riic

fs:i: me

for inc
Sonic kids go in liieir
Oilier kids do not go to
jiKHiiwheo wlaeji tliey BtJT
their mom when they
are upset.
are upset.
W hich is Bifjrie lif a yin8?

!4, ifeal'ly
True
for use

Sm l o f
T njc
fijr ®C

Really
1'rue
for me

S on of
Tree
fiU'JllC

Really
True
fcsr nie

Soft of
Trac
for inc

<'>tlwr tidis lliinli iltsif
Sorn.e krtlE wish liieir mciii
wrasld l>o]p Iherii more
BUT
raora helps sIio t eaough,
tlick ptoWerrK.
Wtsfo-ii is m o re l lk t you?
!5. Really
Trsic
ftir me

Sort of
True
for u k
.Some kitl.s fee! ix'tEt’r
wIjcu iheir mom b
BUT
arfl-und.
W fiidi is m o re like

O ther kids do not feel
better when tiisir mcmi
is aroisad,
you?
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Appendix K
Coping Strategies Questionnaire

f-'opiag. Slraiegk-s QiEsMionriaiif
!D .......................... ........ ....... ................. .. A ge„

B'iniHbiV_________________
(miW
yr)

Bfty

iw

C'.iirj

PR A C 'llC K S M i l o :
One (toy k sdiaci! you ge! youf test biick fsoin your t.t c
e.i.i you Nce s'has ytni scuaxl a low y.rade t,w ihsr
I- 'I V'heri you get home, your mothcT can sell that yon feel i .i i ,ir« s je a»ks if yoa vviiiii so sail; alsout It. Some kids,
u u » ( am to talk about ft, but other kids would wmk ?o be let: jI .ne Which is more like you?
Kr I
Sort o f
Sort of Really
’ <- I
T nte
Title
Tnic
>
for me
for sue for use
Sonic kids, won Id wait*
Otiarr kwk wimkl
......................
s« lisii: kj her about it.
BUT
wsm1 to be ksfl it'oiie.
____
____
I.
One (fay you g* to a n w i c with your (ricntf. After liny show, yon are waiting for your moihcf to pick you up
It! uo hosiie. Visur usolijtT is very late. Sotnc kids w onld slay calm until ihcir moiher got iheco. but oilier kids would
lie very sspsci untl worried liril MJiiieEfiiBg iiiiglit iiave •■suinicrieii K> lier, 'Wblc'n 3s m.t>rc life you?
■Rcilly Son erf
Sort of Beally
Tnic
T'rjw
Tiec
'fm e
for Rtf. te r me
for me 3w iiu;
Some kids would ssay calm
O lher kiils wooiii fe very
.......... ......
ujrfiS tlJcir mother pot there.
HUT up.scl and worrieil aboos her.
,____
____

'1.
Your m other lias been away for a lew days but Is ccwtiing home Istcr in the day. Some kids w oalda't shink It
is. a hla dersii that .she is cuiiiitig Iiiraic, but oUjw kids w oald b e looking tcirware to seeing her. W hich is mens like
ycisi?
Real])’ S<»* o f
Sort o f Really
Troc
Tree
Ttwc
True
for Hie for .i»o
for me
for aie
Some kids wnuidn't thlnlr
Otlacr kids woukl lii«k
licr rciarn 3.5 a b if deal,
BUT
f£jrtv8rd.to.sceini,»l5CT,________ ____
('(I >h o c a .iidci-c to take a trip with a friend and tl'icir family for # tew days. Some fcsds would be homeiik-k
.
!
ihiM up ct e,-? riJBcIi lo Jits, bul cilher kids wotiid fee iibl.c £ij g.O'.viilitbeir friend's family for a vacal'ioE life
f
rf lit! A n 'U k, you?
R H Si'iM of
Son. of
Really
True
Tn.ie
Ire e
‘True
for me for ni,e
f»r sue for me
Some kids would be homesick and
O iler kids wouic!
miss tecir mcrtfKr ton much to go.
IIL'T
b e able lo go.
........
........
S,
O »■ Ilf your V. .I]_i ,ays sotiKShijsg loeaii Its you al seiiooj uBC day, Siasta; kids ivotsEd Se! their mother katsw
d I y “.-.-r * u fn 't utid
i I k wiili lo r ishout is, Irffl jHf5t-.r kitls w(,viilil iio! Jel ihuir iiwilicr li,iww titcy were opset afwi
a lilt’d 'or Mik 1 0 he n>'i >' Which is tsorc i k e y«!'.*
R e aiy
S ri o f
Sort of Raaliy
Tnte
Trac
True
True
ftjr s!«e for nw
for tiic te r me
..Sfisiie iiids would le!
Ot'lier hbjs w onidni id
their ntotlun- know they
BUT
ilieii’ mtnher know they
____ ________
were isp.sc! and wtssild
were, op.vscl asicl vv«jld
iifce to talk to her about si.
not talk to her ahoM it.
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5.
!s«iiity raovfs !o a nc.wmrigfebrirlwosi.Some kids wntiJd wani to exptere tbair iiexv neigltttoriwod a
lltlic f!Ti tlieir cAvri, b«r m hiT l;«is wouW ssajfioate unk-ss i&i'ir sisoilsercodid «« xvitli j|i«n. Which is itmki- itlx you?
Really Son o f
Sort o f Really
Troc
True
T ise
Tiise
for isse fof tne
for rrii' for rne
Suii-ie kills wrrald
Otiter Itids woiikl .slay
scam to explore ji
BUT
tiotn.0 unless iheirijicitlier
___
____
little 0 2 J lirarow n.
cottM go with sitctis,
6.
ycinr irajthei lakes you lo llie doeltif’s s'ii'fiixi fiir a djts.'l;-ujs. W'ljils ysiu are siffiru! in siic waititii’ fooin, she
says slie is going [« ra a an mrmd and will he h»ck w pick you up later. Some fcWs would n«l care If ibclr anoshcr
icfi liit'tn wailing alone, t a oihtT l:ids would prefer thaj ihcw sickfepr wais ivist) ibcm- W ik h k more like you?
Really Sort of
Sort t»f Iteallv
T ree
Tfflc
Tree
True
for itt-3 for iiiE
for me for (tic
Some kids woukl not
Olher kids would wanJ
___ cjirc i.f ijscir HKslhcr
Bl.'T
ilmi iljeir mother to wait_____________ __
___
left iheai alone jo wasi,
for ibcm.
7.
Y Oil and your rBotlwr go lo ii fair one evening. Some o f the rides look a Itele .scary hut (hey look foil and
cxciiinp uxt. Too want your mother to go on m iw . o f the lilies with you. but your mother says she is lifwl and joss
wants to sit on a bench and watch. Some kids would go ou flw rides alone, bin oilier kids would not go on ilie tides
slooc. W hicb ts metre .lilcc yos?
Keaily Sort o f
Sort o f lieidly
True
True
Tree
Tree
for ri« for m e
for m e for tsje
Same kids won id go
Other kids. wihiI cI r» l
-on she rides alont;..
EUT
go on the rides alone,____________ ____
____
£.
You get sick Emd liaw lo spend a few days in the Isospltal, Some H ds woisld want their .niothcr to sjwnd iltc
whole time with them in their hospftitf rooill, but oUlCi' kkU wauM not uliutl i f ihdr EBOliier jes.1 visited ihein usee or
twice a daydtsring visiting lioitrs. Which is more lifce you?
RctHy Sort o f
.Sort-of Really
TVtie
True
'j’rac.
True
foi' me for tase
fi5r me
for me
.Sort* kids wosaki
Olher k iik wntihi tstsE
________
'wistu tlieir raolljuT
BUT
mind if she Jssst vkited
_ _
(o siKiid ti^e whole
iluiittg vi.siiiag hours,
tiinc wish incai.
9.
Out- night when yon are sleeping, you are awaitencti by something lfigl«ctiiri.c. M aybe you liad a bad
(sightmwe or thatghl sonsconc wds try "iig to break Iw o your Irouss. You w a le your moili«r up. After shs makss
swm evcjyibing Is O . K., site s
titat you k* back to iJecp. Some kids would he ufalc to go bock to .sleep fiiirly
ci'Otckiy, has «l:icr tid 'i wouicl stay itpscc and sry lo get shcir motiicr so slay ap with !.hem for alfm.g time, Which is
m ore like yon?
Rcidly Sort o f
Sort Of Ri'allv
T ree
Troe
T ree
True
fa- nse for iiis
for me
for wstSwiw kids would
Other kids wonld stay
be able to go back
JJLT
upset and try to gel their__________________________
to sleep fairly qjaicliiy.
.mother fo' stey up wihh sbem.
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10.

V'ots t> 1 ’1 , V 1 t

rn u i n. ■> ilav :i i ii < irtt nmem. Let’s soy it isftguiist. h tw asou i that your
11 ) -n . 1
c lie •V 1 "i
nd .shcc.ffcrs lo ajvc yriia a fci¥ fcssniss. Some kids
i.v,iLriL[u 1
' n r \ \ V 81k
^.d p ftc
kir. I:iu! oilier kis.% wcmki like ilidr .triotlicr to give
k w p , i j k 1! ' ' h i
S l(. ! 1
1?
Son o!
.Soil of R«i!ly
tVlK
In ic
Tree
for jnc
Iw me for me
Some kisis. wifuhi want
Other kids vould iifce their
to learn to play whlwist
BUT
niotfter to piv.e thes! a
_
—
— iiiiy .Itelp from liiee tiiotler.
few lessons.

WS i fscd 10)' ' I ' d
»i
U
fsiksiES^-

Tme,
for R'c

11.
Ytsijriiieii!'liiTsj\.<
in i-iit jfi.| TO visit a relative for m wceik or two. Some kids w u ld be very
epscl shat sfsc is ,p.«inc> 'r». 4) for .so >
j f v i n ' J ft :o lalk hl'f -Wll «f g«Bg, Inil tulii'r kicis '.vouW aw try to talk
iwr out o f k, W ifichjc ‘w c l ik c y u '
Jlc-iiily Sorl tff
Son of Keaily
True
Tiiie
True
Tnie'
For rue for me
ft)?tt» Ibr
Sossic kM!;-. ’A’oiild ke iipsM
Oihcr kklii wcmklii’i try
_ _
aiwj fry is! lalk her can o f jiOsag.
BL'T to
h sro u t of,poin!;.
___
J2.
L et's .say that to o liavc a ravoriie pet, a cat of a dog, tba! suddenly gels very sick. You arc sad about it,
SoEuc kiefs would let dicir nwihcr tn o w they were feeling sad. but oilier kids would not let tfsck tnolher kiww iltcy
were feeisn^ mid. Which i.suiare like you?
Really Sort of
Stjrusf Scislly
T rae
Tote
Tfse
T «ie
for me fe-r me
for me fer me
■S«l»e Idds would k:t ibeir
Other kids wouldu’t lei tiieir
____
__ _
lljeir
molber know tliityELIT rnotber know they were
were feeling sad.
feeling ssici.
13.
You save been at sitmiuer casup for two weeks a«d inany kids in your aredon Itavc received k-ltt-t& o r pliotie
calls fram their tncwiwrs. Yon have not received any letters or pistsiie call.<i frw n ymir sntjiiier. Stune kids w ould nui
care thFsE shcy have S)Ol llCiird from: llscir mcnliet. but uifser kids would be ifiMipjmitiled slias they hisvs mi! iiearif from
ifecir JTioiher. Which is more like you*?
RcalJy Sort of
Soa of Really
Troe
Troe
T rk
Tnie
for rnt- lor rr.-i’
for ftic for tnc
Some kid.s would
Ollicr Mtfs woiiM t e
that
tbcy liar=ie no: BU T diS2ippoin,ted liiai ilsey Isaven'l
ftoiss llkTr modier.
hearei frosjj Iheir niother.
14.
3< u <rt I he ntiwies with your nioiher wfd you have to go om io the bothtwsji. When yose c«hmi buck in
h *I< 0 i
' diirk liTJUyou canno) find year moilier. Sdme kids would calmly li»fc for their mother, but other
’us V: for ihcfe mother m»d be very upset until ifccy found her. Which is nutre Ufcc ymi?
ilK
Son r f
Sort <sf .Really
.1 rue
Tiuc
T rut
True
for rise for me
.for roe for lac
•Some kids would calmly
Other k u k wt.HtId lotik for
fons for her and rto.|
BOT
her and oe a p s a tistlf.............................................
Iw .too worfled.
tliev fo u n d her.
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11 1 11 i i i i
c d.L M'-iuiif u new sJi^ipping c o t c r Jo see wbw it is Jike. Yoat
I t>. I i f i. 4.-1 ; ire'.fwr Some Idils ivouJd ©n|j w'aiii .-jj csp tev il oti UKif iw
I 1 i( ^ f ■■ ■’ V3ih il'-'' frorf",-■, ’Wik'h ii aisKE Isfa you'J
kt t '
1 1 " {;!
ii
Tiiic
ii >for nu;
Soiwj kills 'svosild tsrsiy \v,m
Other kids wooM not t ^ id
___
«>explari; Ii on fodrciwjj,
BL*T
expforiiu'with iheir motlie;.

15,

1

I

i. *. ,_i !.<! A otihe
ri u ot s.* ds woukl
Ssi;'l o f
Tnse
tdriKC
__

REtilly
True
for «ie
____

16You •.:,(( ’. 1 ! .' tii'tlK T j'O lit C he II . i‘ It 'I f %Shen y<ni j o inie the ihestar, yim s e e tljuS it is crowtfcd .‘.lid
y i« fuiiiKi; r.nd “s . i --.u niyrs nr. Somv’ '> i
«u\ V ‘Oiry ihsi they cannot«it with their nw hcr, butotbci kids
'SfOihij p re 'rs In sil

Keaily
Tnti'
for snc

i,y 'ic l u ilieir laiol! *-r o

'

’s h id ’ is m-arc !ilx JXits?

Son o f
True
for sne

_______

t

S«itie ksiJs woaW lie sorry
(key camwi sis wiilj ter.

BUT

Otlicr kids would Kiiher
sit a svay from her tinyway.

____

kesliy
'j'rue
|«r me
____

!7.
YsHtr i*v.i
Y<!S'T*I)|S0 " on s', fiekl trip forscve’'il 1
s'our jTKvds'r’i j i yK'f.ci Eo go aloua as a
irKtm inotbar. Bur f i’ ii)\ s ti a ¥{H!Jclas.s issupp-aseri to g”, "c
>i i
tlefides 11l.ii ski i* uio busy U> j>aaliHip
on till' trip S.'uK 1 iJ V nild sCiH want to go with llicjf. •* t> » iij i. >n if feeit ts o h.- « ijtt’l
liui irthttt kiih.
wcmif’. not s.am lu |!o on die irsp if their inodier tiitJif l gn
i !■ is ii.tite like you'.?
Realty Sort o f
Stsri o f
Really
Titte
True
True
I'ntf.
fiix me ftw m e
far me for me
S'Oittc kids wmiki ‘isiij warn to
Other IcicLs wtrald-s't want i.»
__ _
____
go if iljciririnJhe,r<ii<ln's ^o.
BUT po if iliflr inafoer didn’t go.
1S,
On tlw way liciaK. ft«M« schuol a bully stopj yon «ntS tiuoilcns you. This sntike,s yon
i . s u afraid. When
yon ,2 th i'tcffic youtalk .to yossr EatslhLT a-hout is.Some kkfei svouW slay close to SiteiruioUki 'oJ ai Ixiia it iisr a
long siilto. but other kids would talkto shcir mother for a .shortlime asid then gel m e t it.Which is mom like you?
Rc-Eslly Siirtctl
Sort
of Rcsilly
True
True
Tme
Triis'
for rae for rnc
for me
for me
S «iw kids would siuy ckise
Other kids wnsld talk to
_______ tt> iheii litoJliet’and talk abum
BOT her for a sltott ttmc and
it fei' a !c#a tisae.
then got over is,
13.
One dsry y<m and your mother go to the zoo. Yuur mist.'er say.s that h c c a i i s e .shs. i is n- i seen you imidi
3aidy, she womld like thetw oofyott to look ateIjc unititalsk.gtilicr. .Some kids would hi u. iii .u ir lixtk at the
jiainiiis with tiicjE' fficilliei', litsi sMliei' kids would ralsKr kmk i." ifjt,animals alrtfk' iSfts,! mc't . p rli i 'iiliiet later.
Wliicli is mote like yara?
Resils Ss'H'Mff
S en o f 'Really
True
Tnic
Trae
True
for nre for rac
fof aw
for me
Sosse kids wottld be willing to look
Other Rids wuuld latter iouk al the
a! Else amnwJs wail (heir ilioliissr.BUT jisiinrds ifkrne and niee! their______________
____
mother liBer.
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Yoii!' rooibi;;' hs:<s lo slsy in tlie hespkal (ex

20.

tests.. StsiftE kids. tvtHii.il werii to visit the r roojeer

he

iji.isjiiiiil, hul o th er kills t n i y l d n 'i f t w i f s l i e y d k t e ’i.s s H 'th d r n is ith c r fo r s f c w s ia u f ., W h id ) isSDPi • r k . .i.l- ''
Retilly
T mc
ib.r m e

slit
Trac
for tHi*
____

Sisrl i
Tnsi;
lor m e
Sd;,-)s kids ufitild wofii lo
visit her its the hospital.

Rt..j!iy
True
for rae

Cltiitsr kitls w aiiW ir: care
if ite y ditln't see her f o r »................... .......................
few ilays.

BUT

,5u.r tjioiiKi dc ' . i v n m-n iw e n ijfe re a rivw mwli, W lwe
* . ! I'wre your niswiie.
i
shui
. ur own for IF ' iii nii n n riieei ii|>wilh h e rai it panicul ir s! i ■ ’kHic. kids vrDitkl w ucsplonr.'!
I
h
heirfw uiin h . m i
><’s would e.vp!oTC a new ntali aJoru ’k hs-.i k'nirsK.* like yosr?
■s
Sort o f Really
Trmr
True
T"ut:
for me for sue
fbr itte ibr trie
•Some kiti.s w s M rsoi
Ol.li.er kills woukl espitsrc
explore lisc aew iiMll
BUT
the now
withttw her._______ ____
____
wttlioai llieif irtottor.
2.L

T u I J

j,, j..|
li
'

22.
One dny yon have » prohlem with « iiienil at scluwl. ’Alien y&a p x honic, your mtrthercan tell that vrra arc
tjpsei nnd sta m Eafkiti.g to yon about it.
. wouitl feel coroforsabk talkijsg so the 'tp i
i <iit Ik. <i
fccliags nnfl jprobleins. b»t osJicr kids wi
aanc iliesr m other u> leave tlwni alone 'A J i > m- [ le yi
.Really So.n of
\i i T
Real j
True
True
ir u c
rrue
ftii sue foi' rtrs
fcsr' me for me
SiMiie kkis would fcei «.iroforti.it)|t;
Oilier kids woa.ld just
talking lo ikeir raotbcr akiist
BUT
vvaiH ilieif iMOther w
____
____
tbeir fcdiitgs and problems,
leave them alone.
23.
A'oii have 10 go to the <k»cror for a check-up and you arc in She ’v ji I 't r om with ytmr tnodter. Y oar mother
wants to leave yon at she docior’s office wliik- she does .some .ylwspping hiMt i ' i >would lie npsct amf iry lo niiAc
Their motJWi stay, but other kids would not be snirpsc-t and wtntld mil Lt> it i*' u c iieir mod ter slay. AVItids is mote
like you?
fieally Sort o'f
Stiii of Really
True
‘T'rtte
Tiise
True
fbr me for mt;
for roc for me
Sonse kills wonW be upset
Other kids would turt be
t'snii iry to iTififec iteir rnotfcL'r
BUT
.sn. iipsct and would rir*! try
____
stay.
to m ate tbeii motlief stay.,
24.
O ne day al school the teacher leils die class a k n d a new class p ’ojec. j vies- pi.tc. .. i .ssks everyone to
decK'te o'vcriiiglu if tItcy warn to p.lay a par-' in it. The
stigitiKts th
,iv
vs . j j >) ihc play w'ilh their
fiKsllMf before dvcidittg w tm hia so he in i t Sojtio fo.iiswould not want to - •>-’iss te . r • i . pi.iy with their ni-olJtcr
before discidiiig. butolliLTkids wmikf wtinl to disniss. itvUtli titeir moilier LaiVm.TA'hicit i.smate like you?
S,i;a1ly Stirs o f
.Son o f Reaify
True
Trs!c
True
Trijc
foroic- fornt-c
m tn m Ibr me
S rire kfcfc >viju!d nol wanl
Otlse.r kid.s WiHiitI Wista
O t - t o , t 'a.ic.f3 llieir
BUT
s« discuss, it tvis'is bur
____
____
1 jor !f! .j.it-reiSecidingbefore dce.i<Slng.
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25.
Your moUier conws tosit: afscr being mvay for a wccfc w rwo, Some kids would slop what they are diiing
and run lo iaeei iserwith « bug or a kiss, Iwt oihcr kids weuJd i»x stop wliai ihcj- are dnioj to grcel her. Whieli is
jtisms lik e y m l
R eally
True.
fi>r m e

Son o f
Trise
for ,mc
____

26.

Si.stBc kid's -B-oHld ,?lep »
fp sct h e r wit!) a ! s u |« r a kissi.

Sort o f
Ti'BS
for itse

Realty
T rue
for me

____

___

O tte r .kids w o a ld a ’i

BUT

stop lo gn»! her.

TIkjc is an aftcr-sclwoi sjxni.s team ik ii y«« really warn xojoiti„ hut you reatisse that you dots’t know anyone

« i the Scam, Y o s ask ystuc moElier m p i to ih c n y -o m s with y a s . She sisys slic c a n drive y a a iiiere Inn can'! stay

there witl) you, Home, kids would go only i f their mother could stay during die try-outs, but other kkis would go even
if'tlieir motlier ciHskln’! stay. WIsldi j.s nwre like you?
Resiliy S a n o f
Sort o f Really
T ra c
f o r me

Tmc
f o r me

____

Trus;
for m e

Some kids would go only
If ihelrinnshercM iW stay.

Other Idds would go even
If siie couldn't stay._____________

S I.'T

T rae
for ,nic

___

One day you corns home fromrelHNd upset abtnii something. Your mother asks you wliai iho problem is..
Somt? kids w ouM n’i vriita to talk to her about it. b ai o ther kHls w onid w ant to d iscu ss it w ith her.
.Rca'By Sort o f
S ot! o f Really
T n ie
T rue
Tmc
Tsuc
for iE£ fisr Hie
for isse
for m e
S em e kids w ouM nT w ani
O t t e r kids w ould wssat so
__
____
1.0 talk to her alw ul it.
BUT
uiHt to her about U.
____ _______
27.

218.
VcKs and your sr®f,lier arc i« si busy sho p p in g m ail in M issDula, .md .suddcaiy you cais’t frad your rtsotlicr.
Y ou are upset, bet a little b u cr you find each other. Some kids would sikhi get ovet being apsssi, but other kids
wosiid stay w orried f o r a long tisnc titas iJsey jikgtst get separitK d again. W tiiell is mtfce like yais?
R e sily Sort o f
Sort o f
Really
T ru e
T ru e
T rnc
T rue
for rm- for m e
for m e
for me
Some k id s woaW soon
Other k id s would stay wom cd
____
get over heiEtg upset.
BUT
tlust ihcy m ight g et separated agtiitt.
_ _

29.
Ytw watil Eo lia.rn fniw to do sonicrtiistg cm a coraputer, and y m are itavsag iruiible fcaming i»sw iti (So is.
Yousr i)Kitlie:f ksows •• lot about computers and offers to hclp yon. Some kitls would fiai wbssi any help from their
motlser, bul »ther fcids would let tJlcir raotlser give tbcin Mwie
Wisicli is more iifcc y «i?
R e a lly
T n ic

fo.r i t e

-Sort o f
T ru e
for use

Son
T rue

R-caIfy

fu r m e for » e
S «m c kids wotiM noi vvaass

____

of
Tnsc

tiny help from ihd r tuotbcr.

HUT

O tlicf Wds wouM fei their
rao ih er give ihoni some h elp.

____

30.
One day a; school the tcucbci mlsaiideniiands somctliing you did and scoids you for it. Yoa become upset.
Some kids would .stay very tsp s a sjaslii Elscy talk w th eir mother aboot it, biM o ilier kitls would not he m anxious to
talk so their m otlier aboul it. Whiidi is more U fa yt>U?
S « !iy
T ra e
for m e

Son of
T ra e
for reic

S ort o f RcBliy
'Trttc
T ree
for :me for irjc
S om e fcids wcral d sts y

.._____ ____

upset n a il they talked

Olfacr ki dc -would not

Bl.iT

he so n»vou$ lo talk

£0 flffiiT rsiDEiier sibfui I it,

........

us t e r a b o u t I i
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A ppendix L
Informed Consent Form
Emotional Connection and Attachment Study

Principal Investigator:
Linda Frey, M.A.
Clinical Psychology Trainee
Department of Psychology
University o f Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-4523

Faculty Advisors:
Christine Fiore, Ph.D.
Paul Silverman, Ph.D.
Clinical Fsychologists
Department of Psychology
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406)243-4522

The purpose of this research study is to gain better understanding regarding the
interactions o f parents and their children, and to develop a standardized way to look at these
interactions.
Procedures
This study involves one meeting with the parent and child together. During this time, you
will be instructed to engage in one task together. This task involves use of a simple toy and you
will be videotaped during this process. After this is complete, and we have asked you both a few
questions, you and your child will each fill out a number of paper and pencil questionnaires. Your
child will remain in the research room with a research assistant to complete his/her
questionnaires, while you will be taken to another area with the researcher to complete yours.
Once both of you have finished, we will come together and answer any questions you might have.
The entire study is expected to take between one and two hours. You will be
compensated $20 for your assistance with this research. This study is completely voluntary and
you are free not to answer any questions or not to participate in any task you choose, or to
withdraw from the study at any time. If, at any point, you choose to withdraw from participation,
you will still receive the $20 compensation for your time. The researcher will answer any
questions you might have during the study, or you are also free to call at a later time to discuss
any concerns.

Risks. Stresses, and Discomforts
It is expected that the task you are asked to complete with your child may be mildly
frustrating for some. In addition, some people may experience a degree of discomfort as they
answer questions related to emotions, or general functioning. This study is not specifically
designed to provide benefits directly to you; however, some people may find it enjoyable and the
questions asked informative.
Confidentiality
All information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. A code number will be
assigned to your data (videotape and questionnaires), which will be entered into a computer. Your
name will not be used. Your data will be stored in a locked file cabinet and only the research staff
will have access to it. Any records connecting your name and your data will be stored in a
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separate locked file cabinet, and will be destroyed once the data has been coded and entered into
the computer.
There are a few circumstances in which we are ethically and legally bound to break our
agreement o f confidentiality. We are legally obligated to break confidentiality in certain
situations involving potential harm to you or someone else, such as suicide, homicide, and child
or dependent person abuse (physical or sexual abuse or neglect). If you or your child provides
information in which either of you communicate information regarding child/dependent person
abuse, or substantial intent to physically injure another person or self, the researcher will consult
with Dr. Christine Fiore, clinical psychologist and University of Montana faculty member. As
deemed necessary and appropriate, the researcher will then make efforts to inform that other
person and/or the appropriate authorities of the circumstance reported. Additionally, if we receive
a court order which requires that we release records about you, we will comply with this order.
We will attempt to inform you if any of these situations arise.
Compensation for Injury
The following liability statement is required in all University of Montana consent forms:
Ain the event that you are injured as a result o f this research, you should individually
seek appropriate medical treatment. If the injury is caused by the negligence of the
university or any o f its employees, you may be entitled to reimbursement or
compensation pursuant to the Comprehensive State Insurance Plan established by the
Department of Administration under the authority of M.C.A., Title 2, Chapter 9. In the
event of a claim for such injury, further information may be obtained from the
university’s claims representative or University Legal Counsels

Statement of Consent
I have read the above description of this research study. I have been informed of the risks
and benefits involved, and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. Furthermore,
I have been assured that any future questions I may have will also be answered by a member of
the research team (Linda Frey: 243-4523). I voluntarily agree for myself and my child to take part
in this study. I understand I will receive a copy of this consent form.

Printed name of research participant

Signature of research participant

Date

Signature of researcher

Date
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Appendix M
Informed Consent Fonn - Psychology 100 Students
Emotional Connection and Attachment Study
Principal Investigator:
Linda Frey, M.A.
Ciinical Psychology Trainee
Department of Psychology
University of Montana

Faculty Advisors:
Christine Fiore, Ph.D.
Paul Silverman, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologists
Department of Psychology

Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-4523

University o f Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-4522

Purpose
The purpose o f this research study is to gain better understanding regarding the
interactions o f parents and their children, and to develop a standardized way to look at these
interactions.
Procedures
This study involves one meeting with the parent and child together. During this time, you
will be instructed to engage in one task together. This task involves use o f a simple toy and you
will be videotaped during this process. After this is complete, and we have asked you both a few
questions, you and your child will each fill out a number o f paper and pencil questionnaires. Your
child will remain in the research room with a research assistant to complete his/her
questionnaires, while you will be taken to another area with the researcher to complete yours.
Once both of you have finished, we will come together and answer any questions you might have.
The entire study is expected to take between one and two hours. You will receive 6
experimental credits for your assistance with this research. This study is completely voluntary and
you are free not to answer any questions or not to participate in any task you choose, or to
withdraw from the study at any time. If, at any point, you choose to withdraw from participation,
you will still receive the 6 experimental credits for your time. The researcher will answer any
questions you might have during the study, or you are also free to call at a later time to discuss
any concerns.
Risks. Stresses, and Discomforts
It is expected that the task you are asked to complete with your child may be mildly
frustrating for some. In addition, some people may experience a degree o f discomfort as they
answer questions related to emotions, or general functioning. This study is not specifically
designed to provide benefits directly to you; however, some people may find it enjoyable and the
questions asked informative.
Confidentiality
All information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. A code number will be
assigned to your data (videotape and questionnaires), which will be entered into a computer. Your
name will not be used. Your data will be stored in a locked file cabinet and only the research staff
will have access to it. Any records connecting your name and your data will be stored in a
separate locked file cabinet, and will be destroyed once the data has been coded and entered into
the computer.
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There are a few circumstances in which we are ethically and legally bound to break oar
agreement of confidentiality. We are legally obligated to break confidentiality in certain
situations involving potential harm to you or someone else, such as suicide, homicide, and child
or dependent person abuse (physical or sexual abuse or neglect). If you or your child provides
information in which either o f you communicate information regarding child/dependent person
abuse, or substantial intent to physically injure another person or self, the researcher will consult
with Dr. Christine Fiore and/or Dr. Paul Silverman, clinical psychologists and University of
Montana faculty members. As deemed necessary and appropriate, the researcher will then make
efforts to inform that other person and/or the appropriate authorities of the circumstance reported.
Additionally, if we receive a court order w'hich requires that we release records about you, we
will comply with this order. We will attempt to inform you if any of these situations arise.

Compensation for Injury
The following liability statement is required in all University of Montana consent forms:
Ain the event that you are injured as a result of this research, you should individually
seek appropriate medical treatment. If the injury is caused by the negligence of the
university or any of its employees, you may be entitled to reimbursement or
compensation pursuant to the Comprehensive State Insurance Plan established by the
Department of Administration under the authority of M.C.A., Title 2, Chapter 9. In the
event of a claim for such injury, further information may be obtained from the
university’s claims representative or University Legal Counsel.=
Statement of Consent
I have read the above description of this research study. I have been informed of the risks
and benefits involved, and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. Furthermore,
I have been assured that any future questions I may have will also be answered by a member of
the research team (Linda Frey: 243-4523). I voluntarily agree for myself and my child to take part
in this study. I understand I will receive a copy of this consent form.

Printed name of research participant

Signature of research participant

Date

Signature of researcher

Date
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Appendix N
C h ild A ssent F o rm
Y ou a re b ein g ask ed to h elp o u t w ith a research s tu d y w e a re d o in g . W e are
loo k in g a t th e w a y p a re n ts a n d k id s act to g eth er, a n d h o w th e y see th e w ay th ey
g e t along. If y o u ag ree to h elp u s o u t, y o u a n d y o u r p a re n t w ill b e v id e o ta p e d for
th e first p a rt w h e n y o u w ill be a sk e d to d o a k in d of g am e to g eth er. 111 th e n sit
d o w n w ith y o u b o th a n d talk a b o u t w h a t y o u d id a n d w h a t y o u th o u g h t a b o u t it.
N ext, y o u w ill be a sk e d to a n sw e r so m e q u estio n s o n p a p e r, a n d so m eb o d y w ill
help y o u w ith th at. W hile y o u 're d o in g th a t, y o u r p a re n t w ill g o into th e o th er
ro o m a n d fill o u t som e m o re p a p e rs. A fter y o u 're b o th d o n e, w e 'll all com e back
in h e re a n d w e can a n sw e r an y q u e stio n s y o u m ig h t have.
If, a t a n y tim e, y o u d o n 't w a n t to ta k e p a rt in th is s tu d y a n y m o re, y o u d o n 't
have to. Y ou a n d y o u r p a re n t w ill still g et th a n k e d fo r y o u r h elp . A lso, if w e ask
an y q u estio n s th a t y o u d o n 't w a n t to an sw er, y o u d o n 't h a v e to; or, if th e re is
a n y th in g y o u d o n 't u n d e rs ta n d , ju s t ask a n d w e 'll ex p lain it.
E v ery th in g th a t y o u d o h ere to d a y a n d tell u s w ill be k e p t co n fid en tial, th a t
m eans th a t w e w o n 't tell a n y b o d y else. The o n ly th in g th a t w e m ig h t h a v e to tell
som eone is if y o u tell u s th a t so m eo n e is h u rtin g y o u o r a n o th e r child, o r h a s h u rt
y o u o r a n o th e r child, or th a t y o u a re g o in g to serio u sly h u r t y o u rself o r som eone
else. This is so th a t w e can p ro te c t y ou.
If y o u h a v e an y q u estio n s, or d o n 't u n d e rs ta n d an y p a rt of th is, p lease let m e
k n o w so th a t I can ex p lain it to y o u . O r, if y o u h a v e q u e stio n s later, y o u c an call
m e, L in d a a t 243-4523.
If y o u agree to h e lp u s o u t to d a y , p lease sig n below :

P rin te d N am e

D ate

S ig n atu re

S ig n atu re of R esearcher
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Appendix O
Debriefing Sheet

About This Study
Children’s earliest relationships with their caregivers are
said to form the basis for their future relationships, as well
as their overall view of the world. Both the interaction
between parent and child, as well as their ability to connect
with each other are viewed to be important.
This project was designed to develop a way to measure
connection between parent and child. It also looks to
examine the relationship between parent-child connection
and interaction, possibly lending support to the argument
that one of these characteristics influences the other.
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